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Abstract: A hungry world It will be one of mankind’s greatest challenges to feed the 9 billion people
which are projected to populate our planet by 2050 (Godfray et al. 2010). Already today, it is difficult
to meet the global demand for food. Consumption of grains and oilseeds has exceeded production in 7
out of 8 years since 2000 leading to the lowest food stock levels since 1970 (USDA 2008). Spiking food
commodity prices made more than 1 billion people in the developing world suffer from hunger in 2008
(FAO 2009). After a brief phase of relieve, food prices in 2011 have again surpassed levels reached in
2008 and were a major cause of popular unrest (FAO 2011). There are multiple reasons for this worrying
development. On the consumption side, the world’s population grows by 200’000 hungry mouths everyday,
but more importantly, we see sharply increasing demands for protein-rich food, especially in developing
countries such as China and India. Furthermore, climate change politics and fossil fuel shortages foster
the production of biofuels on lands previously used to grow food (USDA 2008). On the supply side,
the annual growth rate in grain and oilseed production has been slowing from 2.2% between 1970 and
1990 to 1.3% since 1990 (USDA 2008). Yields of important staple crops such as wheat have reached
a plateau or are even declining in Europe (Brisson et al. 2010) and the United States (Graybosch and
Peterson 2010). Similar to all other internationally traded commodities, prices for agricultural goods
increase as soon as demand surpasses supplies. Higher food prices however, will not stop rich countries
from importing fodder for their livestock or biofuels. It is mainly the people in the poor countries which
are often dependent on food imports that will suffer most. To prevent catastrophic scenarios such as
worldwide famines and refugee streams (Cribb 2010), either the demand for food needs to be lowered or
the production increased. Furthermore, the distribution and availability of food needs to be improved. As
mentioned above, population growth is one of the main drivers of food demand. Attempts to slow down
population growth have been made, for example the One-Child policy in China, but it involved drastic
violations of human rights. It has to be seen if more social ways can be found to reduce human fertility.
The best and certainly healthiest option would be to reduce the world food demand by stop wasting
food (Nellemann et al. 2009; Godfray et al. 2010) and limiting meat consumption in the industrialized
countries (Vogel 2010). However, there are models that show that even if the industrial countries would
cut their meat consumption by half, this would only marginally ease the hunger of the worlds poorest
(Stokstad 2010). Ultimately, the world has to try to increase its food production somehow – at least
until the population maximum is reached. Demand for food might increase by 70–100% during the next
forty years (WorldBank 2007; Royal Society of London 2009). The following paragraph will explain how
yields have been improved in the past and discuss factors limiting future efforts. Need for second green
revolution Doubling the world’s food production is very difficult; however it has been done before. The so
called “green revolution” allowed increasing the world grain production from 1 to 2 billion tons between
1960 and 2000 (Khush 2001). This major effort was possible due to the introduction of new, improved crop
varieties that allowed higher fertilizer and pesticide input and the expansion of cropping area (Evenson and
Gollin 2003). Unfortunately, the industrialisation of agriculture led to massive environmental problems
(Tilman et al. 2001). One could argue that we need a second “green revolution” but this time, it
needs to be sustainable. Most of the ways used to increase agricultural production in the past were
far from being sustainable and will meet severe limitations in the future: firstly, expansion of global
agricultural land inevitably means clearing tropical forests and shrubland ecosystems (Gibbs et al. 2010).
This leads to increasing greenhouse gas emissions and the loss of biodiversity and important ecosystem
services. It is likely, that future environmental policies such as “Reducing Emissions from Deforestation
and Degradation” (REDD) will slow down agricultural expansion (Ghazoul et al. 2010). Secondly, more
than half of the global food production increase was due to higher fertilizer and pesticide input and
therefore dependent on fossil fuels or other non renewable resources (Cordell et al. 2009; Godfray et al.
2010). Since the production maxima for several non-renewable resources is predicted to peak in the near
future (Heinberg 2005; Cordell et al. 2009) further intensification of agriculture might not be feasible.
Third, 40% of the world’s food is currently grown on irrigated fields. However, climate change models
predict that many countries are likely to suffer from water scarcity which will negatively affect their
agricultural output (Nellemann et al. 2009). Forth, genetic improvements of crop varieties have been a
mayor driver of the past green revolution. Such improvements can be achieved by traditional breeding or
genetic engineering. The performance and ecology of several novel wheat varieties and lines that contain
such genetic improvements will be the topic of this thesis.
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Fig. 1: Manual harvest of field trial with genetically modified (GM) wheat in 2010 
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A hungry world 
It will be one of mankind’s greatest challenges to feed the 9 billion people which are 
projected to populate our planet by 2050 (Godfray et al. 2010). Already today, it is 
difficult to meet the global demand for food. Consumption of grains and oilseeds has 
exceeded production in 7 out of 8 years since 2000 leading to the lowest food stock 
levels since 1970 (USDA 2008). Spiking food commodity prices made more than 1 
billion people in the developing world suffer from hunger in 2008 (FAO 2009). After a 
brief phase of relieve, food prices in 2011 have again surpassed levels reached in 2008 
and were a major cause of popular unrest (FAO 2011).  
There are multiple reasons for this worrying development. On the consumption 
side, the world’s population grows by 200’000 hungry mouths everyday, but more 
importantly, we see sharply increasing demands for protein-rich food, especially in 
developing countries such as China and India. Furthermore, climate change politics and 
fossil fuel shortages foster the production of biofuels on lands previously used to grow 
food (USDA 2008). On the supply side, the annual growth rate in grain and oilseed 
production has been slowing from 2.2% between 1970 and 1990 to 1.3% since 1990 
(USDA 2008). Yields of important staple crops such as wheat have reached a plateau or 
are even declining in Europe (Brisson et al. 2010) and the United States (Graybosch 
and Peterson 2010).  
Similar to all other internationally traded commodities, prices for agricultural 
goods increase as soon as demand surpasses supplies. Higher food prices however, will 
not stop rich countries from importing fodder for their livestock or biofuels. It is mainly 
the people in the poor countries which are often dependent on food imports that will 
suffer most. To prevent catastrophic scenarios such as worldwide famines and refugee 
streams (Cribb 2010), either the demand for food needs to be lowered or the production 
increased. Furthermore, the distribution and availability of food needs to be improved. 
As mentioned above, population growth is one of the main drivers of food demand. 
Attempts to slow down population growth have been made, for example the One-Child 
policy in China, but it involved drastic violations of human rights. It has to be seen if 
more social ways can be found to reduce human fertility. The best and certainly 
healthiest option would be to reduce the world food demand by stop wasting food 
(Nellemann et al. 2009; Godfray et al. 2010) and limiting meat consumption in the 
industrialized countries (Vogel 2010). However, there are models that show that even if 
the industrial countries would cut their meat consumption by half, this would only 
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marginally ease the hunger of the worlds poorest (Stokstad 2010). Ultimately, the world 
has to try to increase its food production somehow – at least until the population 
maximum is reached. Demand for food might increase by 70–100% during the next 
forty years (WorldBank 2007; Royal Society of London 2009). The following 
paragraph will explain how yields have been improved in the past and discuss factors 
limiting future efforts.  
 
Need for second green revolution  
Doubling the world’s food production is very difficult; however it has been done 
before. The so called “green revolution” allowed increasing the world grain production 
from 1 to 2 billion tons between 1960 and 2000 (Khush 2001). This major effort was 
possible due to the introduction of new, improved crop varieties that allowed higher 
fertilizer and pesticide input and the expansion of cropping area (Evenson and Gollin 
2003). Unfortunately, the industrialisation of agriculture led to massive environmental 
problems (Tilman et al. 2001). One could argue that we need a second “green 
revolution” but this time, it needs to be sustainable.  
Most of the ways used to increase agricultural production in the past were far 
from being sustainable and will meet severe limitations in the future: firstly, expansion 
of global agricultural land inevitably means clearing tropical forests and shrubland 
ecosystems (Gibbs et al. 2010). This leads to increasing greenhouse gas emissions and 
the loss of biodiversity and important ecosystem services. It is likely, that future 
environmental policies such as “Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and 
Degradation” (REDD) will slow down agricultural expansion (Ghazoul et al. 2010). 
Secondly, more than half of the global food production increase was due to higher 
fertilizer and pesticide input and therefore dependent on fossil fuels or other non 
renewable resources (Cordell et al. 2009; Godfray et al. 2010). Since the production 
maxima for several non-renewable resources is predicted to peak in the near future 
(Heinberg 2005; Cordell et al. 2009) further intensification of agriculture might not be 
feasible. Third, 40% of the world’s food is currently grown on irrigated fields. 
However, climate change models predict that many countries are likely to suffer from 
water scarcity which will negatively affect their agricultural output (Nellemann et al. 
2009). Forth, genetic improvements of crop varieties have been a mayor driver of the 
past green revolution. Such improvements can be achieved by traditional breeding or 
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genetic engineering. The performance and ecology of several novel wheat varieties and 
lines that contain such genetic improvements will be the topic of this thesis. 
 
The role of transgenic plants 
Since the early nineties, ever growing numbers of genetically modified (GM) crops 
have been released with the promise of superior quality compared to conventional 
varieties (James 2009). Whereas the adoption of GM crops was fast in countries like 
USA, Canada, Brazil, Argentina and India, any attempts to release such plants met 
massive resistance in other places. Besides ethical and religious concerns, opponents of 
GM technology in Europe criticised that the influence of these plants on human health 
(Kuiper et al. 2001) and the environment had not been evaluated properly. Key 
concerns of environmentalist are invasiveness, vertical or horizontal gene flow, other 
ecological impacts, effects on biodiversity and the impact of presence of GM material 
in other products (Conner et al. 2003). Some of these concerns have been corroborated 
by studies showing pollen-mediated gene flow from GM plants into conventional 
varieties or wild plant species (Quist and Chapela 2001; Mallory-Smith and Zapiola 
2008; Zapiola et al. 2008; Piñeyro-Nelson et al. 2009). In Canada, populations of 
canola plants that have accumulated several herbicide resistance genes were found 
along highways (Knispel et al. 2008). GM traits obtained trough gene flow from GM 
fields allow these plants to persist as volunteers in agricultural landscapes (Knispel et 
al. 2008). Herbicide resistant creeping bentgrass Agrosis stolonifera has escaped from 
field trials and continued to spread for 3 years. Efforts to eliminate these plants proved 
to be in vain (Zapiola et al. 2008). Furthermore, traces of BT-toxins have been found in 
streams nearby BT-maize fields (Rosi-Marshall et al. 2007) which may cause 
unexpected ecosystem-scale consequences. However, no persuasive studies linking GM 
technology to serious health problems or major environmental disruptions have been 
published so far. On the opposing side, agrochemical companies promised miracle 
plants that would solve the food crisis. However, private companies tend to develop 
profitable crops that reduce the costs of farming rather than enhance yields (USDA 
2008). The number of farmers that are willing to grow GM plants containing either BT-
toxins against insects, herbicide resistances or both is currently growing fast, especially 
in developing countries (James 2009). Hence, such plants must be profitable for them 
(Brookes and Barfoot 2008; James 2009). There is however a heated debate whether the 
currently available GM crops increase yields or not (Sheridan 2009). Furthermore, strict 
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protection of intellectual property rights has lead to the public perception that the few 
internationally active agrochemical companies are purely interested in profits and offer 
no long-term public goods (Godfray et al. 2010). Together, these arguments may have 
lead to a quasi-moratorium on GM plants in most European countries. 
 
National Research Program 59 
In November 2005, 55.7% of 2 million Swiss voters approved a strict five-year 
moratorium on commercial GM plants (Schläpfer 2008) which was recently prolonged 
to 2013 without debate. Surprisingly, this vote did not stop biotechnology research in 
Switzerland. A national research program with the title “Benefits and risks of the 
deliberate release of genetically modified plants” was installed in spite of the public 
vote (www.nfp59.ch). The official role of this research program was to provide a 
scientific basis for a more rational discussion that will contribute to the political 
decision-making process. Whereas GM plants continue to be unpopular in Switzerland, 
most people would probably agree that the evaluation of benefits and risks of GM 
plants by independent researchers is valuable. In 2007 research groups from different 
Swiss universities, the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich, the federal 
agricultural research centres at Reckenholz-Tänikon and Changins-Wädenswil, the 
Research Institute of Organic Agriculture and private firms started to carry out 29 
projects. The aims of these projects were to improve our basic knowledge about 
biotechnology and environmental interactions, political, social and economic aspects as 
well as risk assessment issues.  
 
The wheat cluster 
Nine of these projects formed an interdisciplinary consortium (www.wheatcluster.ch) 
that shared GM wheat Triticum aestivum L. varieties with fungal resistance genes as 
model organisms. These were based either on the Mexican spring wheat variety 
Bobwhite SH 98 26 or the Swiss variety Frisal. The later is a rather old variety that is 
not cultivated anymore because of low pathogen resistance. Several GM lines were 
produced by biolistic transformation. Bobwhite GM lines received different alleles of 
Pm3 transgenes (Brunner et al. 2011). Pm3 resistance genes were cloned from 
hexaploid wheat (Yahiaoui et al. 2004) and confer race-specific resistance to the fungal 
pathogen powdery mildew Blumeria graminis f.sp tritici. Frisal GM lines contained 
either chitinase or chitinase and glucanase transgenes cloned from barley (Bieri et al. 
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2003). The pathogenesis-related proteins chitinase and glucanase are known for their 
broad antifungal effect and its expression should lead to an increased resistance to 
powdery mildew (Leah et al. 1991; Zhu et al. 1994). More detailed descriptions of the 
plant material used can be found in the method parts of the Chapters 1–5. Between 2008 
and 2011, the research group of the “wheat cluster” carried out field trials at two 
common field sites which belonged to agricultural research stations in Pully and Zurich 
Reckenholz.  
The nine “wheat cluster” projects aimed to study performance, powdery mildew 
resistance and interactions with the environment of their model plants (Brunner et al 
2011). In addition, biosafety related issues such as gene flow to wild weed species, 
persistence of volunteer plants and unintended effects on soil bacteria, mycorrhiza, soil 
macro fauna and arthropods were studied (von Burg et al. 2011; von Burg et al. 2010; 
Peter et al. 2010). The focus of this thesis, however, lies on the ecological behaviour of 
GM wheat plants.  
 
Ecological research with GM plants 
There are many studies which analysed either the performance or potential risks of GM 
plants (Wolfenbarger and Phifer 2000; Conner et al. 2003; Rong et al. 2007; Snow et al. 
2005) but very few investigated the ecological behaviour of these. One reason for this 
might be the reluctance of many ecologists to work with GM plants. Depending on the 
results obtained, even the most independent researchers are likely to endure harsh 
criticism from either GM-proponents or opponents (Waltz 2009). Furthermore, research 
with GM plants is cost intensive due to regulatory difficulties, restricted access to plant 
material and information, and additional expenses for security of field experiments. 
Nevertheless, research in this field can be rewarding. As we will see in the following 
chapters, ecological experiments with GM plants can be relevant for concepts of 
molecular plant breeding as well as for plant evolutionary ecology in general. Plant 
biotechnology is a relatively new field of research. Hence, the ecological knowledge 
about GM plants is still scarce and even basic principles have not been proven 
empirically.  
GM plants are supposed to differ only in one or a few intended traits when compared to 
their genetic background. There have been reports that inserted genes can lead to 
further, unintended phenotypic changes (Cellini et al. 2004; Snow et al. 2005; Filipecki 
and Malepszy 2006). However, it is not clear with which frequency such unintended 
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effects appear, if they are relevant for the ecology of the plant and if they are visible all 
the time or only under certain environmental conditions.   
Although it is not the aim of this thesis to perform an ecological risk assessment, 
(ERA) its results could be relevant for such assessments. Following a tiered approach 
(Hill and Sendashonga 2003), ERAs of GM plants usually start in climate controlled 
glasshouses. Only once the safety has been proven, plants can be moved to more 
realistic field conditions. The question whether potentially harmful unintended effects 
can be detected already before plants leave the closed glasshouse system should be of 
central importance for ERAs.  
Transformation of GM plants occurs by more or less random integration of 
transgenes into unpredictable genomic locations through non-homologous 
recombination (Bock 2001; Stewart et al. 2003). The position of the transgenes in the 
host plant’s genome can however influence its functionality. These so called position 
effects can reduce or even silence transgenes (Matzke and Matzke 1995). It is not clear 
to which extent GM lines that are genetically identical, but differ in the position of their 
transgene, can differ in phenotype and ecology. 
Transgene x environment interactions can be interesting for plant evolutionary 
ecologists that study how single genes affect the ecological and evolutionary behaviour 
of plants. If wild plant species obtain a new resistance gene, this is usually associated 
with additional fitness costs (Purrington 2000). In nature, many pathogen resistances 
are inducible, meaning that they are only activated if a pathogen is present or certain 
conditions are fulfilled (Heil et al. 2000). Resistance genes in GM plants however, are 
mostly activated using constitutive promoters leading to continuous gene expression in 
most plant organs. Great efforts are made to find and use inducible promoters (Corrado 
and Karali 2009). However, no such plants are currently on the market. Molecular plant 
breeders generally aim to achieve high transgene expression levels in their plants 
(Mcbride et al. 1995; Ye et al. 2001). Ecologists would expect that constitutive 
overexpression of individual genes would cause trade-offs that are detrimental for a 
plant (Herms and Mattson 1992). In nature, reduced fitness would ultimately lead to the 
extinction of such plants (Darwin 1859). However, it is not clear if environmental 
conditions can reduce or even neutralize such fitness costs.  
High plant diversity is known to increase biomass of plant communities (Tilman 
et al. 1996; Hector et al. 1999; Roscher et al. 2005). Ecologists found that 
complementary and selection effects can explain such patterns. Complementarity 
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effects occur if the performance of mixed species is on average higher than expected 
from their monoculture yields, while the selection effect explains higher productivity of 
mixtures by the dominance of individual, highly productive species (Roscher et al. 
2005). Complementary effects with plants that differ mainly in their resistance to 
pathogens have already been described earlier by agronomists (Wolfe 1985; Mundt 
2002). They found that if plant species or varieties with differing pathogen resistances 
are mixed, pathogens cannot spread quickly. Furthermore, diverse plant communities 
can promote the development of complex pathogen communities with higher stability 
and lower chance of catastrophic pathogen outbreaks (Haddad et al. 2011). There are 
examples where mixing different rice varieties resulted in spectacular yield increases 
(Zhu et al. 2000). However, monoculture is still the main system used in agriculture 
because it guarantees homogeneous yields and simplifies crop management. Mixtures 
of phenotypically identical GM lines that differ only in one resistance gene could 
potentially improve the stability and performance of agricultural systems. We found no 
published report were this hypothesis was tested.  
 Ecologists have shown that resource competition, allelopathy and facilitation 
have important effects on community organization (Callaway and Walker 1997). There 
is much evidence that competition for resources can have strong effects on survival, 
growth and reproduction of individual plants (Goldberg 1987). Species with high 
competitive abilities are more likely to become weeds or invade new habitats (Baker 
1974; Sakai et al. 2001). There are fears that GM plants with new traits could 
potentially become weeds themselves. This seems to have happened with herbicide 
resistant (HR) canola in Canada and other places (Knispel et al. 2008). HR canola was 
shown to persist in semi-natural habitats such as road verges (Pessel et al. 2001). 
However, there are up to date few studies showing escapes and persistence of herbicide 
resistant crops to natural habitats (Zapiola et al. 2008). This might be because in the 
case of herbicide resistance, the positive selective value will be restricted to habitats in 
the agro-ecosystem where the herbicide is applied. This is however not true for other 
traits. Disease and insect resistances and stress tolerance to cold, drought and salinity 
could be of use in natural habitats, too (Warwick et al. 2008). It would be of great 
importance to develop methods that allow assessing the competitive abilities of GM 
plants with such traits before they are commercialized.  
 Pollen mediated gene flow among plants and between closely related species is 
one of the main drivers of evolution and has therefore been studied extensively by 
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evolutionary ecologists (Rieseberg and Burke 2001). One can assume that gene flow of 
genetically modified plants follows similar principles as in their wild relatives 
(Ellstrand 2003). Many studies assessed pollen-mediated gene flow from GM field to 
conventional crops and discussed isolation distances necessary for coexistence of GM 
and non-GM crops (Rieger et al. 2002; Rong et al. 2007; Mallory-Smith and Zapiola 
2008). However, pollen mediated gene flow within the field has not been in the focus of 
research. In maize, for example, it is known that within one generation transgenes can 
multiply through gene flow within the field (Dietiker et al. 2011). This can potentially 
threaten GM threshold limits set by regulators. It is therefore important to study within-
field gene flow and how it can be influenced by GM traits or environmental factors. 
 
Thesis Outline 
The aim of this thesis is to better understand the ecology of GM wheat. Ecology is 
commonly defined as the study of relationships between organisms and their 
environment (Stauffer 1957; Friederichs 1958). We extend this definition by adding the 
genetic make up of our study organism; in our case the transgenes. This means that we 
are not only interested in interactions of transgenic plants with their environment but 
also how plants as organisms cope with additional genes in general. I will start with an 
assessment of four transgenic wheat lines that were grown with or without additional 
nutrients and fungicide and grown in the glasshouse or in a field trial (Chapter 1). This 
set up allows us to study how wheat lines that differ in either the presence or absence of 
a single transgene or merely the position of this transgene in their genomes, interact 
with several abiotic environments. Besides traits that are related to performance and 
pathogen resistance we are also interested in unintended effects that can be caused by 
the presence of transgenes. We continue with a second experiment that includes four 
GM lines with resistance against powdery mildew that are grown in presence or 
absence of this pathogen (Chapter 2).  This allows us to explore if additional resistance 
genes cause additional costs for the individual plant and if such costs depend on the 
biotic environment. We than start to mix different GM and non-GM wheat lines to see 
if at the population level, increased diversity can improve pathogen resistance and 
reduce negative fitness effects caused by the presence of transgenes (Chapters 3). In an 
additional field trial seedlings of 15 GM and non-GM wheat lines are planted as 
“phytometers” into plant communities composed of the same 15 lines. The phytometer 
technique is used for the first time to compare the competitive performance of GM and 
15 
non-GM wheat lines (Chapter 4). Finally we perform two experiments to assess pollen 
mediated gene flow of GM and non-GM wheat plants within the field and over short 
distances (Chapter 5).  
 
In Chapter 1, we firstly gain basic knowledge about our model plants by exploring if 
an additional transgene (Pm3b) inserted into the genome of four identical wheat lines 
leads to the expected increase in resistance to powdery mildew but also if there are 
unintended effects. Furthermore, it is interesting to know if all transformed lines behave 
similarly or if there is line-specific variation. We than test if the magnitude or even 
direction of intended and unintended effects can change with the environment the plants 
are grown in. Besides fungicide and fertilizer treatments, we grew the plants both in the 
glasshouse and in a realistic agronomic field. The later allows us to evaluate to which 
extent data from preceding glasshouse experiments can be used to predict the behaviour 
of GM plants in the field.  
 
In Chapter 2, we investigate if GM plants resistant to powdery mildew suffer from 
costs of resistance in absence of the pathogen. Individual plants of different GM wheat 
lines that were either based on the genetic background Bobwhite (Pm3b transgene) or 
Frisal (chitinase or/and glucanase transgene) are grown in plots sprayed with fungicide 
or naturally or artificially infected with powdery mildew. Furthermore, these plots are 
made up of plant communities with variable diversity levels to study if higher diversity 
improves the performance of individual plants.  
 
In Chapter 3, three wheat lines, two of them with different Pm3 alleles effective 
against different strains of powdery mildew, are grown in monocultures or mixtures of 
two. In this field trial we hypothesize that higher GM-concentration and higher GM-
richness reduces pathogen infection and therefore increases seed yields. Performance 
measurements are taken on population and individual-level to study underlying 
ecological mechanisms.  
 
In Chapter 4, we use phytometers to study competitive interactions between 15 
different GM and non-GM wheat varieties and lines. Besides the main effects of the 
transgenes we analyse the effects of different nutrient environments (see Chapter 1) and 
biotic environments (see Chapter 2 and 3) on the performance and pathogen resistance 
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of individual phytometer plants. Furthermore, we assess the interaction of these two 
factors (transgene x environment). Finally, the differences in behaviour of GM and non-
GM lines if planted into their own rather than into different lines as competitive 
environments are studied. From the applied point of view, this experiment will show if 
GM plants have the tendency to outcompete other members of the plant community and 
if phytometers are useful tool to assess the ecology of GM plants in general.  
 
In Chapter 5, we study pollen mediated gene flow of GM and non-GM wheat lines. 
Knowledge about gene flow in GM plants is central for the question of coexistence of 
GM and non-GM crops but also to understand the influence of individual genes on the 
reproduction of plants in general. In a first experiment, we replant seeds gained from 
phytometer plants that grew in plots with differing wheat varieties (Chapter 4) and 
check if they were cross-pollinated. The data is used to study differences in cross-
pollination rates of GM and non GM-varieties. A second experiment measures the 
decline of cross-pollination rates with increasing distance and if there are differences 
between GM varieties and environmental influences. 
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Fig. 2: Spike of a GM Bobwhite line (Pm3b#2) infected with ergot Claviceps purpurea 
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Abstract 
The introduction of transgenes into plants may cause unintended phenotypic effects 
which could have an impact on the plant itself and the environment. Little is published 
in the scientific literature about the interrelation of environmental factors and possible 
unintended effects in genetically modified (GM) plants. 
We studied transgenic bread wheat Triticum aestivum lines expressing the wheat Pm3b 
gene against the fungus powdery mildew Blumeria graminis f.sp. tritici. Four 
independent offspring pairs, each consisting of a GM line and its corresponding non-
GM control line, were grown under different soil nutrient conditions and with and 
without fungicide treatment in the glasshouse. Furthermore, we performed a field 
experiment with a similar design to validate our glasshouse results. 
The transgene increased the resistance to powdery mildew in all environments. 
However, GM plants reacted sensitive to fungicide spraying in the glasshouse. Without 
fungicide treatment, in the glasshouse GM lines had increased vegetative biomass and 
seed number and a twofold yield compared with control lines. In the field these results 
were reversed. Fertilization generally increased GM / control differences in the 
glasshouse but not in the field. 
Two of four GM lines showed up to 56% yield reduction and a 40-fold increase of 
infection with ergot disease Claviceps purpurea compared with their control lines in the 
field experiment; one GM line was very similar to its control. 
Our results demonstrate that, depending on the insertion event, a particular transgene 
can have large effects on the entire phenotype of a plant and that these effects can 
sometimes be reversed when plants are moved from the glasshouse to the field. 
However, it remains unclear which mechanisms underlie these effects and how they 
may affect concepts in molecular plant breeding and plant evolutionary ecology. 
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Introduction 
The widespread use of genetically modified (GM) plants in agriculture, together with 
the growing number of different crop species and introduced genes, demands sound 
environmental risk assessment (Wolfenbarger and Phifer 2000; Conner et al. 2003; 
Cellini et al. 2004; Snow et al. 2005). Following a tiered approach (Hill and 
Sendashonga 2003), data from such preliminary risk assessment usually form the basis 
for extended field trials or lead to the rejection of GM plants from further testing at an 
early stage (Conner and Christey 1994). Such studies often focus on the risk that a 
transgene may not show the desired phenotypic effect if the GM plants are moved from 
the controlled glasshouse environment to the more variable field conditions. However, 
few studies have reported potentially unintended phenotypic effects of transgenes in 
GM plants exposed to a range of realistic environmental conditions (Purrington and 
Bergelson 1995; Gertz et al. 1999). From evolutionary and ecological studies on wild 
plants it is well known that genotype × environment interactions can be large 
(Schlichting 1986; Sultan 1987; Schmid 1992; Sultan 2001; Yahiaoui et al. 2004), 
suggesting that similar interactions might occur in GM plants exposed to different 
environments, including glasshouse versus field environments. Plant breeders know 
intuitively that plant performance needs to be tested in realistic agricultural 
environments and regulatory authorities demand such assessments in their guidelines 
(EFSA 2006). Recent studies compared metabolic composition and transcriptional 
changes in GM Maize grown among environments and in vitro and outdoors (Coll et al. 
2009; Barros et al. 2010). They found that differences between GM and control plants 
in metabolic profiles observed under standardized laboratory conditions were lost in the 
field. However, whether the same was true for ecological traits was not reported in 
these studies. Furthermore, a careful search in the literature for replicated and 
randomized studies about the ecological behaviour of GM and control plants in 
glasshouse versus field environments did not return any published references. 
We therefore used the spring wheat variety Bobwhite SH 98 26 Triticum 
aestivum L. — transformed with the wheat Pm3b powdery mildew resistance gene 
(Yahiaoui et al. 2004) — as a model system to study potential transgene × environment 
interactions in genetically modified plants. We grew four offspring pairs, each 
consisting of a GM line and its corresponding non-GM control line under different soil 
nutrient conditions and fungicide treatment in the glasshouse and the field. Although 
well studied and not showing any abnormalities in the glasshouse, these plants had 
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never been planted outdoors prior to our experiments. We investigated to what extent 
the single inserted transgene could influence the disease resistance and overall fitness of 
our study plants and how these effects were modified by moving the plants from the 
glasshouse to the field. Since the germination rate of our plants was close to 100% (S. 
Zeller, unpublished data), agronomical performance traits such as seed yield and seed 
number were used to indirectly assess changes in plant fitness (Haldane 1927). We 
asked the following questions: (i) Does the transgene enhance resistance to powdery 
mildew B. graminis f.sp. tritici (DC.) Speer and does it have other phenotypic effects 
such as fitness costs? (ii) Do we find these effects in all transformed lines or is there 
line-specific variation? (iii) Can intended and unintended effects of the transgene be 
influenced by environmental factors and are such effects detectable both in the 
glasshouse and in the field? We consider this study both as an example of how the 
ecological behaviour of genetically modified plants can be studied with experimental 
approaches and how such research can lead to insights into phenotypic effects of 
inserting a single gene artificially into a plant.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Genetically Modified Wheat 
We used four wheat lines carrying the transgene Pm3b in different position on the 
genome and their respective non-transgenic control lines (null-segregants), each derived 
from different transformation events (von Burg et al. 2010; Peter et al. 2010). Pm3b 
confers race-specific resistance to powdery mildew and was cloned from hexaploid 
wheat (Yahiaoui et al. 2004). The lines were generated by biolistic transformation of 
spring wheat variety Bobwhite SH 98 26 (Pellegrineschi et al. 2002). The plasmids 
pAHC17+NotI (PMI) and pAHC17+3NotI (Pm3b) were used as vectors (Christensen 
and Quail 1996; Travella et al. 2006). After NotI (for Pm3b) or NotI/HindIII (for PMI) 
digestion, only the desired fragments, but no vector sequences, were co-bombarded into 
wheat. The Pm3b gene was cloned under the control of the Zea mays L. (maize) 
ubiquitin promoter (Christensen and Quail 1996) and transformants were selected on 
mannose-containing media using the phosphomannose isomerase (PMI)-coding gene as 
selectable marker (Reed et al. 2001). After regeneration of T0 transformants, four 
independent T1 families were selected. From each T1 family, an offspring pair was 
further propagated consisting of a homozygous transgenic plant (GM lines Pm3b#1–4) 
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and a null-segregant, i.e. a plant that did neither inherit the Pm3b transgene nor the 
selectable marker (control lines S3b#1–4). Absence/presence of the transgenes was 
confirmed by Southern hybridization analysis (Southern 2006) using probes from the 
PM3B (bp  1231–1956 as referred to the GenBank accession AY325736) and PMI (bp 
271–810 as referred to the GenBank accession AAC74685) encoding region. The GM 
lines contained the Pmi gene as well as one complete copy of Pm3b, and in the case of 
Pm3b#4 an additional fragment, which segregated as a single Mendelian locus in the T1 
generation. The null-segregants did not show any hybridization signal with the probes 
from the Pm3b as well as the Pmi coding genes. For both transgenic as well as null-
segregant lines we can not exclude the presence of fragments from the coding genes or 
promoter/terminator regions which were not covered by the probes used in Southern 
blotting. The offspring pairs were multiplied to T4 and used for the glasshouse and field 
experiments. The seeds used in this study were thus obtained from GM and control 
lines that had passed through four generations of sexual reproduction. Studies with 
Drosophila melanogaster (Henikoff 1979) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Gottschling 
et al. 1990) showed that a gene’s position on the chromosome can influence its 
expression. We therefore assessed the expression level of the Pm3b transgene in the 
four GM lines by semi-quantitative RT-PCR using RNA isolated from leaves of 
seedlings grown in the glasshouse (Figure S1). As control for equal amount and quality 
of template cDNA, the expression levels of the Mlo gene (Yu et al. 2005) were 
determined. 
 
Glasshouse Experiment 
The glasshouse experiment took place in a climate-controlled glasshouse at the Institute 
of Evolutionary Biology and Environmental Studies, University of Zurich, Switzerland, 
from August 2007 to February 2008 (day/night temperature: 21/16 C°; additional light: 
14 h/10 h day/night period, daily watering by hand). Seedlings of each line were 
planted individually into 11 cm square pots containing sterilized soil (Ökohum lawn 
soil, Ökohum AG, Herrenhof, Switzerland). The design consisted of the four GM and 
the four control wheat lines crossed with three soil nutrient levels (0, 1 or 2 g of 
“Osmocote exact mini” per L; Scotts, Waardenburg, The Netherlands). One gram of 
Osmocote per L corresponded to 13.2 g N, 6.6 g P, 9.1 g K and 1.7 g Mg m-2. Natural 
infection of the wheat plants by powdery mildew occurred 1 month after planting. One 
half of the experiment was subsequently sprayed with a systemic fungicide specific to 
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mildew (2 ml l-1 Opus Top; 83.7 g l-1 Epoxiconazol and 250 g l-1 Fenpropionazol; Maag 
Agro AG, Dielsdorf, Switzerland). The active ingredient epoxiconazol blocks fungal 
cell pathways and activates the plants pathogen defences whereas fenpropionazol 
blocks two enzymes that are related to the fungal cell-wall synthesis. We used a high 
fungicide concentration (2ml/l); this caused slight leaf chlorosis on several plants that 
disappeared after a few days. All tested lines were affected equally. Each of the 8 x 3 
line-by-nutrient level combinations was replicated five times. Plants were harvested 
162 days after the start of the experiment. 
 
Field Experiment 
The field experiment took place at an agricultural research station in Zurich-
Reckenholz, Switzerland. It started in March 2008 and lasted until August 2008. Four 
replicate blocks, each with sixteen 1 x 1.08 m plots, were sown with seeds of the same 
eight wheat lines as used in the glasshouse experiment. In each plot, 400 seeds were 
sown in six rows with a distance of 18 cm between rows using an Oyjord plot drill 
system (Wintersteiger AG, Ried, Austria). Fertilizer was applied at the phenological 
stage 11 and 39 (Zadoks et al. 1974) to half of the plots (two times 3 g N m-2 as 
“Ammonsalpeter 27.5”, Lonza, Visp, Switzerland). 
The natural field soil provided the plants with sufficient phosphorous, potassium 
and magnesium (80, 235 and 234 mg kg-1). All plots were sprayed with the herbicide 
cocktail Concert SX (40% Thifensulfurone, 4% Metusulfurone-methyl; Stähler Suisse 
AG, Zofingen, Switzerland) and Starane super (120 g l-1 Bromoxynil, 120 g l-1 Ioxynil, 
100 g l-1 Fluroxypyr-metilheptil-ester; Omya Agro AG, Safenwil, Switzerland) in the 
beginning of May. In each plot, five individual plants were marked shortly after 
germination. Powdery mildew and ergot Claviceps purpurea (FR.) TUL. infection 
occurred naturally. Vandals damaged 53 of the 64 plots at random by removing the tops 
of some plants early in the flowering stage. The damage-induced loss of leaf area was 
within the natural variation observed in the field and smaller than the herbivory caused 
by Oulema melanopus L. (cereal leaf beetle). The damaged plots recovered within 2–3 
weeks and regained their original height and vegetative mass. We recorded the exact 
area of damage within each plot and replaced all marked plants that had suffered 
damage (46.3%). A second field experiment with the same plant lines was carried out in 
an adjacent field the following year. Although plants grew higher because of more 
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favourable weather conditions, the different wheat lines performed very similar as in 
the 2008 trials (S. Zeller et al., unpublished data). We are therefore confident that the 
here presented results and conclusions were not influenced by this disturbance. 
Response Variables 
We assessed the degree of powdery mildew infection (Eyal et al. 1987) and the 
phenological stage (Zadoks et al. 1974) 80 days after planting. Plants with visible 
powdery mildew colonies on all their leaves (including flag leaf) were considered 
infected. We defined plant height as the highest point of the plant measured from the 
soil and recorded it at the end of the growing season. For these three variables, powdery 
mildew infection, phenological stage and plant height, we used the maximum values of 
all tillers per pot or of the five marked plants per plot in glasshouse or field experiment, 
respectively, for analysis. After ripening, all plants were cut at ground level and 
separated into vegetative and reproductive parts (spikes). These were then dried at 80 
and 25 C°, respectively, and weighed. We then threshed the reproductive parts, counted 
and removed the seeds infected by ergot (only in field trial) and obtained the total seed 
mass which is equivalent to the seed yield. The seed number was calculated from the 
seed yield divided by the average seed mass. The latter was determined on a sample of 
seeds, one spike in the glasshouse or 1,000 seeds from all spikes in each 1 x 1.08 m plot 
in the field. The vegetative mass, seed number and seed yield were total measurements 
of all plants growing in a pot or a plot. Ergot infection rate was calculated as percentage 
of seed number. 
 
Data Analysis 
In a factorial design, we grew the eight wheat lines under different fertilizer treatments 
(three levels in the glasshouse and two in the field). There were five blocks in the 
glasshouse and four in the field. We analysed the data of both experiments separately 
and in combination by analysis of variance (ANOVA). The critical significance level 
was 0.05 in all analyses. All quantitative pot data from the glasshouse were multiplied 
by 82.64 to equal an area of 1 m2. Quantitative field data were divided by 1.08 for the 
same reason. Regression analysis showed that two variables were slightly affected by 
the act of vandalism (seed yield: R2 = 0.167 and seed number: R2 = 0.094; n = 64). We 
removed this effect by multiplying the data of the damaged plots with the negative 
slope from the regression analysis multiplied by the degree of damage (for 10% 
damaged area: seed yield: –1.003 g; seed number: –20.8). We used the statistical 
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software GenStat (VSN International Ldt.) to fit multiple regression models and 
summarize the results in ANOVA tables for all variables except powdery mildew 
infection (see Tables S1–S3). Residual plots were examined to identify outliers and to 
check if the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity were fulfilled. The 
vegetative mass of one unusually heavy plant was identified as an outlier and excluded 
from the analysis. Phenological stage was transformed to the fourth power (y4); 
vegetative mass, seed yield and seed number were square-root transformed; and ergot 
infection rate was cube-root transformed. The binary mildew infection data were 
analysed using multiple logistic regression with analysis of deviance (McCullagh and 
Nelder 1989). 
 
Results 
Glasshouse Experiment 
One half of the replicates in the glasshouse experiment were sprayed with fungicide to 
simulate environments with and without powdery mildew. While the control lines 
benefited from the fungicide treatment, the GM lines reacted negatively (P<0.001 for 
GM/control x fungicide interaction). The yield of the GM lines dropped lower than the 
yield of the sprayed control lines (Figure 1). This indicates that the cost of resistance 
might be high if the pathogen is absent. Furthermore, sprayed plants showed an acute 
stress reaction in form of chlorotic leaves. We decided therefore to exclude the sprayed 
portion of the experiment from further analysis.  
The Pm3b transgene had the desired phenotypic effect and increased resistance 
to powdery mildew in the glasshouse experiment (Figure 1; P<0.001 for difference 
GM/control plants, see Table S1). The yield of the GM lines doubled (from 1.60 to 3.23 
tonnes per ha-1) compared to the susceptible control lines. GM plants had also more 
seeds and higher vegetative biomass than control plants in the glasshouse (Figure 2; 
both P<0.001; see Table S2). Phenological development and plant height were not 
affected by the transgene, indicating that these traits may be genetically more 
constrained than the other traits. 
The four offspring pairs differed significantly from one another in the five 
fitness-related traits (phenological stage: P<0.001, plant height: P<0.001, vegetative 
mass: P=0.006, seed number: P=0.004, seed yield: P=0.014 for main effect of offspring 
pair). Alternatively, we tested if there was a significant difference between the four 
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control lines. They differed indeed in all traits except the mildew resistance 
(phenological stage: P<0.001, plant height: P<0.001, vegetative mass: P<0.001, seed 
number: P<0.001, seed yield: P<0.001 for the contrast among offspring lines within 
control). These differences may be caused by the callus culturing of GM and control 
lines or effects of the transformation itself. Heritable effects acquired in cell culture can 
have a genetic basis and plants with such effects are sometimes used in plant breeding 
(Larkin and Scowcroft 1981; Jones 2005). 
Depending on the offspring pair, the inserted transgene had significantly 
different effects on three of the measured traits (Figure 2B; vegetative mass: P=0.012, 
seed number: P<0.001, seed yield: P<0.001 for GM/control × offspring pair 
interaction). This suggests that unintended phenotypic effects of the transgene 
depended on the location where it had been inserted into the genome. In absolute 
numbers, line Pm3b#4 had the highest yield (4.19 tonnes per ha-1) of the four tested 
GM lines and proved to be highly resistant to powdery mildew (only 20% of plants 
infected). 
Fertilizer application in the glasshouse had positive effects on all traits except 
phenological stage (Figure 2A). Fertilization also increased mildew infection (P=0.016) 
which might be due to the increased growth rate of the host plant (Last 1953). Increased 
nutrient content of the plant material could have boosted the spread of mildew directly 
(Bainbridge 1974). Differences between GM and control plants generally increased 
with nutrient level (vegetative mass: P=0.035, seed number: P<0.001, seed yield: 
P<0.001 for fertilizer × GM/control interaction). We currently have no explanation for 
this result which demonstrates the importance of testing effects of transgenes across a 
range of environments. 
 
Field Experiment 
We measured the same traits in the field experiment as in the glasshouse experiment. In 
addition we recorded infection by ergot fungus, which occurred naturally in the field 
but not in the glasshouse. Again, we compared first the four GM lines (Pm3b#1–4) with 
the control lines (S3b#1–4), then the offspring pairs among each other and finally tested 
the interaction between these two main effects. GM plants with the Pm3b transgene 
showed increased resistance to powdery mildew (Figure 3A and B; P<0.001; see Table 
S1). In contrast to the glasshouse findings, GM plants had significantly fewer seeds and 
lower seed yield than control plants (Figure 3A; both P<0.001; see Table S3). 
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Phenological stage, plant height and vegetative mass were not affected by the 
transgene. In the field, GM plants showed increased infection by ergot fungus 
compared with control plants (Figure 4; P<0.001). 
The four offspring pairs differed in seed number and their level of ergot 
infection (seed number: P=0.004, ergot infection: P<0.001 for main effect of offspring 
pair). Effects of the inserted transgene differed among the four offspring pairs for the 
dependent variables powdery mildew resistance, ergot infection, seed number and seed 
yield as reflected in significant GM/control × offspring pair interactions (Figure 3B; 
powdery mildew infection: P=0.022; ergot infection: P<0.001; seed number: P<0.001, 
seed yield: P<0.001). That is, in the field, yields of the GM lines Pm3b#2 and #4 were 
reduced by 56% and 48%, respectively, when compared with the corresponding control 
lines within offspring pairs. The lines Pm3b#2 and #4 were completely resistant to 
powdery mildew in the field, whereas 12.5% of the Pm3b#1 and #3 plants were 
infected. The difference in ergot infection between GM and control lines was small in 
offspring pair 1 (Figure 4), moderate in offspring pair 3, and large in offspring pairs 2 
and 4. Seed infection rates of around 1 %, as found in lines 2 and 4, can reduce grain 
quality. 
In the field, fertilization increased plant height (P=0.006), vegetative mass 
(P=0.003), seed number (P<0.001) and seed yield (P<0.001). The development of the 
plants (phenological stage) was not affected by fertilizer application. Similar to the 
glasshouse, mildew infection increased with fertilizer application in the field (P<0.001). 
However, in contrast to the glasshouse, fertilization did not alter the difference between 
the GM and control lines in the field. 
 
Comparison between Glasshouse and Field Experiment 
To test if the observed differences in transgene effects between glasshouse and field 
were statistically significant we also analyzed the datasets from the two experiments 
together, considering the medium and high nutrient levels in the glasshouse as 
equivalent to the low and high levels in the field, respectively. As expected, glasshouse 
and field environments differed significantly from each other. Powdery mildew seemed 
to favour glasshouse conditions which lead to a stronger infection of the plants in the 
glasshouse than in the field (P<0.001) thus increasing the potential benefits of 
resistance caused by the transgene in the glasshouse. Glasshouse plants developed more 
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slowly (phenological stage: P<0.001) and invested slightly more into vegetative mass 
(P=0.042) but had fewer seeds (P<0.001) and lower seed yields (P<0.001) than field 
plants. 
GM plants had a fitness advantage over control plants in the glasshouse, but a 
disadvantage in the field (vegetative mass, seed number and seed yield: P<0.001, plant 
height: P<0.05 for glasshouse/field × GM/control interaction). While the differences 
between glasshouse and field could not be assigned to a single environmental factor, the 
different fertilizer treatments (three levels in the glasshouse and two in the field) did 
represent such a controlled environmental gradient. We found that fertilizer had similar 
phenotypic effects in glasshouse and field environments. 
 
Discussion 
Transgene × Environment Interactions 
This study demonstrates that GM plants can differ in morphological, fitness- and 
pathogen-related traits from their control plants. We found several significant transgene 
(GM vs. control) × environment interactions; that is, depending on the environmental 
conditions the studied transgene against mildew infection had beneficial or detrimental 
effects on most of the investigated plant traits. GM plants generally benefited from 
glasshouse conditions with high mildew infection pressure when compared with control 
plants but showed a stress reaction when powdery mildew was absent due to fungicide 
spraying. It is possible that the GM plants lacked the energy to cope with the stress 
caused by this treatment or the chemical itself could have interacted with the transgene 
or with pathways involved in Pm3b-mediated resistance. It is conceivable that the high 
fungicide dose increased the extent of the stress reaction of GM plants. 
Similar to the fungicide treatment in the glasshouse, the natural conditions 
outdoors seemed to have stressed the GM plants in the field to the extent that their 
fitness was significantly reduced. Possible causes of environmental stress in the field 
were drought and neighbour competition. The only deliberately manipulated factor, i.e. 
fertilizer application, modified the transgene effects only in the glasshouse but not in 
the field. Apparently the transgene only offered a relative fitness benefit to GM plants 
growing under conditions of high mildew incidence but low levels of other stresses. 
These were exactly the conditions met in the glasshouse but not in the field (nor in the 
glasshouse after fungicide application). Under less beneficial conditions, the GM plants 
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may have paid a physiological cost for the high intrinsic mildew resistance (Bergelson 
and Purrington 1996). 
 
Differences among GM Lines 
The four GM lines, which each contained a single copy of the identical transgene in 
homozygous condition, differed significantly from each other. There are several 
potential reasons for these differences. It is possible that cell culturing caused 
somaclonal variation among the four offspring pairs which subsequently might have 
interacted differentially with the transgene (Jones 2005). Although theoretically 
possible (Cubas et al. 1999) we would not expect that such interactions would be stably 
inherited over five plant generations as we found it here. It seems unlikely that random 
somaclonal events would cause similar effects in two of the four independently 
transformed lines (Pm3b#2 and #4). A more plausible explanation for the differential 
effects of the inserted transgene among the four offspring pairs may be that positional 
effects caused the line-specific differences. Several processes are known to cause such 
effects (Filipecki and Malepszy 2006). Firstly, an inserted transgene may disrupt native 
genes. Because spring wheat is hexaploid, consists of more than 80% repetitive, non-
genic DNA sequences and each GM line was created by a single insertion event, it is 
unlikely that the disruption of coding genes or their regulatory sequences could have 
caused these differential effects (Slade et al. 2005; Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007). 
Secondly, the insertion position of a transgene into the genome may have affected its 
expression level. Studies have shown that transgene expression rates and activity 
patterns of independently transformed wheat lines with constitutive ubiquitin promoters 
can vary(Stoger et al. 1999). Depending on the insertion site, flanking DNA regions 
may partially silence the inserted promoter. Head-to-tail arrangements of the 
transgenes, in our case of the Pm3b and the selectable marker gene, could also have a 
negative influence on the promoter activity (Rooke et al. 2000). It is also possible that 
in some lines the transgene was inserted into a region of the genome with low 
transcription activity (Stam et al. 1998). 
The semi-quantitative expression analysis (Figure S1) indicated that the 
expression of the Pm3b transgene did differ between the four GM lines. Thus, although 
we lack confirmation by quantitative expression data, it appears that the two GM lines 
Pm3b#2 and #4, where the transgene showed the strongest phenotypic effects, also had 
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the strongest transgene expression. Obviously, this hypothesis should be tested with a 
much larger number of lines differing in expression levels. However, such a study 
currently would be beyond our capacities to obtain funding and permissions for field 
trials. If the hypothesis could be confirmed, there would still be the question whether 
the overexpression of the transgene led to an overabundance of its protein product and 
the subsequent phenotypic effects or if other mechanisms would be involved. 
Besides the quantitative reduction of fitness, we observed that some spikes of 
the two lines Pm3b#2 and #4 also differed in their morphology during flowering time 
and that the same two lines were also more heavily infected by ergot fungus than the 
other two GM lines and the four control lines. The altered spike morphology may have 
increased the likelihood of ergot spores entering the florets (Waines and Hegde 2003). 
However, no indications of altered spike morphology were observed in the glasshouse. 
 
Implications for Molecular Plant Breeding 
Although transgenic plant lines with unintended phenotypes commonly arise during 
molecular plant breeding (Snow et al. 2005; Filipecki and Malepszy 2006) they can 
usually be detected earlier and more easily and are thus not further investigated (Cellini 
et al. 2004) and published. The development of commercial GM plants is based on long 
selection processes that start in the glasshouse and end in the field. Enormous numbers 
of seedlings are already discarded before they are exposed to realistic field settings. Our 
results may have implications for molecular plant breeding: some of the best GM lines 
in the glasshouse may still show aberrant performance in the field and some not so 
promising GM lines in the glasshouse may actually be the best for the field. They 
would likely be lost at early stages of a selection process only targeted at maximum 
performance under a particular environment. Based on our glasshouse findings, line 
Pm3b#1would have suffered this fate yet was the best in the field. One lesson from our 
study and from genotype × environment studies in general (Schlichting 1986; Sultan 
1987; Schmid 1992; Joshi et al. 2001) is that lines which perform particularly well in a 
specific environment may pay a cost of specialization and perform poorly in other 
environments.  
 
Conclusions 
Our study demonstrates that inserting a single transgene into the hexaploid wheat 
genome, along with the desired target effect such as mildew resistance in the present 
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case, can significantly affect other phenotypic traits and thus, as in our case, change the 
ecological behaviour of the species (hypothesis (i) in Introduction). Such unintended 
effects of single genes to our knowledge are always smaller in experiments using 
naturally occurring genetic variation and wild plants (Kingsolver et al. 2001; Tian et al. 
2003). Even when we included crop plants, we could not find any publications where 
single genes reduced quantitative fitness traits in a plant as strongly as in the present 
case, yet only in the field and not in the glasshouse (Brown 2002). Commercial 
glyphosate-resistant soybean cultivars were found to suffer from a 5% yield depression 
that might be caused by the transgene or its insertion process (Elmore et al. 2001). One 
study tested wheat varieties with introduced resistance genes against leaf and stripe rust 
and reported a 12% reduction of yield (Griffey and Allan 1986), which was considered 
to be a very large effect (Ortelli et al. 1996). Compared with these, the yield reductions 
of 48 and 56% observed in our two GM lines of wheat expressing the Pm3b transgene 
are much larger (Figure 3B). 
We found that the level of mildew resistance as well as the magnitude of other 
phenotypic effects varied significantly between different GM lines (hypothesis (ii) in 
Introduction). We hypothesize that this variation in phenotypic effects may be due to 
different expression levels of the Pm3b transgene which in turn might have been caused 
by different insertion positions of the transgene in the genome. Some plant breeders 
suggest not selecting for plant lines with complete pathogen resistance because costs of 
such a resistance often outweigh benefits (Brown 2002). In our case this would speak 
for selecting GM lines with relatively low expression levels yet still increased mildew 
resistance, i.e. line Pm3b#1 (Masci et al. 2003). However, to test the hypothetical 
correlation between expression level and phenotypic effects would require specific 
experiments with a larger number of GM lines as used here. With regard to risk 
assessment our findings are in agreement with the view that each GM line should be 
tested in a case-by-case approach (Andow and Zwahlen 2006). 
Finally, our results show that even if desired phenotypic effects of a transgene 
are found across a range of environments in a glasshouse experiment, some of these 
effects can be reversed if GM lines are exposed to natural environmental variation in 
the field (hypothesis (iii) in Introduction). Although it is likely that commercial plant 
breeders know of the presence of transgene × environment interactions, it seems that 
such observations so far have not found their way into the scientific literature. Breeding 
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trials to select lines for further investigation do not need full replication and 
randomization, yet for an assessment of the ecological behaviour of such lines, 
replicated and randomized ecological experiments would be required. Our study may 
serve as an example of potential results that can be obtained in such experiments. We 
believe that such experiments can help us to gain a deeper understanding of single-gene 
effects in plant ecology and evolution. 
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Figure 1. Effects of mildew infection and fungicide spraying on yields of GM 
wheat lines. Example of significant transgene × environment (presence/absence of 
powdery mildew) interaction in GM spring wheat in a glasshouse experiment. GM 
plants (circles = Pm3b#1 to #4) have higher yield than control plants (squares = S3b#1–
4) in the presence but lower yield in the absence of mildew (fungicide spraying); light 
grey lines were drawn to make interactions between transgene and environments 
visible; error bars represent ± 1 standard error (back-transformed from square root 
scale). 
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Figure 2. Effects of the transgene in the glasshouse on mildew infection and plant 
performance traits. The mildew infection equals the proportion of pots with strong 
powdery mildew infection up to flag leaves. Phenological stage, plant height, vegetative 
mass, seed number and seed yield were measured to assess the plant performance. A: 
mean of four lines (Control = S3b#1–4; GM = Pm3b#1–4) at different soil nutrient 
levels (circles = high fertilizer, squares = medium fertilizer, triangles = no additional 
fertilizer); significant transgene × fertilizer environment interactions indicated by 
asterisks (vegetative mass: P=0.035, seed number: P<0.001, seed yield: P<0.001); light 
grey lines were drawn to make these interactions visible; error bars represent ± 1 
standard error (back-transformed, see methods) and are sometimes hidden behind the 
symbols. B: proportional difference between GM and control plants for each of the four 
offspring lines but averaged across nutrient levels (white bars = offspring pair 1 
(Pm3b#1 vs. S3b#1), light grey = offspring pair 2, dark gray = offspring pair 3, black 
bars = offspring pair 4); x-axis log-scale with original values (100 * GM/control); bars 
extending to the right from the vertical zero line indicate higher values in GM than in 
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control plants; significant GM/control x offspring pair interactions indicated by 
asterisks (* P<0.05; ***P<0.001). 
 
 
Figure 3. Effects of the transgene in the field on mildew infection and plant 
performance traits. The mildew infection equals the proportion of pots with strong 
powdery mildew infection up to flag leaves. Phenological stage, plant height, vegetative 
mass, seed number and seed yield were measured to assess the plant performance. A: 
mean of four lines at different soil nutrient levels (circles = additional fertilizer, squares 
= no fertilizer); transgene × fertilizer environment interactions were never significant; 
light grey lines were drawn to make this visible; error bars represent ± 1 standard error 
(back-transformed, see methods). B: proportional difference between GM and control 
plants for each of the four offspring lines but averaged across nutrient levels (white bars 
= offspring pair 1 (Pm3b#1 vs. S3b#1), light grey = offspring pair 2, dark gray = 
offspring pair 3, black bars = offspring pair 4); x-axis log-scale with original values 
(100 * GM/control); bars extending to the right from the vertical zero line indicate 
higher values in GM than in control plants; significant GM/control x offspring pair 
interactions indicated by asterisks (* P<0.05; ** P<0.01; ***P<0.001). 
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Figure 4. Percentage of ergot infected seeds in GM and control plants in the field. 
White bars = offspring pair 1, light grey = offspring pair 2, dark grey = offspring pair 3, 
black bars = offspring pair 4. Within each pair, the bar to the left shows control line and 
the bar to the right shows the corresponding GM line. Error bars represent ± 1 standard 
error (back-transformed from cube root scale. 
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Figure S1. Semiquantitative expression analysis of Pm3b and Mlo in GM wheat 
lines. These gel photographs show semi-quantitative PCR expression analyses. A: 
Analysis of Pm3b expression in the T. aestivum lines Pm3b #1–4 (b, d, f, h) and the 
corresponding control lines S3b #1–4 (c, e, g, i). As positive controls, genomic DNA (a) 
and cDNA (j) of the variety Chul carrying one endogenous copy of Pm3b were used. 
The number of PCR cycles is indicated on the right. The photographs of the gel were 
cropped and rearranged graphically. B: As control for equal amount and quality of 
template cDNA, the expression levels of the Mlo gene were determined. Negative 
control water (a), Pm3b #1–4 (b, d, f, h), corresponding control lines S3b #1–4 (c, e, g, 
i), variety Chul (j). 
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Fig. 3: Microplot experiment with inserted phytometer islands in April 2009  
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Abstract 
Many resistance genes show costs of resistance. These costs are preferably measured in 
the absence of pathogens using genetically modified (GM) plants that differ in only one 
or a few resistance genes from control plants. To assess the ecological relevance of 
such costs, we grew individual plants of four transgenic spring wheat lines in a field 
trial with three pathogen levels and varied the genetic diversity of the crop. 
We found that two lines with a Pm3b transgene were more resistant to powdery mildew 
than their sister lines of the variety Bobwhite whereas lines with chitinase or chitinase 
and glucanase transgenes were not more resistant than their mother variety Frisal. In 
the absence of the pathogen, all four GM lines performed worse than their controls, i.e. 
Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2 had 46% and A9 and A13 had 18% lower yields. In the presence 
of the pathogen, all GM lines except Pm3b#2 could increase their yields and other 
fitness-related traits, reaching the performance levels of the control lines. Line Pm3b#2 
seemed to have lost its phenotypic plasticity and had low performance in all 
environments. This may have been caused by very high transgene expression. No 
synergistic effects of mixing different GM lines with each other were detected. This 
might have been due to high transgene expression or the similarity between the lines 
regarding their resistance genes. 
We conclude that costs of resistance can be high for transgenic plants with constitutive 
transgene expression even in cases where they are not more resistant than control lines. 
Transgenic plants could only compete with conventional varieties in environments with 
high pathogen pressure. Furthermore, the large variability among the GM lines which 
may be due to unpredictable transgene expression suggests that case-by-case 
assessments are necessary to evaluate costs of resistance. 
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Introduction 
Plants interact with their environment in various ways. They have to compete with their 
neighbours and endure abiotic stresses and pathogen attacks. Natural selection can 
improve competitiveness and stress resistance. However, there are no wild plants with 
resistances against all possible pathogens (Bergelson and Purrington 1996). There 
seems to be a trade-off between performance and defence (Herms and Mattson 1992). 
Hence, genes that increase resistance against pathogens should be costly for a plant. A 
meta-analysis showed that resistant plants had lower fitness than non-resistant ones in 
approximately half of 88 studies considered (Bergelson and Purrington 1996). It is 
important to understand the mechanism leading to such costs and how these affect 
plant–pathogen systems. Such knowledge can be relevant for basic ecology as well as 
for agricultural ecosystems (Brown 2002).  
 Fitness costs that are associated with pathogen resistance are difficult to 
measure. Resistance genes are often linked to other genes making it almost impossible 
to elucidate single-gene costs of resistance. This problem can be avoided if transgenic 
(genetically modified = GM) plants that differ only in one or a few known genes from 
their original genetic background (Purrington 2000; Burdon and Thrall 2003) are used. 
Advances in crop engineering resulted in an enormous variety of transgenic plants that 
ecologists can use as model organisms. 
There have been several studies that measured costs of resistance in transgenic 
plants (Purrington 2000; Burdon and Thrall 2003; Tian et al. 2003; Romeis et al. 2007). 
Resistance costs were found to be associated with many but not all transgenic plants 
(Snow et al. 1999). However, even if such costs exist, they have to be put into the right 
context. There are very few studies that varied the pathogen pressure which is necessary 
to study the ecological relevance of costs associated with resistance genes. The 
pathogen level can itself be influenced by the plant community which can either 
facilitate or slow down the spread of epidemics. Thus, studies have shown that the 
genetic diversity of a plant stand can reduce the pathogen pressure and therefore 
increase the performance at the level of the population and of individual plants (Schmid 
1994, Wolfe 2000, Mundt 2002). However, we did not find any published reports 
where the influence of pathogen pressure and community diversity on plant 
performance and costs of resistance were evaluated in combination. 
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We therefore performed a field trial with four transgenic and two non-transgenic 
lines of spring wheat Triticum aestivum L. that belonged either to the variety Bobwhite 
or Frisal. The GM Bobwhite lines Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2 harboured a Pm3b transgene 
against powdery mildew Blumeria graminis f.sp. tritici (DC.) Speer, whereas the Frisal 
lines A9 and A13 had either a chitinase or a chitinase and a glucanase gene to induce 
quantitative fungal resistance. These transgenic lines were produced from commercially 
available Bobwhite or Frisal plants which we took as controls. We established three 
fungal infection treatment levels. One third of the study plants were sprayed with 
fungicide to prevent powdery mildew infection. This allowed us to measure potential 
costs of resistance in the absence of the pathogen. Furthermore, plants were naturally or 
artificially infected with powdery mildew to obtain different pathogen infection levels. 
We worked with individual plants that were hand-seeded into plots containing either 
Bobwhite or Frisal lines of varying genetic diversity (0, 1 or 2 GM lines). The factorial 
fungal infection treatment x genetic diversity design allowed us to address the 
following questions: (i) are there differences between GM and non-GM lines and 
between different GM lines? (ii) are there costs of resistance in the absence of 
pathogens? And (iii) does the mixing of plant lines and therefore the increasing of 
genetic diversity increase resistance and performance and are there interactions between 
fungal infection and diversity treatments? 
 
Materials and methods 
Genetically modified wheat 
We used six spring wheat lines of the Mexican variety Bobwhite SH 98 26 (Peter et al. 
2010; von Burg et al. 2010; Zeller et al. 2010; Lindfeld et al. 2011; Brunner et al. 2011; 
von Burg et al. 2011) and the Swiss variety Frisal (Bieri et al. 2003) for our experiment. 
Two GM and one non-GM line were chosen from each variety. The GM lines of 
Bobwhite harboured a Pm3b transgene in different position on the genome, each 
derived from different transformation events. Pm3b confers race-specific resistance to 
powdery mildew and was obtained from the hexaploid wheat variety Chul (Yahiaoui et 
al. 2004). The lines which were named Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2 were generated by 
biolistic transformation (Pellegrineschi et al. 2002). The plasmids pAHC17+NotI (PMI) 
and pAHC17+3NotI (Pm3b) were used as vectors (Christensen and Quail 1996; 
Travella et al. 2006). After NotI (for Pm3b) or NotI/HindIII (for PMI) digestion, only 
the desired fragments, but no vector sequences, were co-bombarded into wheat. The 
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Pm3b gene was cloned under the control of the Zea mays L. (maize) ubiquitin promoter 
(Christensen and Quail 1996) and transformants were selected on mannose-containing 
media using the phosphomannose isomerase (PMI)-coding gene as selectable marker 
(Reed et al. 2001). Presence of the transgenes was confirmed by Southern hybridization 
analysis (Southern 2006) using probes from the PM3B- (bp 1231-1956 as referred to in 
the GenBank accession AY325736) and PMI- (bp 271 - 810 as referred to in the 
GenBank accession AAC74685) encoding regions. The GM lines contained the Pmi 
gene as well as one complete copy of Pm3b, which segregated as a single Mendelian 
locus in the T1 generation. Two Pm3b lines were multiplied to T5 and used for the field 
experiment. The level of transgene expression was assessed by quantitative RT-PCR 
using RNA isolated from leaves of field-grown plants. It revealed that Pm3b genes in 
the lines Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2 were on average 11 and 55 times higher expressed than 
in the variety Chul where this gene is expressed naturally (Brunner et al. 2011). 
The two transgenic lines with the genetic background of the variety Frisal 
contained genes from barley which are known for their anti-fungal effect and the 
constitutive or inducible expression of pathogenesis-related genes (Zhu et al. 1994). 
Line A9 harboured a chitinase and A13 both a chitinase and a β-1,3-glucanase 
transgene (Bliffeld et al. 1999). Both lines were generated by biolistic transformation 
(Pellegrineschi et al. 2002). A maize ubiquitin promoter (Christensen and Quail 1996) 
was used for the chitinase and an actin promoter from rice (McElroy et al. 1990) for the 
β-1,3-glucanase. Furthermore, a Bar coding sequence with a CaMV 35S promoter was 
introduced for selection. The Bar gene provides resistance against the herbicide 
glufosinate (Thompson et al. 1987). Analysis for Bar expression identified lines with 
clear 3:1 segregation in the second generation, indicating a single transgene integration 
locus. The expression of the transgenes chitinase and β-1,3-glucanase was analyzed by 
SDS-PAGE and Western blotting of intercellular wash fluid from mature leaves and in 
later generations on total protein from seedling leaves. Fungal infection essays carried 
out in the laboratory showed that the susceptibility of primary leaves of line A9 was 
reduced by 30% compared to control lines. Line A13, however, was more susceptible 
(130%) to powdery mildew than the control lines. Bieri et al. (2003) argued that the 
high expression of glucanase might have influenced the fungal resistance negatively. 
No morphological differences were observed. Both lines were multiplied to T6 in the 
glasshouse in order to verify stable expression of the transgenes. 
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Field experiment 
The field experiment took place at an agricultural research station in Zurich-
Reckenholz, Switzerland, at 440 m above sea level. It started in March 2009 and lasted 
until beginning of August 2009. Three powdery-mildew treatment blocks, each with 
twelve 1.0 x 1.3 m plots, were sown with seeds of the six GM lines described above 
(Supplementary Figure S1). Besides the monocultures, six plots with 50:50 mixtures 
consisting of Pm3b#1/Bobwhite control, Pm3b#2/Bobwhite control, Pm3b#1/Pm3b#2 
as well as A9/Frisal control, A13/Frisal control, A9/A13 were sown to assess mixture 
effects. In each plot five rows with a distance of 20 cm between them were sown at a 
density of 400 seeds per m2 using a Seedmatic system (Hege 90, Hege Maschinen, 
Eging am See, Germany). To assess the performance of individual plants it was 
essential to know the line identity of plants in mixture plots. We therefore added small 
rows consisting of 7 seeds (seed island) of known identity by hand right after the 
machine seeding. Monocultures received one and mixture plots two islands. We 
positioned these islands parallel to the second or forth row with at least 20 cm distance 
to the plot boundaries. After emergence, the machine sown seedlings parallel to the 
seed island were removed. The seed in each seed island had therefore the same 
competitive environment as had the machine-sown seeds. Three out of the seven 
planted seeds (position 2, 4, 6) were marked with a label. 
The three fungal infection treatments were fungicide application and natural and 
artificial mildew infection. Fungicide plots were sprayed three times with the fungicide 
Prosper (500g l -1 Spiroxamine; Leu + Gygax AG, Birmenstorf, Switzerland). This 
allowed keeping the plots almost completely free of powdery mildew. In the natural 
infection plots, neither artificial inoculation nor fungicides were applied. All untreated 
plots were infected strongly by powdery mildew during the field experiment. The plots 
with artificial powdery mildew infection were bordered with “spreader rows” of the 
susceptible conventional winter wheat variety Kanzler. The plants of the spreader rows 
had been pre-grown and inoculated with powdery mildew, isolate 96224, in the 
glasshouse. The distance between spreader rows and plots was 80 cm. The powdery 
mildew isolate 96224 had been collected between Winterthur and Kloten (Switzerland) 
in 1996 (Srichumpa et al. 2005; Brunner et al. 2010) and was known to be avirulent on 
Pm3b (Yahiaoui et al. 2009). A second batch of inoculated plantlets were produced and 
planted one month later. The three fungal infection treatments were separated from 
each other by a 4-m wide border crop of spring triticale to reduce cross-contamination. 
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Based on a nutrient assessment different amounts of nitrogen fertilizer were 
applied before sowing. This resulted in equal nitrogen concentrations (7.5g N m-2) in 
each block. At the phenological stages 22–29 (Zadoks et al. 1974) additional nitrogen 
was added (3 g N m-2 as “Ammonsalpeter 27.5”, Lonza, Visp, Switzerland). The natural 
field soil provided the plants with sufficient phosphorous, potassium and magnesium 
(81, 176 and 248 mg kg-1). All plots were sprayed with the herbicide cocktail Concert 
SX (40% Thifensulfurone, 4% Metusulfurone-methyl; Stähler Suisse AG, Zofingen, 
Switzerland) and Starane super (120 g l-1 Bromoxynil, 120 g l-1 Ioxynil, 100 g l-1 
Fluroxypyr-metilheptil-ester; Omya Agro AG, Safenwil, Switzerland) in the beginning 
of May. Insecticide Karate Zeon (100g l -1 Lambda-Cyhalothrin; Syngenta Agro AG, 
Dielsdorf, Switzerland) against the wheat stem fly (Chlorops pumilionis Bjerk.) was 
applied in the beginning of May and repeated 2 weeks later. 
 
Response variables 
The degree of powdery mildew infection (Eyal et al. 1987) was assessed 32, 45, 59 and 
80 days after germination. Based on these data, we calculated the “Area under Disease 
Progress Curve”, AUDPC (Jeger and Viljanen-Rollinson 2001). Furthermore, we 
measured the phenological stage (Zadoks et al. 1974) 59 days after germination. Leaf 
chlorophyll content was assed 80 days after germination with a chlorophyll meter 
(SPAD-502, Minolta Camera Co. Ltd, Japan) which measures light transmittance at red 
and near-infrared wavelength. The device provides SPAD values which are directly 
proportional to the total chlorophyll content. Plant height, defined as the highest point 
of the plant measured from the soil as well as spike length excluding awns were also 
recorded 80 days after germination. After ripening, all marked plants were cut at 
ground level and separated into vegetative and reproductive parts (spikes). At the same 
time, the number of spikes per plant was recorded. Vegetative and reproductive parts 
were then dried at 80 and 25 C°, respectively, and weighed. We then threshed the 
reproductive parts and obtained the seed mass which is equivalent to seed yield. 
Vegetative mass was calculated by subtracting the seed mass from the total biomass. 
Finally, the seed mass of the individual plants was divided by the number of seeds to 
calculate the thousand seed weight (TSW). 
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Data analysis 
We analysed the data with mixed-model analysis of variance using the classical 
ANOVA as well as the REML (Restricted Maximum Likelihood) method with the 
statistical software GenStat (VSN International Ldt). Results were almost identical and 
thus only the REML analyses are presented in this chapter. They are summarized in 
tables for all variables (see supplementary Tables S1–S4). Fixed-effects terms were 
fitted with hierarchical and factorial models as follows. First, we used an “all 
hierarchical” treatment/line model that divided Bobwhite from Frisal plants and then 
analysed differences between GM and control lines, as well as between the two GM 
lines within each variety separately for each fungal infection treatment (Model 1; 
Figure S2a, Tables S1–S2). Second, we used a “factorial submodel” for fungal infection 
treatment x line within the two main groups Bobwhite and Frisal; in the submodel for 
each variety the main effects fungal infection and line and their interaction were fitted 
(Model 2; Figure S2b, Tables S3–S4). 
Two additional terms were added to assess the influence on the target plants of 
the number of GM-lines (GM-richness 0, 1 and 2) or the proportion of GM-plants (GM-
concentration 0, 50, 100%) per plot. Since these two contrasts were partly confounded 
with each other, their fitting sequence was alternated in two separate runs of the 
analyses. Furthermore, these contrasts were either fitted before or after the fungal 
infection treatment and line model (similar for line/fungal infection treatment model 1 
and 2). Fitting the contrasts first in the models allowed an assessment of their influence 
“ignoring” line effects and fungal infection treatment x line interactions (fungal 
infection treatment main effects were not confounded with GM-richness or GM-
concentration and therefore for this the fitting sequence did not matter). Fitting the 
contrasts after the fungal infection treatment and line effects allowed an assessment of 
their influence “eliminating” line effects and fungal infection treatment x line 
interactions, in other words, it allowed looking at effects of GM-richness and GM-
concentration within groups defined by fungal infection treatment x line combinations 
(see e.g. McCullagh and Nelder 1989 for the ignoring/eliminating terminology). For 
example, significant GM-richness effects eliminating line effects therefore indicated 
that plants in plots with two GM lines behaved differently from plants in plots with one 
GM line — independently of the line identity — because differences between plots 
without or with GM lines had already been explained by the line effects. 
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To understand better the effects of fungal infection treatments and GM-richness 
and GM-concentration within each, Bobwhite or Frisal, we repeated all analyses with 
datasets restricted to either of the two varieties. Nevertheless, we mostly present results 
from the full model. 
Residual plots were examined to check if the assumptions of normality and 
homoscedasticity were fulfilled. Seed yield, vegetative mass and seed number were 
square-root transformed and x2 transformation was necessary for phenological state, 
plant height, spike length and TSW. Backtransformed means and standard errors from 
the REML output were used to draw the figures. The critical significance level was 0.05 
in all analyses. 
Since several of the measured traits correlated with each other, we also 
performed a Multivariate Linear Mixed Model (MLMM) to test for the overall 
significance of fungal infection treatment and line effects. The nine traits AUDPC, 
phenological state, chlorophyll content, plant height, spike length, seed yield, 
vegetative mass, spike number and seed number were combined in a single analysis. 
TSW was excluded because it was a linear combination of seed yield and seed number. 
Transformed data were used for the MLMM analysis. 
 
Results 
The spring wheat variety Bobwhite was more susceptible to powdery mildew than the 
old Swiss variety Frisal (Bobwhite vs. Frisal: P<0.001; Figure 1A and supplementary 
Table S1).The repeated spraying with fungicide reduced mildew infections by a factor 
of 6.2 for Bobwhite and by a factor of 5.4 for Frisal plants (Fungicide vs. mildew 
within Bobwhite or within Frisal both P<0.001, see supplementary Table S1). The 
natural and artificial mildew treatment levels did not differ significantly from each 
other with regard to mildew infection, both within Bobwhite or within Frisal. 
Nevertheless, we assume that the composition of the pathogen community differed 
between these two treatment levels because of the artificial infection with only one 
particular powdery mildew strain. The Bobwhite GM lines Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2 were 
less susceptible to powdery mildew than the non-transgenic Bobwhite control line in all 
three fungal infection treatments (83, 52 and 61% less mildew in fungicide-treated, 
natural infection and artificial infection plots, respectively). Pm3b#2 had 36% less 
powdery mildew than Pm3b#1 in the plots with natural infection (P<0.001; 
supplementary Table S1). There was no such difference between the two Bobwhite GM 
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lines in the plots with artificial infection were a mildew strain avirulent for Pm3b genes 
was released.  
Mildew infections decreased with increasing GM-concentration and GM-richness in the 
plots (P<0.001 for GM-concentration and GM-richness fitted before line effects, data 
not shown). To understand why GM-concentration and GM-richness reduced the 
mildew infection levels in diverse plots, we performed further analyses. We fitted GM-
concentration and GM-richness after fungal infection treatment and line effects and 
interactions and therefore eliminated these (see Material and methods). As a result, the 
significant results from above disappeared (see supplementary Tables S1 and S2) which 
means that the decreased powdery mildew infection can be explained by the different 
pathogen resistance levels of the individual lines. The GM-Frisal Lines A9 and A13 
showed no increased pathogen resistance when compared to plants of the Frisal control 
line and also no differences for GM-concentration or GM-richness. The mixing of lines 
Pm3b#1 with Pm3b#2 or A9 with A13 did therefore not lead to synergistic reduction of 
powdery mildew infection levels.  
 
Fungal infection treatment effects and differences between GM and control lines in 
these (all hierarchical model) 
The performance of Bobwhite and Frisal plants depended strongly on the fungicide or 
mildew treatment levels and therefore on the pathogen pressure (separate MLMM for 
Bobwhite and Frisal both with P<0.001). Only Bobwhite but not Frisal lines performed 
differently in plots with natural as compared with artificial infection (MLMM for 
Bobwhite: P<0.001, MLMM for Frisal: P=0.496). Plants of the variety Bobwhite 
differed from Frisal in all traits except spike number (Figures 1 and 2; P<0.001 for all 9 
traits, Figures 1 and 2, supplementary Tables S1–S2). We describe the Bobwhite results 
first, followed by Frisal. 
The fungicide application slowed down the development and increased plant 
height and TSW within the Bobwhite variety (phenological state: P=0.004, plant height: 
P=0.009, TSW: P<0.001; supplementary Tables S1–S2). However, there were no 
overall positive effects on vegetative mass and seed yield because of line-specific 
responses to the fungicide application. Seed yields of plants of the Bobwhite control 
line and the GM line Pm3b#2 were 31% and 13% higher whereas they were 28% lower 
for plants of the GM line Pm3b#1.  
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Significant interactions GM vs. control x fungicide vs. no fungicide within 
variety Bobwhite were found for most traits (plant height: P=0.026, spike length: 
P=0.041, seed yield: P=0.002, seed number: P=0.024; supplementary Tables S3–S4). 
Comparing Bobwhite control and Bobwhite GM lines in the fungicide-treated plots the 
latter had 7% lower plant height, 14% shorter spikes, 46% lower seed yield, 34% lower 
vegetative mass, 19% fewer spikes and 42% fewer seeds than the control (P=0.0017 
and P<0.001 for the other traits; supplementary Tables S1–S2). These results indicate 
that the Bobwhite GM lines, in contrast to the control line, did not benefit from the 
absence of the pathogens. Plants in the plots with artificial infection developed faster, 
had slightly higher chlorophyll content but less spikes than plants in plots with natural 
infection (phenological state: P<0.001, chlorophyll: P=0.042, spike number: P=0.015; 
supplementary Tables S1–S2). The hierarchical REML analysis (supplementary Tables 
S1–S2) revealed significant differences between GM and control lines in natural 
(chlorophyll: P=0.006, spike length: P<0.001, seed number: P=0.032, TSW: P=0.011) 
and artificial infection plots (Chlorophyll: P=0.25; spike length: P<0.001). However, in 
contrast to the fungicide treatment level data, there were additional significant 
differences between the two Bobwhite GM lines in natural and artificial infection plots. 
Frisal lines that were sprayed with fungicide grew taller than unsprayed plants 
(Fungicide vs. Mildew within Frisal in supplementary Table 1, plant height: P<0.001). 
As for the Bobwhite lines, the Frisal GM lines had 6% lower plant height, 11% shorter 
spikes, 18% lower yield and 20% fewer seeds than the control line (contrast Frisal/GM 
in Fungicide; plant height and spike length: P<0.001, yield: P=0.048, seed number: 
P=0.031; supplementary Tables S1–S2) in the sprayed plots. No such differences were 
found for plants growing in plots with natural or artificial infection. Only spike length 
remained lower in all three treatment levels (Frisal/GM contrasts in Fungicide, Natural 
and Artificial infection treatment levels in supplementary Table S1: P<0.001, P=0.007 
and P=0.002).  
 
Differences between GM-lines (factorial submodel) 
Although the two GM lines of Bobwhite, Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2, had the same 
transgene, they had very different phenotypes (P<0.001; MLMM). Pm3b#2 had a 5% 
slower development, 21% less chlorophyll, a 5% reduced height, 7% shorter spikes, 
41% lower seed yield, 19% lower vegetative mass, 19% fewer seeds and a 25% reduced 
TSW compared with Pm3b#1 (phenological stage, chlorophyll, plant height, spike 
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length, seed yield and TSW all P<0.001, vegetative mass: P=0.012, seed number: 
P=0.014; supplementary Tables S3–S4). In addition to this overall difference, the two 
GM lines also showed different responses to the two mildew treatments levels 
(significant interaction fungicide vs. no fungicide x Pm3b#1 vs. Pm3b#2 for seed yield: 
P=0.039, vegetative mass: 0.010, seed number: 0.019, plant height: 0.041, spike length: 
P=0.001; supplementary Tables S3–S4). This was due to a higher relative performance 
of Pm3b#1 in plots with mildew than with fungicide whereas no such response was 
found for line Pm3b#2. However, even the GM line Pm3b#1 never reached the 
performance of control plants in fungicide plots. The yield of unsprayed Pm3b#1 was 
21% and that of Pm3b#2 59% lower than that of the Bobwhite control line in the 
fungicide treatment level.  
Also in the variety Frisal the two GM lines, A9 and A13, had different 
phenotypes (P<0.001, MLMM). Plants of line A9 were 4% shorter, had 5% shorter 
spikes and 8% lower TSW than A13 (spike length: P=0.008, plant height and TSW: 
P<0.001; supplementary Tables S3–S4). As for the Bobwhite GM lines, also the Frisal 
GM lines could never reach the yields of sprayed Frisal control plants. Unsprayed A9 
plants had 20% and unsprayed A13 plants had 27% lower seed yields than sprayed 
plants of the Frisal control line. 
 
Effects of GM-concentration and GM-richness 
The genetic diversity of the plot into which the tested plants were sown influenced their 
performance. Plots with higher GM-concentrations had lower chlorophyll content, plant 
height, seed yield, vegetative mass and seed number (chlorophyll, plant height, seed 
yield and seed number: P<0.001, vegetative mass: P=0.022). Plots with higher GM-
richness harboured plants with higher TSW (P<0.001). To understand why GM-
concentration had mostly negative effects on fitness-related traits, we fitted GM-
concentration and GM-richness after line and fungal infection treatment effects and 
interactions and therefore eliminated these (see Materials and methods). With the 
exception of plant height, all significant results from above disappeared (see 
supplementary Tables S1 and S2). By looking at the data we could see that the good 
performance of Bobwhite control and the bad performance of line Pm3b#2 were 
responsible for most of the concentration and richness effects. No synergistic effects 
caused by the mixing of lines Pm3b#1 with Pm3b#2 or A9 with A13 were detected. 
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Discussion 
Powdery mildew infection 
Our results show that the two tested spring wheat varieties differed from each other. 
Bobwhite lines proved to be more susceptible to powdery mildew than the Swiss 
variety Frisal. This might have to do with different breeding aims and the origin of 
these varieties. In Switzerland, where powdery mildew is a serious plant disease, 
breeders have favoured resistant varieties whereas this was not necessary in Mexico 
where no natural epidemics occur (Lillemo et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the control lines 
of both Bobwhite and Frisal varieties were infected by this pathogen. The GM lines 
Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#2 proved to be more resistant to powdery mildew than their genetic 
background Bobwhite. No such differences were detected in the A9 and A13 lines 
which were produced from Frisal. This is in contrast to laboratory results were A9 was 
less susceptible to powdery mildew than Frisal (Bieri 2003). Hence, these results 
demonstrate the importance of field trials. 
Since we worked in a natural environment it was not possible to remove the 
omnipresent natural mildew spores. However, the fungicide used in the fungicide 
treatment level reduced powdery mildew infections in all plots to almost zero. This 
allowed us to assess the influence of the pathogen pressure on fitness-related traits and 
unintended effects. The difference between the natural and artificial treatment levels 
was less prominent. There was no overall difference in pathogen abundance between 
these two treatment levels, although the artificial infection started before the natural 
infection. It is conceivable that climatic conditions and not the start of the inoculation 
mainly affected the spread and growth of powdery mildew. However, it is likely that 
the artificially introduced mildew isolate 96224 was more common in artificial than in 
natural infection plots. This strain is avirulent for the two Bobwhite GM lines Pm3b#1 
and Pm3b#2. We therefore expected less mildew in these plots than in the naturally 
infected ones. Indeed, line Pm3b#1 proved to be more resistant in the artificially than in 
the naturally inoculated plots. Line Pm3b#2, however, was highly resistant in both and 
this could have been due to the very high transgene expression levels of this line that 
made it even resistant to a “non-target” powdery mildew strain. Brunner et al. (2011) 
argued that high expression does provide some degree of quantitative resistance against 
different strains of powdery mildew. 
Besides the mildew treatment levels, we analysed the influence of plant 
diversity on individual plants within a plot. Plants in plots with high concentrations of 
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resistant GM lines had less powdery mildew. This effect can be explained simply by the 
presence or absence of the susceptible Bobwhite line. One reason to include diversity 
treatments into our experimental design was to assess possible synergistic effects 
caused by the mixing of different GM lines. There are several publications that show 
improved pathogen resistance in fields with mixed varieties (Finckh et al. 2000; Wolfe 
2000; Mundt 2002). However, we found no indications that mixed Pm3b#1 and 
Pm3b#2 plots were more resistant against powdery mildew than monocultures of these 
GM lines with identical transgenes but different expression levels. There are at least 
two explanations for this. Either the influence of the mixed background was not strong 
enough to affect the plants which themselves belonged to uniform seed islands or these 
lines were too similar to allow synergistic or complementary effects. The same might 
be true for the Frisal lines. Although not genetically identical, all three Frisal lines were 
similarly resistant against powdery mildew in all three fungal infection treatments. 
Hence, in the absence of variability, no synergistic effects can be expected. 
 
Costs of Resistance 
If a transgene would induce complete pathogen resistance without any costs we would 
expect GM lines to perform as well as non-resistant control lines in absence of the 
pathogen. We found however, that all four GM lines performed worse than their 
Bobwhite and Frisal control lines on fungicide-treated plots. Furthermore, none of the 
lines ever reached the level of the non-GM control lines in the un-sprayed plots. This 
indicates that Pm3b as well as chitinase and glucanase transgenes cause costs of 
resistance. We found that the disadvantage of GM lines decreased in plots with high 
pathogen levels. However, this is mainly due to lower performance of the control lines 
in the mildew-infected plots. 
Whereas costs of resistance might explain why these GM lines did not reach the 
level of the control lines in the absence of the pathogen, this does not explain why line 
Pm3b#1 performed worse in the fungicide than in the mildew treatment levels. One 
explanation could be that the chemicals of the fungicide interacted with the transgene or 
its products. Increased sensitivity to fungicide was described already earlier in a 
glasshouse study (Zeller et al. 2010). The sum of costs of resistance and fungicide 
sensitivity could have caused the large fitness reductions in lines Pm3b#1 and Pm2b#2. 
Since it is not possible to remove a common pathogen from a field without the use of 
pesticide one would have to revert to closed systems without pathogen presence to 
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study costs of resistance separate from potential fungicide effects. However, costs of 
resistance might not be visible under conditions that are optimal for plant growth. A 
better approach then closed systems might be to carry out field trials in areas where the 
targeted pathogen does not occur naturally, or to stress the plants in the closed system. 
Whereas line Pm3b#1 performed better in the mildew treatment levels than in 
the fungicide treatment level presumably due to benefits related to its powdery mildew 
resistance; Pm3b#2 performed poorly in all environments. For this line, costs of 
resistance seemed to be so large that potential benefits of the transgene were offset. 
Thus, depending on the environment, line Pm3b#1 performed better, i.e. had retained 
more plasticity than line Pm3b#2. This difference might be explained by the expression 
level. Line Pm3b#2 is known for much higher transgene expression levels than line 
Pm3b#1 (Zeller et al. 2010; Brunner et al. 2011). It is conceivable that costs of 
resistance increase with higher expression level because of increased metabolic stress. 
Among the GM Frisal lines, A13 had higher plants, spike length and TSW. Seed yield 
and seed number were lower in line A13 but these differences were not significant. We 
could therefore not prove that line A13, which harbours two transgenes, performs worse 
than line A9 with only one. Further experiments are necessary to assess if the number 
of transgenes within a single plant increases costs of resistance (see also Chapter 4). 
GM plants with high costs of resistance may not be particularly useful in 
agronomy. They have however one advantage: their risk of spreading uncontrollably in 
fields or even to natural habitats is very low. It is very likely that such plants would be 
outcompeted in natural habitats where pathogens are known to fluctuate widely. 
 
Diversity effects 
Besides the influence of the fungal infection treatments, we studied how the genetic 
diversity of plant communities influenced individual plants within these communities. 
There are examples from agronomy where increased diversity leads to reduced 
pathogen susceptibility and transgressive overyielding (Finckh et al. 2000; Wolfe 2000; 
Mundt 2002). If crop varieties or wild plant species are mixed with each other, it is 
difficult if not impossible test if particular resistance genes or other phenotypic traits 
are responsible for these positive diversity effects. Transgenic plants that differ only in 
single genes can be useful to understand such mechanisms. Hence, we planted either 
monocultures or mixtures of one GM with one non-GM line or two different GM lines. 
We found that chlorophyll content, plant height and several fitness-related traits were 
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influenced by the concentration and TSW by the number of different GM plants within 
each plot. However, almost all of these differences could be explained by the presence 
of a particular line in a subset of plots. Hence, no benefits of mixing these GM lines 
with each other were detected. This is in line with the powdery mildew results which 
we discussed above. Individual plants were not less infected with this pathogen than 
expected from the monoculture means. The amount of powdery mildew infection 
seemed to influence the overall performance of our study plants. Thus, because 
powdery mildew was not reduced more in plots with two GM lines than in plots with 
only one we would also not expect positive effects on other traits. Furthermore, high 
costs of resistance might have concealed such effects. As described in the section 
above, the GM lines might have been too similar to complement each other, or the lack 
of mixing in the planted islands could have concealed the effects. We recommend, 
therefore, using more dissimilar transgenic plants for future diversity studies. 
Furthermore, better mixing might be necessary to obtain good diversity effects. 
 
Conclusions 
Our study demonstrates that transgenic plants may differ from their non-GM control 
lines in many traits and that these differences can be influenced by environmental 
factors (i). There were differences between the Bobwhite GM lines Pm3b#1 and 
Pm3b#2 as well as between the Frisal GM lines A9 and A13. The latter might be 
explained by differences in the introduced gene construct. The lines Pm3b#1 and 
Pm3b#2 share, however, an identical transgene. It is most likely that different 
expression levels caused by positional effects were responsible for the differences 
between the two Bobwhite GM lines. In view of all this variation, we conclude that 
ecological assessments of GM plants should be done on a case-by-case basis (Andow 
and Zwahlen 2006). 
We found that all four tested GM lines suffered from costs of resistance in the 
absence of the pathogen (ii). Interestingly, even transgenic plants without increased 
pathogen resistance showed such negative effects. Three of the four tested GM lines did 
not differ in their performance from the non-GM control lines in presence of the 
pathogen. This does, however, not mean that costs of resistance were non-existent. It is 
more likely that positive effects of the pathogen resistance concealed costs of 
resistance. 
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Finally, the diversity of the plant communities influenced pathogen levels and plant 
performance (iii). However, no synergistic effects were detected. We conclude that the 
balance between costs and benefits of increased pathogen resistance and therefore the 
performance of GM plants depends mainly on environmental factors. It is conceivable 
that transgenic plants with high costs of resistance can outperform conventional lines 
only in areas with constantly high pathogen pressure. Pathogen populations are known 
to vary from year to year depending mostly on weather conditions and other factors. 
Hence, in years of low pathogen pressure, non-resistant plants should have an 
advantage over resistant plants. One could therefore recommend to cultivate both 
resistant and non-resistant plants in places with variable pathogen populations. 
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Figure 1. Effects of fungicide and natural and artificial powdery mildew infection 
on performance of GM and non GM-wheat. The left column shows the non-
transgenic variety Bobwhite (dashed line, round symbols) and two transgenic lines 
Pm3b#1 (solid lines, square symbols) and Pm3b#2 (solid lines, triangular symbols). 
The right column shows the non-transgenic variety Frisal (dashed line, round symbols) 
and two transgenic lines A9 (solid lines, square symbols) and A13 (solid lines, 
triangular symbols). A–E present the level of powdery mildew infection, phenological 
stage, chlorophyll content, plant height and spike length data. Light grey lines were 
drawn to make transgene x fungal infection treatment interactions visible; error bars 
represent ± 1 standard error (back-transformed, see Material and methods) and are 
sometimes hidden behind the symbols. 
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Cost of resistance 
Figure 2. Effects of fungicide and natural and artificial powdery mildew infection 
on performance of GM and non-GM wheat. The left column shows the non-
transgenic variety Bobwhite (dashed line, round symbols) and two transgenic lines 
Pm3b#1 (solid lines, square symbols) and Pm3b#2 (solid lines, triangular symbols). 
The right column shows the non-transgenic variety Frisal (dashed line, round symbols) 
and two transgenic lines A9 (solid lines, square symbols) and A13 (solid lines, 
triangular symbols). A–E present seed yield, vegetative biomass, spike number, seed 
number and thousand seed weight data. Light grey lines were drawn to make transgene 
x fungal infection treatment interactions visible; error bars represent ± 1 standard error 
(back-transformed, see Material and methods) and are sometimes hidden behind the 
symbols. 
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Figure S1. Experimental design 
 
A. Block and treatment structure 
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Figure S2. Fungal infection treatment/line models used in the analysis 
 
A. Model 1 (all hierarchical) 
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B. Model 2 (factorial submodel within Bobwhite and Frisal) 
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 CHAPTER 3 
 
 
Mixtures of genetically modified wheat lines outperform monocultures 
 
 
S.L. Zeller, O. Kalinina, B. Schmid, Manuscript 
 
 
Fig. 4: Powdery mildew infection of a non-GM Bobwhite line in the field trial 2009 
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CHAPTER 3 
Abstract 
Biodiversity research shows that diverse plant communities are more stable and 
productive than monocultures. Multiple pathogen resistance within a population of 
plants may slow down the spread of disease and reduce the risk of an individual 
pathogen to dominate the system. Genetically modified (GM) plants that differ only in a 
single resistance gene are a suitable model system to study the influence of mixtures on 
plant resistance to pathogens and performance.  
We grew three wheat lines, two of them with a Pm3 transgene against powdery mildew, 
in monocultures and mixtures of two. Phenotypic measurements were taken at the level 
of individual plants and the population level.  
We found that plant resistance to mildew increased with both GM-richness and GM-
concentration in plots. Populations with two GM lines had 34.6% less mildew infection 
and as a consequence 7.3% higher seed yield than from the means of the two 
monocultures with each single GM line. We conclude that mixtures of plants that differ 
in their pathogen resistance should be considered. This approach seems to be more 
promising than stacking transgenes within a single plant where costs of resistance may 
accumulate. Furthermore, it conceivable that resistant pests develop more slowly in 
diverse multi-line systems than in single-line systems of a super-resistant plant with 
stacked transgenes. 
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Introduction 
Since the mid-20eth century, the green revolution allowed agricultural yields to 
increase continuously, for example in bread wheat in Europe from about 1.5 t in 1950 
to 7 t of grain yield per ha in 1996 and are stagnating since (Brisson et al. 2010). 
Fertilizer, pesticides and new crop varieties contributed to this dramatic increase in 
yields (Conway 1997). However, the impact of this development on the environment 
has also been considerable and unfortunately often negative (Tilman et al. 2001). 
Organic farming, on the other hand, allowed to reduce the input of agrochemicals but 
until now only at the cost of reduced yields (Maeder et al. 2002). 
Genetic engineering may hold solutions to this problem. For example, crop 
plants with introduced resistance traits may help to reduce pesticide use while 
maintaining or even increasing yields (Borlaug 2000). Some of these genetically 
modified (GM) crops were so successful that they are currently planted on large areas 
(James 2009). This leads to a high selection pressure on the pests to overcome the 
resistance by evolution of new genotypes (Tabashnik et al. 2009; Powles 2010), which 
in turn may reduce the advantages of GM crops. Efforts are being made to slow down 
the evolution of such new pest genotypes. Besides refuge strategies, the combination of 
several GM traits within a single plant, also known as pyramiding or stacking, was 
promoted (Bravo and Soberon 2008). However, the sustainability of this approach is 
questionable because it is conceivable that “super-pests” may evolve that overcome 
such multiple resistance. Another problem, that has not been addressed much, is the 
increased defence costs that multiple resistances causes for the plant. 
Here we suggest that one solution to these problems could be using mixtures of 
lines with different but complementary resistance traits. This at the same time allows 
low levels of pathogens to survive on some plants, thus reducing the selection pressure 
on these to evolve super-pests and avoids increased costs for multiple defences for the 
individual plants. The integrated defence response against multiple pathogens would 
thus be shifted from the individual to the population level. 
Ecological theory and results of recent biodiversity experiments suggest this line 
of argumentation. In grassland biodiversity experiments, productivity generally 
increases with diversity (Tilman et al. 1996; Hector et al. 1999; Roscher et al. 2005). 
One of the reasons for this is reduced pathogen susceptibility of diverse systems (Zhu et 
al. 2000). Particular pathogens are less likely to become dominant in a diverse system 
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because their particular hosts all occur at low abundance. Only generalist pathogens 
would be able to thrive in diverse systems of hosts, and such generalists usually are less 
efficient in overcoming the defence of a particular host due to trade-offs among the 
different functions needed to overcome the defences of a diverse host community. 
While ecologists are currently investigating the mechanisms by which species-
rich plant communities have lower pathogen abundance and higher yields (Maron et al. 
2011), agronomists came across similar phenomena some time ago, albeit at the 
between-variety, within species level. Mixtures of several varieties of the same crop 
species can have higher yields than monocultures of single varieties (Browning and 
Frey 1969; Wolfe 1985). However, diversity strategies have rarely been used so far, 
probably mainly for technical reasons such as uniformity requirements for varieties and 
seed material and harvesting efficiency (Smithson and Lenne 1996). In part these 
technical difficulties may be overcome with better harvesting technology. However, 
plants that are phenotypically similar and differ only in a few complementary resistance 
traits could be produced by gene technology and thus provide an easier solution to the 
problem. 
We experimentally compared wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) stands consisting of 
single lines with mixed stands. The lines differed only in their resistance to powdery 
mildew (Blumeria graminis f.sp. tritici (DC.) Speer), which was possible due to the 
introduction of a single gene using gene technology. One non-transgenic control line 
and two transgenic (GM) lines of spring wheat variety Bobwhite were used in the 
experiment. Mildew infection, plant production and seed yield were assessed at the 
level of the individual plants and the stand to test their response to increasing GM-
richness (0, 1, or 2 GM lines) or GM-concentration (0, 50, 100% of individuals from 
GM lines) of the stands. We hypothesized that higher GM-concentration and especially 
higher GM-richness reduce infection with powdery mildew (H1) and therefore increase 
seed yield (H2) at stand level. To test the underlying mechanism, we analyzed the 
contributions of the different wheat lines to the population-level performance of the 
stand (H3) and the individual-level performance of the different wheat lines (H4). 
 
Materials and methods 
Genetically modified wheat 
We used two transgenic wheat lines, derived from different transformation events of 
Bobwhite SH 98 26 and carrying transgenes Pm3a or Pm3b, and the control line 
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Bobwhite SH 98 26 (von Burg et al. 2010; Peter et al. 2010; Zeller et al. 2010). Pm3a 
and Pm3b confer race-specific resistance to powdery mildew and were cloned from 
hexaploid wheat (Yahiaoui et al. 2004). The lines were generated by biolistic 
transformation of spring wheat variety Bobwhite SH 98 26 (Pellegrineschi et al. 2002). 
The plasmids pAHC17+NotI (PMI) and pAHC17+3NotI (Pm3b) were used as vectors 
(Christensen and Quail 1996; Travella et al. 2006). After NotI (for Pm3b) or 
NotI/HindIII (for PMI) digestion, only the desired fragments, but no vector sequences, 
were co-bombarded into wheat.  
The Pm3a and Pm3b genes were cloned under the control of the Zea mays L. 
(maize) ubiquitin promoter (Christensen and Quail 1996) and transformants were 
selected on mannose-containing media using the phosphomannose isomerase (PMI)-
coding gene as selectable marker (Reed et al. 2001). Absence/presence of the 
transgenes was confirmed by Southern hybridization analysis (Southern 2006) using 
probes from the PM3B (bp 1231–1956 as referred to the GenBank accession 
AY325736) and PMI (bp 271–810 as referred to the GenBank accession AAC74685) 
encoding region. The GM lines contained the Pmi gene as well as one complete copy of 
Pm3b. For transgenic lines we can not exclude the presence of fragments from the 
coding genes or promoter/terminator regions which were not covered by the probes 
used in Southern blotting. T0 transformants were regenerated, multiplied to T4 and 
used for the field experiments. The seeds used in this study were thus obtained from 
GM lines that had passed through four generations of sexual reproduction. A gene’s 
position on the chromosome can influence its expression (Henikoff 1979; Gottschling 
et al. 1990). The expression level of the Pm3a and Pm3b transgenes in the two GM 
lines was therefore assessed by qRT-PCR using RNA isolated from leaves of seedlings 
grown in the glasshouse. The transgenes expression differed significantly between the 
two GM lines. Pm3a (#1) was 6–45 times and Pm3b (#1) 11–130 times higher 
expressed than in wheat line Chul which harbours this gene naturally (Brunner et al. 
2011 and S. Brunner personal communications). As control for equal amount and 
quality of template cDNA, the expression levels of the Mlo gene (Yu et al. 2005) were 
determined.  
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Field experiment 
The field experiment took place at an agricultural research station in Zurich-
Reckenholz, Switzerland, from March–July 2009. Four replicate blocks, each with six 3 
x 1.08 m plots, were sown with Pm3a, Pm3b and Bobwhite SH 98 26 monocultures and 
three 1.1 mixtures (Pm3a/Bobwhite, Pm3b/Bobwhite and Pm3a/Pm3b). In each plot, 
400 seeds were sown in six rows with a distance of 17.8 cm between rows using an 
Oyjord plot drill system (Wintersteiger AG, Ried, Austria). The experimental plots 
were alternated with triticale plots in a chessboard like design to eliminate possible 
neighbour effects. To allow uniform infection by powdery mildew, single rows of the 
susceptible winter wheat variety Kanzler were planted on both sides of each plot. 
Powdery mildew infection occurred naturally and evenly throughout the experiment. 
All seeds were treated with the fungicide Jockey (167g l-1 Fluquinconazole,     
34 g l-1 Prochloraz; Omya Agro AG, Safenwil, Switzerland) before sowing. The 
amount of mineralized nitrogen, determined at the end of February in the top 100 cm of 
the soil was 35.1 and 47.6 kg N ha-1 in blocks 1/2 and 3/4, respectively. Nitrogen 
fertilizer was applied the day before sowing (40 kg N ha-1 in blocks 1/2, 30 kg N ha-1 in 
blocks 3/4) and again 30 kg N ha-1 (“Ammonsalpeter 27.5”, Lonza, Visp, Switzerland) 
at the phenological stage 22–29 (Zadoks et al. 1974). The natural field soil provided the 
plants with sufficient phosphorous, potassium and magnesium (75, 182 and 213 mg kg-
1). All plots were sprayed with the herbicide cocktail Concert SX (40% 
Thifensulfurone, 4% Metusulfurone-methyl; Stähler Suisse AG, Zofingen, Switzerland) 
and Starane super (120 g l-1 Bromoxynil, 120 g l-1 Ioxynil, 100 g l-1 Fluroxypyr-
metilheptil-ester; Omya Agro AG, Safenwil, Switzerland) in the beginning of May. All 
plots were treated twice with the insecticide Karate Zeon (100g l-1 Lambda-
Cyhalothrin; Syngenta Agro AG, Dielsdorf, Switzerland) against the wheat stem fly 
(Chlorops pumilionis Bjerk.) in the beginning of May and 2 weeks later. Due to weed-
infestation the whole trial was sprayed with Puma extra (69 g l-1 Fenoxaprop-P-ethyl, 
75 g l-1 Mefenpyr-Diethyl; Omya Agro AG, Safenwil, Switzerland).  
In each plot, ten individual plants were marked shortly after germination. These 
individuals were distributed evenly over the 3 m plot length and randomly among the 
four inner rows. This allowed us to obtain a representative sample of the entire plot 
population while excluding edge effects.  
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Response variables 
We measured six phenotypic traits on individual plants (plant level) and five traits on 
entire plots (population level). Individual plants were assessed for the degree of 
powdery mildew infection (Eyal et al. 1987) 44, 59 and 78 days after germination. 
Based on these time points, the Area under Disease Progress Curve, AUDPC, was 
calculated (Jeger and Viljanen-Rollinson 2001). Furthermore, phenological stage 
(Zadoks et al. 1974) and height were assessed 59 and 78 days, respectively, after 
germination for each plant. At the end of the growing season, height was recorded again 
and then all individual plants were cut at ground level and separated into vegetative and 
reproductive parts (spikes). Vegetative and reproductive parts were dried at 80 and 25 
C°, respectively, and weighed. The reproductive parts were threshed to obtain seeds and 
determine total seed mass per plant, here referred to as seed yield. Finally, the seed 
mass of the individual plants was divided by the number of seeds and multiplied by 
thousand to calculate the thousand seed weight (TSW). 
Two non-destructive measurements were conducted at the population level. 
Leaf Area Index (LAI) was measured on the western side of each plot 25 and 35 days 
after germination (LAI 2000 Plant Canopy Analyser, LI-COR Biosciences; Lincoln, 
USA). It consisted of two measurements close to an inner row and one between the 
rows as well as a control measurement above the canopy. To assess differences in 
flowering time, the percentage of flowering spikes in each plot was determined 64 days 
after germination. At this time, all plots had flowering spikes. A subplot of 50 x 72.2 
cm was harvested in the same place were the LAI was measured in each plot. These 
subplots were placed 50 cm from the western edge of the plot and excluded the two 
outer rows. The harvested material was separated into vegetative and reproductive parts 
to determine biomass, seed yield and thousand seed weight at population level. The 
latter was determined on a sample of 1,000 seeds. 
 
Data analysis 
We analysed the data of individual plants and populations separately by mixed-model 
analysis of variance using the REML (Restricted Maximum Likelihood) method. We 
used the statistical software GenStat (VSN International Ldt.). The critical significance 
level was 0.05 in all analyses. For the population data, where the sample size was small, 
we also present and discuss results significant at the 0.1 level (Peto et al. 1976; Toft and 
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Shea 1983). The results of the mixed-model analyses were summarized in tables for all 
variables (see Tables S1 and S2). Residual plots were examined to identify outliers and 
to check if the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity were fulfilled. Two 
contrasts were made to test whether diversity of GM plants (GM-richness) within each 
plot or the concentration of GM plants (GM-concentration) differed for the measured 
traits. Since these two contrasts were partly confounded with each other, their fitting 
sequence was alternated in two statistical models. Unless otherwise indicated, we only 
present results from the model where GM-richness was fitted first, i.e. ignoring the 
potential confounding with the term GM-concentration. Predicted means and standard 
errors from the REML-output were used to draw figures.  
Since several of the measured traits were correlated with each other, we also 
performed a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to test for the overall 
significance of treatment effects. For the individual plant data the six traits, AUDPC, 
phenological state, plant height, biomass, seed mass and TSW, were combined in the 
MANOVA. For the population data the five traits, LAI, flowering time, biomass, seed 
mass and TSW, were combined. 
To compare mixtures with monocultures of wheat lines, a deviation or D-value 
(Loreau 1998) was calculated for each plot containing a line mixture. For this, the mean 
of the two monocultures was first subtracted from the mixture and the resulting value 
then divided by the mean of the two monocultures. A D-value greater than 0 indicates, 
for example, that the yield of a mixture is higher than what would be expected from the 
mean of the monocultures. The opposite would be true for a negative D-value. We 
calculated D-values for powdery mildew infection, population biomass, seed yield and 
TSW. Original data (not predicted means) were used to calculate D-values and to draw 
Figures 3 and 4. 
To investigate mechanisms that might explain the observed treatment effects, 
we added covariates to the above analyses. Powdery mildew infection had the best 
explanatory power for variation in the other traits and results of REML models with this 
covariate are thus also presented. 
 
Results 
Powdery mildew 
Powdery mildew infection as measured by AUDPC at the individual plant level 
decreased with increasing GM-richness and GM-concentration of plots (Figure 1A; 
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P<0.001; see Supplementary Table S1). Both contrasts were highly significant if fitted 
first (GM-richness: P<0.001; GM-concentration: P<0.001) or second (GM-richness: 
P=0.038; GM-concentration: P=0.031) in the statistical model. Plots containing two 
GM lines had 65.1% and plots containing on GM line had 31.7% lower mildew 
infection than non-transgenic control plots. Plots with 50% GM plants had 31.7% and 
plots with 100% GM plants had 52.8% lower mildew infection than plots without GM 
plants. No significant difference between the two GM lines Pm3a and Pm3b was 
detected (P=0.141). 
All mixtures were less infected by mildew than expected from the means of the 
monocultures (Figure 3). D-values were –0.072, –0.144 and –0.345 for the mixtures 
BW/Pm3a, BW/Pm3b and Pm3a/Pm3b, respectively. This means that plants in plots 
with BW/Pm3a plants had 0.3%, plots with BW/Pm3b 20.7 and plots with both GM 
lines had 34.6% less powdery mildew than expected from the corresponding 
monoculture means.  
 
Other traits measured at plant level 
The phenological development of GM plants measured 59 days after germination was 
on average not significantly different from that of control plants (Figure 1B and 
Supplementary Table S1). However, Pm3b developed significantly faster than Pm3a 
(difference = 2.2 points on Zadoks Scale, P<0.001). This means that an introduced 
transgene can influence the phenological development of a plant. 
Individual plants in Bobwhite control plots were significantly shorter than in 
plots harbouring GM plants (Figure 1C; difference = 3.8cm; P=0.014). Plant height 
increased with GM-richness and GM-concentration (sum of the two contrasts 
significant at P=0.013). However, the individual contrasts were only significant if fitted 
first in the statistical model (GM-richness: P=0.013; GM-concentration: P=0.013). 
Pm3a had significantly more biomass than Pm3b (Figure 1D; difference= 0.55 
g/plant; P=0.036). There was a trend towards higher biomass with increased GM-
richness (P=0.099) but GM-concentration did not influence the biomass of individual 
plants. Pm3a had a marginally higher seed yield than Pm3b (P=0.055) and GM-
richness marginally increased seed yield as well (P=0.092). Pm3a had significantly 
more (data not shown, P=0.003) but lighter seeds than Pm3b (Figure 1F, difference = 
5.4 g TSW; P=0.003). TSW increased with either GM-richness or GM-concentration if 
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the corresponding contrast was fitted first in the statistical model (GM-richness: 
P=0.023; GM-concentration: P=0.047) but not if it was fitted second. 
The multivariate analysis for the individual plant data showed that either GM-
richness or GM-concentration were significant if fitted first (P=0.002 for both, Table 
S1) but not if fitted second. Furthermore, Pm3a significantly differed from Pm3b in the 
multivariate analysis (P=0.001). 
 
Population level data 
The LAI measured at the beginning of the growing season (25 days after germination) 
decreased with increasing GM-concentration (Figure 2A and Supplementary Table S2; 
GM-concentration: P=0.01 if fitted first and P=0.028 if fitted second). However, this 
effect had disappeared 35 days after germination. On day 64 after germination, plots 
with high GM-concentration had less flowering spikes than plots with low GM-
concentration (Figure 2B; P=0.005). Fitted after GM-concentration, GM-richness also 
affected the number of flowering spikes (P=0.012), however, mainly because plots with 
one GM line flowered later than BW monocultures. Furthermore, plots with Pm3a had 
significantly fewer flowering spikes than plots with Pm3b (P<0.001). This result is 
consistent with the individual plant data, were Pm3a was shown to develop more 
slowly than Pm3b. 
The aboveground biomass of the populations did not differ significantly among 
the six lines and mixtures (Figure 2C). However, a positive D-value of 0.062 (Figure 
4A) indicated that the GM-GM mixture had a higher biomass than expected from the 
mean of the two GM monocultures. Clearer differences were found for seed yield 
(Figure 2D). Populations with high GM-richness had higher yield than populations with 
low GM-richness (P=0.04). In numerical values populations with two GM lines had a 
16.7% higher seed yield than control lines whereas populations with only one GM line 
only had a 5.4% higher seed yield than control lines. A positive D-value of 0.073 
indicated that the GM-GM mixture performed 7.3% better than expected from the mean 
of the two GM monocultures (Figure 4B). Since the mixture was also producing a 
higher seed yield than the better GM monoculture, there was evidence for transgressive 
overyielding (Schmid et al. 2008). 
The TSW increased significantly with GM-richness (Figure 2E, P=0.006). Seeds 
from plots with two GM lines were 11.9% heavier than seeds from control plots, 
whereas seeds from plots with only one GM line were only 5.6% heavier than seeds 
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from control plots. This was also reflected in positive D-values for all mixtures (Figure 
4C). Similar to the individual plant data, seeds from plots containing Pm3b were 
significantly heavier than seeds from plots containing Pm3a (P=0.016). 
In the multivariate analysis with the population level data GM-concentration 
was significant if fitted first or second (P=0.021 and P=0.005). GM-richness, however, 
was only significant if fitted second, i.e. after GM-concentration (P=0.020), indicating 
that given the same GM-concentration, plots with two GM lines differed from plots 
with only one GM line. Furthermore, plots containing Pm3a differed significantly from 
plots containing Pm3b (P> 0.001). 
 
Analyses with covariate mildew infection 
To assess the influence of the mildew infection on other measured traits we repeated the 
analysis with AUDPC as covariate. On the individual plant level, plant height and TSW 
were affected significantly (plant height: P=0.001; TSW: P=0.002) by AUDPC. The 
inclusion of the covariate fully explained the effects of GM-richness and -concentration 
on plant height and TSW. Thus the two contrasts were no longer significant if fitted 
after the covariate. However, the differences between lines Pm3a and Pm3b persisted. 
At the population level, biomass, seed yield and TSW were significantly influenced by 
the covariate. Whereas the covariate did not remove the significance of the remaining 
effects on plot biomass, it did explain the GM-richness and -concentration effects on 
seed yield and TSW at population level, which both were no longer significant if fitted 
after the covariate. However, the differences between plots containing line Pm3a vs. 
Pm3b remained significant. Overall, these results suggest that the reduced mildew 
infection found in plots with high GM-richness or -concentration had a positive 
influence on plant height, seed yield and TWS. 
 
Discussion 
Mixing GM lines reduces mildew infection and increases yield 
This study demonstrates that genetically modified (GM) wheat plants behave 
differently if grown in single-line monocultures than if grown in mixtures with other 
GM lines or control lines. The performance of individual plants and of entire 
populations generally increased with the number of GM lines (GM-richness, ranging 
from 0–1–2) or with the proportion of GM plants (GM-concentration, ranging from 0–
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50–100%) in a plot. Thus, powdery mildew resistance increased with GM-
concentration, indicating that the transgene worked as expected. Furthermore, mildew 
resistance also increased with GM-richness. This was probably due to the fact that the 
two GM lines harboured transgenes that were effective against different races of 
powdery mildew and thus they could complement each other in mixture and provide 
resistance against a wider spectrum of pathogens than if the same lines were grown in 
single-line mixtures. This indicates that a diversity of resistance transgenes can have a 
beneficial effect already at the population level, avoiding the need to stack these genes 
in each single plant with potentially higher fitness costs. If in mixtures a certain 
proportion of individual plants are resistant against a specific pathogen they can reduce 
the spread of infection (Browning and Frey 1969; Schmid 1994). Not only mixtures of 
two GM lines, but also mixtures of a GM line with a control line were less infected with 
powdery mildew than expected from the means of the two monocultures. In this case as 
well, the non-resistant plants of the control line may have profited from the protection 
by resistant GM neighbour plants. 
Besides the resistance to powdery mildew, we assessed a number of phenotypic 
traits correlated with performance. Individual plants grew taller and produced larger 
seeds in plots with increased GM-richness or -concentration. However, at the 
population level we recorded a lower leaf area index at the beginning of the growing 
season and a later flowering time in plots with high GM-concentration. This could 
indicate costs of resistance (Bergelson and Purrington 1996). Nevertheless, seed size 
and seed yield increased with GM-richness: one of the two populations with a 
GM/control line mixture (Pm3b/BW) increased its yield by 3.8% compared the mean of 
single monocultures. Because the seed yield of the mixture of the two GM lines was 
even higher than that of the better single-GM line monoculture (yield of Pm3b/Pm3a 
mixture was 6.5% higher than in Pm3b), this can be considered as one of the rare cases 
of transgressive overyielding (Trenbath and Harper 1974; Harper 1977; Vandermeer 
1989) were two parts of a system improve their performance by interacting with each 
other. Using mildew infection as a covariate in the statistical analysis explained most of 
the differences in performance between plots with different GM-richness or -
concentration, indicating that overall it was indeed the increased mildew resistance that 
caused the positive effects of GM-richness and -concentration on performance, in the 
analyses without the covariate. Thus, overall it appears that the benefits outweighed the 
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costs of resistance under the level of mildew attack present in the field during our 
experiment. 
 
Differences among GM Lines 
We asked whether the introduction of different alleles of a Pm3 transgene also affected 
plant performance. This was indeed the case. Even though the trait directly linked to the 
transgene, mildew resistance, was similar in both tested lines, we found that the 
phenological state and the start of flowering differed strongly between the two GM 
lines. Individual-plant and population-level data showed consistently that Pm3a took 
longer to reach the reproductive stage than Pm3b. Although at population level biomass 
and yield did not differ, individual Pm3a plants had higher biomass and marginally 
higher seed yield than Pm3b. The TSW analysis revealed that Pm3a had generally 
smaller seeds than Pm3b. Combining this information, it can be suggested that the 
slower development of Pm3a allowed the individual plants to stay longer in the 
vegetative phase, develop more biomass and produce more but smaller seeds. 
Since both GM lines had similar mildew resistance, it is not likely that the 
performance differences described above were caused directly by the powdery mildew 
infections. Other potential causes could have been (Cubas et al. 1999; Filipecki and 
Malepszy 2006) different insertion places of the transgenes in the genome or different 
expression levels, possibly due to different insertion places (Zeller et al. 2010). 
Obviously, introduction of a fungal resistance gene can alter the phenotype of a plant in 
various ways. 
 
Individual plant or population level? 
The performance of crop plants is usually assessed in large plots and therefore by 
averaging over a whole population of plants. In particular for agronomic traits, it is the 
values per area of land rather than the values per plant that should be compared. 
However, this can lead to situations, in which important interactions among plants 
within a field are overlooked, which influence the overall performance of the whole 
population. To study such interactions, plants need to be measured and harvested 
individually (see Chapter 4). We assessed three wheat lines and three mixtures using 
both methods and can therefore also compare them, at least for those traits that are 
measurable at the level of the individual plant and at the population level. The results of 
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statistical analyses in the comparable cases were very similar (Table S1 and S2), 
indicating that extrapolations from individual- to stand-level performance were possible 
in our case. Differences in phenological development and TSW among the two GM 
lines were found with both methods. GM-richness and GM-concentration showed 
similar trends for biomass, seed yield and TSW. Only the significantly increased seed 
yield due to increased GM-richness at the population level would not have been 
predicted by the results from individual plants. The explanation might lie in the density 
dependence of seed yield. Individual plants can and should be used for all traits like 
plant height, phenological development, TSW and seed set. However, for correct 
estimates of biomass and seed yield, the crop density or number of tillers would have to 
be included in the extrapolation from individual plant to population. 
Generally, individual plants proved to be a useful tool to assess the performance 
of genetically modified wheat. This method might be labour intensive but there are also 
several advantages: only a few plants need to be removed from each population. This 
means that the experimental plots stay intact and can be used for other purposes. 
Furthermore, individual plants can be handled and stored much easier than bulky 
harvest bags. 
 
Conclusions and applied aspects 
Our study demonstrated that mixing wheat lines that differed only in their resistance to 
different strains of powdery mildew reduced plant susceptibility to this pathogen (H1). 
This led to an increased performance of these mixtures and even to transgressiv 
overyielding (H2). Not only mixtures of two GM lines compared to monocultures of 
one GM line, but also mixtures of one GM and one control line compared to 
monocultures on GM and control lines showed increased mildew resistance and in most 
cases also higher performance. One could argue therefore, that mixing closely related 
plant lines could increase agricultural output. Ecological research indicates that 
productivity increases with diversity in most cases that have been experimentally 
investigated (Tilman et al. 1996; Hector et al. 1999; Roscher et al. 2005). 
Unfortunately, this knowledge has not found its way into agricultural practice; mainly 
because mixtures of different varieties are difficult to harvest. Gene technology might 
provide us with very similar plant lines that differ only in their resistance genes. Such 
mixtures could therefore be harvested without change of practise. We have only 
assessed mixtures of two lines, either two GM lines or mixtures of one GM and one 
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control line. According to ecological theory, mixtures of more than two lines should 
lead to even better results. In the future, results of such mixture experiments should be 
compared to lines that have several resistance genes stacked within the same plant. We 
hypothesize, that costs of resistance would accumulate in such plants and that they 
could not profit from the synergistic effects of mixtures. 
Furthermore, the evolution of resistant pathogens should be studied. Some 
studies report that resistances may develop faster if single-gene plants that harbour 
different resistance genes are planted next to double-gene plants (Zhao et al. 2005). 
However, it is also possible that the resistance development is slower in mixtures due to 
the lower pathogen population size (Chin and Wolfe 1984). 
The comparison of the two GM lines that harbour a different allele of the Pm3 
gene revealed a number of phenotypic changes in performance-related traits which 
might have been of pleiotropic origin (H3). Several studies report that genetically 
modified plants might differ in many traits even if they share very similar transgenes 
(Snow et al. 2005; Filipecki and Malepszy 2006). 
Finally we checked whether results obtained from individual plants can help to 
predict the performance of entire populations (H4). We conclude that such 
measurements can be very useful for performance tests — especially when information 
about the variation and interactions within the population are of interest. We conclude 
that today’s agricultural systems might become both more productive and more 
sustainable if the advantages of biodiversity strategies such as planting line mixtures 
would be considered.  
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Figure 1. Effects of GM-richness and GM-concentration on individual wheat 
plants. Line means were predicted using REML models. GM-richness consisted of the 
levels “no GM” “one GM” and “two GM” lines and GM-concentration of 0, 50 and 
100% GM plants in a particular plot. A–F are different traits that were measured on 
individual plants. White bars/points=Bobwhite control; light gray bars/points=mixtures 
of one GM and one Control line; medium gray=GM monocultures; dark gray=mixture 
of two GM lines. Error bars represent ± standard error. Asterisk indicate the level of 
significance for the GM-richness or GM-concentration contrast (*P<0.05; ***P<0.001). 
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Figure 2. Effects of GM-richness and GM-concentration on wheat population. 
Line means were predicted using REML models. GM-richness consisted of the levels 
“no GM” “one GM” and “two GM” lines and GM-concentration of 0, 50 and 100% 
GM plants in a particular plot. A–F are different traits that were measured on 
population level. White bars/points=Bobwhite control; light gray bars/points=mixtures 
of one GM and one Control line; medium gray=GM monocultures; dark gray=mixture 
of two GM lines. Error bars represent ± standard error. Asterisk indicate the level of 
significance for the GM-richness or GM-concentration contrast (*P<0.05; **P<0.01). 
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Figure 3. Deviation values for powdery mildew in different mixtures. D-values 
were calculated by subtracting the monoculture means from the mixture values and 
dividing the results by the monoculture means. 
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Figure 4. Deviation values for Biomass, Seed yield and Thousand seed weight 
(TSW) in different mixtures. D- values were calculated by subtracting the 
monoculture means from the mixture values and dividing the results by the 
monoculture means. 
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Competitive performance of pathogen-resistant transgenic wheat:  
a phytometer approach 
 
O. Kalinina, S.L. Zeller, B. Schmid, Manuscript 
 
 
Fig. 5: Plot with 30 phyometers plants (orange labels) in the middle of Mai 2008 
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Abstract 
Genetically modified c plants offer an ideal model system to study the influence of 
single genes on the ecological behaviour of plants. They allow, in particular, assessing 
costs associated with specific genes for pathogen resistance. 
We used phytometers to study the competitive interactions between lines of spring 
wheat Triticum aestivum carrying transgenes for pathogen resistance. We hypothesized 
reduced competitive performance of GM lines due to costs of resistance under pathogen 
levels typically encountered in the field. The transgenes were the Pm3b gene from T. 
aestivum i or Chitinase (Chi) and Glucanase (Glu) genes from Hordeum vulgare 
(resistance against fungi in general). Phytometers of 15 transgenic and non-transgenic 
wheat lines and varieties were transplanted as seedlings into plots containing the same 
15 lines and varieties as competitive environments and subject to two different soil 
nutrient levels. 
The Pm3b transgene reduced the incidence of B. graminis compared with control lines. 
This difference in pathogen incidence increased with nutrient addition. Chi and Chi/Glu 
lines showed the same high resistance to mildew as their control. 
Pm3b lines had lower competitive performance than control lines. This resulted in 
reduced yield and seed set, indicating that costs of carrying a single resistance gene 
were greater than the benefits. Pm3b line with the highest resistance to mildew was the 
weakest competitor. The line carrying the Chi gene did not differ from the control, but 
the line carrying both genes (Chi/Glu) also showed reduced competitive performance. 
Our results suggest that single transgenes conferring pathogen resistance to plants can 
have large costs even in the presence of the pathogen. The reason for this could be 
enhanced gene expression levels in the transgenes. We suggest that altered regulation of 
single genes in plants can have much larger effects than typically observed in the wild, 
where a number of co-varying factors such as other genes may mask these single-gene 
effects. 
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Introduction 
Advances in biotechnology allow the introduction of single genes against fungal 
pathogens into plants (Gurr and Rushton 2005; Melchers and Stuiver 2000). The 
resulting transgenic plants offer a perfect model system for ecologists to study the 
effects of single genes of resistance on the whole plant phenotype and open up new 
horizons for gene × environment interaction studies (Strauss et al. 2002).  
It is known that resistance to a pathogen might reduce plant performance. This 
is usually found in the absence of pathogen attack and is often associated with 
allocation costs (Herms and Mattson 1992; Bergelson and Purrington 1996; Heil and 
Baldwin 2002). Another type of costs of resistance, which have been addressed less 
often, are ecological costs which arise when the interactions between a plant and its 
biotic or abiotic environment change in a way that affects plants negatively (Tollrian 
and Harvell 1999; Heil 2002; Heil and Baldwin 2002). Ecological costs are more 
difficult to study than allocation costs because they might not be apparent under stable 
growing conditions indoors or on isolated plants where the range of plant × 
environment interactions is limited (Heil 2002). The few studies which reported 
ecological costs did not control for a common genetic background of resistant and non-
resistant plants and, moreover, typically used chemicals to induce resistance and thus 
might have been biased by side-effects of these treatments (Baldwin 1988; Heil et al. 
2000; van Dam and Baldwin 2001).  
To reveal effects of single resistance genes on plant performance and on gene × 
environment interactions, fast growing GM cereals represent a convenient model 
system. Transgenic plants allow controlling the genetic background to ensure that the 
plants differ only in one gene (Strauss et al. 2002). Furthermore, promoters used with 
transgenes are able to enhance gene expression hundredfold and more (Rooke et al. 
2000), thus providing a possibility to consider not only the effects of gene presence but 
also of gene regulation on pathogen resistance and its potential costs. 
The hope of introducing a single resistance gene into a plant is that the benefits 
of resistance may outweigh the potential costs in the presence of the pathogen. 
However, in this case the introduced trait may increase the relative fitness of the plants 
carrying the transgene compared with those lacking it, allowing the GM to become 
invasive in natural habitats (Tiedje et al. 1989; Ammann et al. 2000). Because the 
potential advantage will be a relative one and dependent on the presence of the 
pathogen in the environment, the competitiveness of the GM plant must be assessed 
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against appropriate control plants across a range of environments (Crawley 1992; 
Fredshavn and Poulsen 1996). This has rarely been done in disease-resistant transgenic 
plants (Fuchs et al. 2004; Laughlin et al. 2009; Bartsch et al. 1996). Furthermore, due to 
the complexity of broad-range competition experiments, most studies have so far only 
tested a limited number of competitive interactions. 
Here we used phytometers (Clements and Goldsmith 1924; Violle et al. 2009) to 
assess competitive interactions among a range of transgenic and non-transgenic lines 
and varieties of T. aestivum under two fertilizer levels in a full mechanistic diallel 
(McGilchrist 1965; van Kleunen and Schmid 2003). Phytometers are individual plants 
which are planted into a range of environments. Originally this approach was used to 
measure the quality of different test environments (Clements and Goldsmith 1924). 
However, it can also be used to compare the response of the different species in 
question to different environments (Mwangi et al. 2007) and allows one to measure a 
wide range of plant characteristics in a large number of environments keeping the size 
of the experiment reasonably small. Whereas phytometers have repeatedly been used in 
ecology, this is, to our knowledge, the first time they are used to study competitive 
behaviour and gene × environment interactions in GM plants. 
We used the spring wheat Triticum aestivum L. variety Bobwhite SH 98 26, 
hence abbreviated Bobwhite, transformed with the wheat Pm3b gene of resistance to 
powdery mildew Blumeria graminis f.sp. tritici (DC.) Speer (Yahiaoui et al. 2004), and 
variety Frisal with introduced fungal resistance Chi and Glu genes from Hordeum 
vulgare L. (Leah et al. 1991) as a model system to study the effects of single genes of 
pathogen resistance on the competitive ability of plants and to establish the phytometer 
technique for the assessment of the ecological behaviour of a range of plant lines across 
a range of test environments. Specifically, we asked the following questions: (1) Do the 
introduced transgenes improve resistance to mildew and phytometer performance (main 
effects of transgenes)? (2) How do the nutrient and the competitive environments affect 
resistance to mildew and phytometer performance (main effects of environments)? (3) 
Do differences between transgenic and control lines vary across nutrient and 
competitive environments (overall transgene × environment interactions)? (4) Do 
transgenic and control lines behave differently if planted into their own rather than into 
different lines as competitive environments (home vs. away contrast of transgene × 
environment interactions)? 
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Materials and methods 
Plant material 
We used six transgenic lines derived from two maternal varieties of T. aestivum: 
Mexican variety Bobwhite and Swiss variety Frisal. Four transgenic lines (Pm3b#1–4) 
were produced by biolistic transformation of Bobwhite in different transformation 
events. Pm3b#1–3 lines carried a single copy of the transgene Pm3b and Pm3b#4 line 
carried one full-length and one truncated copy (Zeller et al. 2010). Their respective 
non-transgenic sister lines Sb#1–4 (null-segregants) were used as a control to ensure 
that any somaclonal variations acquired during tissue culturing were shared between 
transgenic and control lines. The Pm3b gene confers race-specific resistance to B. 
graminis and was cloned from hexaploid wheat (Yahiaoui et al. 2004). The seeds used 
in this study were obtained from homozygous GM and control lines that had passed 
through five generations of sexual reproduction. The ubiquitin promoter from Zea mays 
L. ensured that the transgene was expressed at a high level. 
The GM lines derived from the variety Frisal carried a barley seed Chitinase 
or/and β-1,3-glucanase genes (Leah et al. 1991). One transgenic line was positively 
selected for chitinase expression (line A9 Chi) and one for chitinase and glucanase 
expression (line A13 Chi/Glu; Bieri et al. 2003). Chitinases and glucanases are known 
for their anti-fungal effect. The expression of these pathogenesis-related genes should 
result in increased quantitative resistance to B. graminis (Zhu et al. 1994). The seeds 
used for the field experiment were obtained from the sixth generation of transgenic 
lines A13 Chi/Glu and A9 Chi. Wheat variety Frisal was used as a control. 
In addition to the 11 lines or varieties already mentioned, four further entries 
were used as phytometer plants: variety Bobwhite (plants that had not passed through 
tissue culture) and three commercialized conventional varieties of T. aestivum: Casana, 
Fiorina and Toronit (in the following “lines and varieties” are called simply “lines”). 
These “out-groups” were used as reference to compare differences caused by the 
transgenes within varieties with differences between varieties. 
 
Field experiment 
The field experiment took place in 2008 at a research station in Zurich-Reckenholz, 
Switzerland. The 15 lines of T. aestivum (six transgenic lines Pm3b#1–4, A9 Chi and 
A13 Chi/Glu, four sister lines Sb#1–4, five conventional varieties Frisal, Bobwhite, 
Casana, Fiorina and Toronit) were planted as test environments in a randomized 
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complete block design with four replicate blocks. The resulting 60 plots of 7×1.08 m 
were split into subplots. The two edge subplots of 1×1.08 m in each plot were used for 
a split-plot treatment, i.e. fertilizer application vs. control. Fertilizer was applied twice, 
when the plants had reached phenological stage 11 (Zadoks et al. 1974) and again when 
they had reached stage 39, to one of the two subplots in each plot (two times 3 g N m-2 
as “Ammonsalpeter 27.5”, Lonza, Visp, Switzerland). The natural field soil provided 
the plants with phosphorous, potassium and magnesium (80, 235 and 234 mg kg-1, 
respectively). 
In each subplot, 400 wheat seeds were sown in six rows with a distance of 18 
cm between the rows using an Oyjord plot drill system (Wintersteiger AG, Ried, 
Austria). All plots were sprayed with the herbicide cocktail Concert SX (40% 
Thifensulfurone, 4% Metusulfurone-methyl; Stähler Suisse AG, Zofingen, Switzerland) 
and Starane super (120 g l-1 Bromoxynil, 120 g l-1 Ioxynil, 100 g l-1 
Fluroxypyrmetilheptilester; Omya Agro AG, Safenwil, Switzerland) at the beginning of 
May. Blumeria graminis infection occurred naturally. Each plot represented one of 15 
competitive environments for the phytometers. 
 
Phytometers 
In February 2008, 3600 individual seeds of the 15 lines of T. aestivum (the same lines 
as used in the field plots) were germinated in a climate-controlled glasshouse (day/night 
temperature: 21/16 C°; additional light: 14 h/10 h day/night period, daily watering by 
hand) at the Institute of Evolutionary Biology and Environmental Studies, University of 
Zurich, Switzerland. In March 2008, the seedlings at the phenological stage 12 (Zadoks 
et al. 1974) were transplanted from the glasshouse to the field and inserted into the test 
environments described in the previous section. These seedlings, grown under standard 
conditions in the glasshouse, were now used as phytometers to assess their phenotypic 
response to competitive environment and fertilizer application. Since we intended to 
measure fitness-related traits, checking for the effect of transplanting was necessary. In 
our experiment, the phytometers did not differ among the wheat lines at the stage of 
transplanting and during early stages of growth in the field (Zadoks stage 14−15). This 
indicates that, if the transplanting influenced the growth of seedlings, all the phytometer 
lines responded to it similarly. 
Thirty phytometer seedlings representing 15 lines of T. aestivum were 
introduced into each 1×1.08 m subplot. Before the phytometers were planted, already 
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established seedlings of the competitive environment were removed from the rows to 
free space for five phytometers per row (six rows per subplot; Figure S1 in 
Supplementary Information). The distance between neighbouring phytometer plants 
was 20 cm. As a result, phytometers of each of the 15 lines occurred in each of the 15 
lines as competitive environments. This corresponds to a full mechanistic diallel design 
(McGilchrist 1965; van Kleunen and Schmid 2003). Each phytometer line was 
represented twice in each subplot. 
 
Measurements 
We recorded plant height and phenological stage (Zadoks et al. 1974) of all phytometer 
plants 53 days after planting. The incidence of powdery mildew infection was assessed 
80 days after planting when infection reached its maximum. It was measured for each 
line of T. aestivum as a percentage of the plants infected with the pathogen out of all the 
plants. After ripening, all phytometer plants were cut at ground level and separated into 
vegetative and reproductive parts (spikes). All plant material was dried at 80 C° 
(vegetative parts) and 25 C° (reproductive parts) and weighed. We counted the spike 
number per phytometer plant, threshed the reproductive parts, determined the seed set 
per spike and obtained the total mass of seeds per plant. In the following, total mass of 
seeds is called yield. The phytometer data were used to characterize the 
competitiveness of different wheat lines. For each fertilizer treatment, we calculated the 
relative performance of each phytometer line by dividing its subplot mean through the 
mean value this phytometer line reached in its own environment (Allard and Adams 
1969; McGilchrist 1965; McGraw 1985). This was used as a test for home vs. away 
effects, corresponding to a main-diagonal contrast within the transgene × environment 
interaction term (Joshi et al. 2001). 
 
Data analysis 
Data were analysed with classical mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) using 
the statistical software GenStat (VSN International Ldt. 2010). The treatment model 
consisted of the factorially crossed phytometer lines and competitive environments 
(mechanistic diallel) and fertilizer application. The error model consisted of phytometer 
plants nested within subplots, subplots nested within plots and plots nested within 
blocks. The terms of the treatment model were tested against the appropriate terms of 
the error model: competitive environment varied among plots, fertilizer application 
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among subplots and phytometer line within subplots (Figure S2 in Supplementary 
Information). Residual plots were examined to identify outliers and to check if the 
assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity were fulfilled. 
The analyses were repeated with the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) 
approach to mixed models which yielded nearly identical results. However, because 
error terms sometimes were constrained to zero variance components in the REML 
analysis, the treatments were not tested against the appropriate error terms in these 
cases, resulting in less conservative significance tests. 
First we analysed the originally measured variables to identify the differences in 
phytometer performance and the effects of competitive environment and fertilizer 
application. Then we analysed the relative performance values (see previous section) to 
compare the competitive ability of phytometer lines independently of their different 
performance in “pure stands” (i.e. phytometer plant in its own competitive 
environment). All data, original and relative measures, were log-transformed to fulfil 
ANOVA assumptions (normality and homoscedasticity). The binary mildew incidence 
data were analysed using multiple logistic regression with mixed-model analysis of 
deviance (Mccullagh and Nelder 1989). 
In June 2008, 1093 out of 3600 phytometer plants were damaged by vandalism. 
These plants were excluded from the analysis of the traits measured after the damage 
happened. ANOVA analysis showed that the damage by vandalism occurred randomly 
across our phytometer plants and did not interfere with the effects of the factors of 
interest. 
 
Results 
Mildew incidence: Main effects of transgenes (phytometer line) 
Powdery mildew incidence reached its maximum in the field 80 days after transplanting 
of the phytometers. Phytometers carrying the Pm3b transgene showed the desired 
decrease in mildew incidence (up to five-fold compared with control lines; P<0.001). 
The difference between Pm3b lines and Sb control lines explained 12.4% of the total 
variation in mildew incidence and exceeded the variation among the conventional 
varieties of T. aestivum (Table S1 in Supplementary Information). 
The four Pm3b lines differed significantly from one another in mildew 
incidence (P=0.01). Line Pm3b#2 had the lowest and line Pm3b#3 had the highest 
scores with, respectively, 6% and 14% of phytometers infected. The four control Sb 
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lines only marginally differed from each other in mildew incidence (P=0.059) and were 
highly susceptible to the pathogen (up to 62% of the plants infected). 
The lines A9 Chi and A13 Chi/Glu had low mildew incidence, however, this 
was also the case for the control Frisal variety. Mildew incidence in Frisal plants never 
exceeded 7%. The lines derived from the Mexican variety Bobwhite had higher mildew 
incidence than those from Frisal variety (P<0.001). 
 
Main effects of environments (soil nutrients and wheat environments) 
Application of fertilizer increased mildew incidence in both transgenic and 
conventional lines of T. aestivum (P<0.001). The biotic environment affected mildew 
incidence (P=0.001) and explained 5.2% of variation in mildew incidence among the 
phytometer plants. Higher mildew incidence was observed for the phytometers 
introduced into mildew-susceptible wheat environments, Sb lines representing the most 
“infective” environments (P<0.001). 
 
Overall transgene × environment interactions 
The differences in mildew incidence between Pm3b and Sb lines increased with 
nutrient addition (P<0.001), mainly due to elevated mildew incidence in sister lines. 
The difference between Pm3b and Sb lines became significantly stronger in mildew-
susceptible and weaker in mildew-resistant biotic environments (P=0.024). 
 
Phytometer Performance: Main effects of transgenes (phytometer lines) 
The Pm3b lines developed significantly lower vegetative mass, yield and seed set and 
had slightly advanced phenological stage and plant height compared with 
corresponding control Sb lines (Figure 1a), however, they did not differ from these in 
spike number (P=0.001 for vegetative mass, P<0.001 for yield, seed set, plant height 
and phenological stage, P=0.609 for spike number). The difference between Pm3b and 
Sb lines exceeded the variation among conventional varieties of T. aestivum for the 
traits yield, seed set and vegetative mass (Tables S2 and S3 in Supplementary 
Information). 
The four Pm3b lines differed significantly from each other in all the investigated 
traits (P<0.01 for yield, spike number, seed set, vegetative mass, phenological stage and 
plant height). Among the four Pm3b lines, line Pm3b#2 had the lowest yield, seed set 
and vegetative mass. Seed yield and seed set were reduced by 47% and vegetative mass 
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by 28% compared to the corresponding control line Sb#2. The four control Sb lines 
slightly differed from each other in vegetative mass (P=0.018) with lower values 
observed for the lines Sb#2 and Sb#3 than for the other two lines. 
Line A9 Chi, carrying one copy of the transgene for chitinase production, did 
not differ from the mother variety Frisal, whereas line A13 Chi/Glu, carrying two 
transgenes for chitinase and glucanase, had significantly lower yield and seed set 
compared with Frisal and the A9 Chi line (P<0.001). 
 
Main effects of environments (soil nutrients and wheat environments) 
Nutrient addition enhanced plant growth and development causing an increase in all the 
investigated traits (P<0.001). Phytometers planted with transgenic Pm3b lines as a 
competitor had higher yield, seed set, spike number and vegetative mass compared with 
phytometers grown with Sb control lines (P<0.001 for vegetative mass, yield and spike 
number, P=0.001 for seed set). No differences between Pm3b and Sb competitive 
environments were observed for phenological stage and plant height of phytometers. 
The variation explained by the contrast between Pm3b and Sb control environments 
exceeded the variation between the three environments of conventional varieties of T. 
aestivum for the phytometer traits yield, spike number, seed set and vegetative mass 
(Tables S2 and S3). Phytometers which had Frisal as a competitive environment 
produced less seeds per spike and had delayed phenological development compared 
with phytometers with Bobwhite as a competitive environment (P=0.039, P=0.004 for 
seed set and phenological stage, respectively). The phytometers planted in the different 
Frisal environments (including A9 Chi and A13 Chi/Glu lines and mother variety) only 
varied in phenological stage, which was slightly delayed in the transgenic A9 Chi and 
A13 Chi/Glu environments (P=0.025). 
 
Overall transgene × environment interactions 
Fertilization did not significantly change the range of differences between Pm3b and 
control Sb lines. However, GM and control Frisal phytometers responded differently to 
nutrient addition (interaction Frisal vs. A9 Chi and A13 Chi/Glu phytometers × 
fertilizer: P=0.034 for seed set per spike, P=0.022 for plant height). The difference in 
seed set between the Frisal mother variety and transgenic lines became smaller but that 
in height became larger when fertilizer was added to the soil. 
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Transgenic Pm3b lines showed stronger reductions in yield, seed set and 
vegetative mass compared with corresponding control Sb lines when they were grown 
in Frisal as opposed to Bobwhite environment (interaction Pm3b vs. Sb phytometers × 
Frisal vs. Bobwhite environment: P=0.001, P=0.006, P=0.034 for yield, seed set and 
vegetative mass, respectively). 
 
Home vs. away contrast of transgene × environment interactions (relative 
performance) 
In order to assess the performance of transgenic and conventional lines of T. aestivum 
in “away” environments relative to “home” (own) environment, we used the log-ratio 
away/home as dependent variable. For each phytometer line × fertilizer × environment 
combination there were four replicate log-ratios according to the four blocks in the 
field. The overall mean of the log-ratio away/home was positive for the traits yield and 
vegetative mass (P<0.001 for vegetative mass, P=0.009 for yield) and negative for 
height and phenological stage (P=0.027 for height, P=0.001 for phenological stage; 
Tables S4 and S5). Bobwhite control lines and conventional Swiss varieties of T. 
aestivum had generally better performance in away than in home environments (Figure 
1b). However, Bobwhite Pm3b lines had a significantly lower (and even negative) log-
ratio compared to the Sb control lines (P<0.001 for log-ratios of yield, spike number, 
seed set and vegetative mass; P=0.005, P=0.012 for log-ratios of phenological stage and 
plant height, respectively), indicating a lower performance in away than in home 
environments. The four Pm3b lines differed in their log-ratios of yield, spike number, 
seed set, plant height and vegetative mass (P<0.001): Pm3b#2 and Pm3b#4 lines 
suffered most in away as compared with home environments, with Pm3b#2 showing 
reductions of 60% in yield and 50% in seed set and vegetative mass. There were also 
significant differences between the log-ratios of the four Sb lines (P<0.001 for log-
ratios of yield, spike number, plant height and phenological stage, P=0.001 for log-ratio 
of seed set, P=0.026 for log-ratio of vegetative mass). 
Frisal transgenic lines A9 Chi and A13 Chi/Glu had slightly advanced phenological 
development and plant height in away compared to home environments, whereas Frisal 
mother variety was more advanced and taller in home than in away environments 
(contrast Frisal vs. A9 Chi and A13 Chi/Clu: P<0.001 for log-ratios of plant height and 
phenological stage). The line A13 Chi/Glu had increased vegetative mass in away as 
compared to home environments, whereas A9 Chi line showed no such effect (contrast 
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A9 Chi vs. A13 Chi/Clu: P=0.026 for log-ratio of vegetative mass). Fertilizer addition 
reduced the log-ratios for yield (P=0.014), seed set (P=0.001), vegetative mass 
(P=0.007) and phenological stage (P=0.021), indicating that line-mixtures may be less 
beneficial under high than under low soil nutrient conditions. 
 
Discussion 
Main effects of transgenes 
Our first question was whether introduced transgenes improve plant resistance to 
mildew and thereby plant performance, which in turn could increase the competitive 
performance and invasion ability of the GM compared with control plants when the 
pathogen is present in the environment. As expected, resistance to mildew was 
increased in the case of the Pm3b transgene but not in the case of Chi and Glu 
transgenes, presumably because the latter were introduced into the old Swiss wheat 
variety Frisal which already had a high resistance to mildew in the field. It is 
conceivable, however, that under higher pathogen pressure the Frisal mother variety 
might have been more strongly affected by mildew. 
In contrast to our expectation, increased mildew resistance did not lead to 
increased growth and competitive performance of the tested GM lines in the presence 
of the pathogen. This suggests that the costs were high enough to overcome the benefits 
of being resistant to powdery mildew, reducing the plants’ fitness and their ability to 
withstand competition from neighbours. Two previous studies have reported similar 
effects, i.e. increased relative fitness reductions under competition (Heil et al. 2000; van 
Dam and Baldwin 2001). 
These fitness costs also indicate that, at least under the environmental conditions 
encountered in our field experiment, the mildew-resistant GM lines do not have a 
higher chance than conventional lines to establish and persist in wheat habitats. On the 
contrary, the plants with increased mildew resistance due to the presence of a transgene 
(Pm3b lines) had lower yield and reduced seed set than their corresponding control 
lines and are thus expected to have lower chances to become invasive in the field. 
There is a discussion in the literature about what makes a species “weedy” and 
if already the addition of a single gene can cause a crop to become weedy (Baker 1974; 
Williamson et al. 1990; Luby and McNicol 1995). Some authors state that weediness 
arises from many different characters and, therefore, if the species previously had no 
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weedy characteristics, the addition of one or a few genes should not alter its 
competitiveness (Baker 1974; Luby and McNicol 1995). Our study, however, found 
that the introduction of a single gene of resistance to a fungal pathogen can have strong 
effects on the overall plant phenotype (see also Zeller et al. 2010). This supports the 
point of view that even small genetic changes with the insertion of one gene can cause 
large ecological alterations affecting plant × environment interactions (Williamson et 
al. 1990; Williamson 1994; Dale et al. 2002). However, the effects of the transgene in 
our study were in the direction of decreased rather than increased potential weediness. 
Interestingly, there were strong differences between the four Pm3b lines in their 
performance and interactions with the biotic and abiotic environments. The line 
Pm3b#2, which showed the highest resistance to powdery mildew, was the weakest 
competitor, re-enforcing the view that transgene-caused mildew resistance was 
negatively correlated with plant performance (Figure 2). This line showed a higher 
level of the transgene expression (see Zeller et al. 2010) than the lines Pm3b#1, 
Pm3b#3 and Pm3b#4, thus indicating that the overexpression of the gene of resistance 
might be one cause of the changes in the plants’ interactions with their environment. 
Because the corresponding control lines passed through the same transformation 
procedure as Pm3b lines but did not show reduced performance, we assume that the 
reduced performance in Pm3b lines was a consequence of the physiological costs they 
paid for the increased resistance to the pathogen (Bergelson and Purrington 1996; 
Brown 2002; Heil and Baldwin 2002). 
Line A13 Chi/Glu, which possesses both chitinase and glucanase transgenes, 
had lower yield and seed set than the Frisal variety, without showing an increased 
resistance (see above). In this case it seems that the additional but unnecessary potential 
to resist the pathogen, conferred to the GM Frisal plants by the combination of the two 
transgenes, again was costly for these plants and thus led to decreased growth and 
performance. Because performance was not reduced in the Frisal line with only one 
transgene (A9 Chi), it again appears that the degree of defence matters for the costs of 
defence. We conclude that a high “intrinsic” level of mildew resistance has negative 
effects on the performance of GM plants and thus reduces their potential to persist or 
even become invasive. It could be suggested that lower levels of intrinsic resistance to 
pathogens might produce better-performing GM plants. From a risk perspective, 
however, such plants would have to be evaluated again in a range of biotic and abiotic 
environments in similar experiments as the one presented here. 
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Main effects of environments 
Our second question was how variation in the abiotic (fertilization) and biotic 
environment (competition with other wheat lines) may influence resistance to mildew 
and the performance of phytometer plants. Nutrient addition enhanced powdery mildew 
incidence in both transgenic and conventional lines of T. aestivum. Similar effects were 
reported in previous studies with non-transgenic plants, where the severity of mildew 
infection was shown to be related to the nitrogen supply of the host (Last 1953; 
Bainbridge 1974; Shaner and Finney 1977; Chen et al. 2007). Lines with high mildew 
incidence proved to be infective biotic environments as shown by the higher mildew 
incidence of phytometers in these. This is a well-known epidemiological effect (Wolfe 
1985) and relevant when considering planting mixed-line crops. However, in the same 
way as more susceptible neighbours can increase infection in less susceptible target 
plants so can more resistant neighbours reduce infection in less resistant target plants. 
In a further field experiment we found that indeed overall mildew incidence in line 
mixtures was lower than in the average single-line stand (S. Zeller et al., unpublished 
data), an observation previously made in a genetic diversity experiment with the wild 
plant species Solidago canadensis (Schmid 1994). 
Fertilization enhanced plant growth and reproduction in all the investigated lines 
of T. aestivum. In addition, the performance of the phytometer plants depended 
significantly on the type of competitive environment. Phytometers planted into a 
competitive environment of transgenic Pm3b lines outperformed those planted into a 
competitive environment of Sb lines. This is in accordance with the results of the 
analysis of the main effects of transgenes (see previous section). Phytometers which 
had Frisal variety as a competitive environment generally had weaker performance than 
those in Bobwhite environments. The congruence between phytometer-line and 
competitive environment-line effects indicates that phytometers do provide realistic 
measures of competitive ability. 
 
Overall transgene x environment interactions 
The third question asked whether transgenic lines responded to variation in nutrient and 
competitive environments in the same way as conventional lines of T. aestivum, which 
was the case for mildew infection and for biotic-environment interactions. The 
difference in mildew incidence between Pm3b lines and control increased with the 
addition of fertilizer. This again has been previously observed with non-transgenic 
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plants, where the increased severity of infection due to fertilization was more 
pronounced in susceptible than in resistant varieties (Shaner and Finney 1977). In 
accordance with these observations, the differences in mildew incidence between 
resistant transgenic lines and control lines also became stronger in mildew-susceptible 
than in mildew-resistant biotic environments. 
Significant transgene × abiotic environment interactions were found only for 
Frisal lines and only for two traits increasing (for height) or decreasing (for seed set) 
the differences between the variety Frisal and genetically modified lines A9 Chi and 
A13 Chi/Glu. However, significant transgene × biotic environment interactions were 
observed for the majority of fitness-related traits and reflected more sensitive responses 
to competition for transgenic Bobwhite than for other lines.  
Overall, our findings indicate that a single gene of resistance to a pathogen 
might strongly affect plant × environment interactions making ecological costs of 
resistance apparent even in the presence of the pathogen. This, in particular, points to 
the importance of testing transgenic plants under a set of biotic and abiotic 
environments in the field. 
 
Relative performance in home vs. away environments 
The fourth question asked whether transgenic and non-transgenic lines behave 
differently if planted into their own (home) rather than into different lines as 
competitive environments (away). On average, the phytometers benefited if neighbours 
belonged to a different line (mixture effect). This is consistent with findings in 
biodiversity experiments (Balvanera et al. 2006). 
Whereas the transgenic Pm3b lines only performed well in their own 
competitive environment, all other lines generally showed higher performance in line 
mixtures. Because the GM line Pm3b#2 suffered most in line mixtures, it appears that 
this line paid a particularly high fitness cost for its elevated mildew resistance level 
under competition. This supports the recent findings that competition for limited 
resources might increase the magnitude of fitness costs of resistance (Agrawal 2000; 
Heil et al. 2000; van Dam and Baldwin 2001). Our results, however, also point to the 
importance of the type of the competitor and the expression level of the resistance gene. 
The resistant line with the highest gene expression appeared to be especially sensitive 
to inter-line competition, whereas the differences between this line and control line 
became smaller when the competitor was represented by its own genotype. 
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Our results demonstrate that a transgene increasing plant resistance to a 
pathogen may reduce rather than increase the plant’s competitive ability and thus lower 
its probability to persist outside its own field. This is in agreement with an early study 
of Crawley et al. (1993) who showed that plants with induced resistance to 
unfavourable environmental factors were less invasive and persistent than their 
conventional counterparts. 
Apart from these findings, nutrient addition negatively affected the ability of 
plants to coexist in the mixtures. This supports the theory that fertilization increases 
competition between genotypes or species for scarce resources and in particular light 
(Wilson and Tilman 1993; Hautier et al. 2009). It would therefore be even more 
difficult for competitively weak transgenic plants to invade well fertilized habitats. 
 
The phytometer technique 
Here, we have for the first time used an ecological phytometer approach to assess 
competitive interactions and gene × environment interactions in plants. An advantage 
of this technique is that many lines can be tested simultaneously on a relatively small 
area. In our experiment, the performance of 15 different GM and conventional lines of 
T. aestivum was assessed on less than 130 m2 of field plots. Another advantage of the 
phytometer technique is the possibility to incorporate many biotic and abiotic factors 
that might affect the performance and competitive ability of test plants simultaneously 
into a single and comprehensive experimental design. In our study, for example, we 
combined 15 biotic environments and two nutrient levels. If transgenic lines would 
outperform corresponding control lines in one of these realistic field habitats it would 
be detected by the analysis. 
In addition to measuring the competitiveness of the individual phytometer 
plants, the design of our experiment also allowed assessment of the competitive 
strength of the environment provided by each line of T. aestivum. If the phytometers of 
different lines on average benefit from being in a certain competitive environment it 
indicates that the line representing this environment is not a strong competitor. 
We believe that the phytometer approach has a high potential in applied 
ecological and agricultural research. In the future it could be used to facilitate the 
identification of more or less promising new breeds and increase the flexibility and 
power of ecological risk assessment. 
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Conclusions 
In conclusion, this study shows that a single gene conferring resistance against a 
particular fungal pathogen can have large and negative effects on plant performance 
under realistic field environmental conditions even if these conditions include the 
presence of the pathogen. We interpret these large costs in resistant plants as a 
consequence of altered gene regulation, in particular enhanced gene expression level, 
which was here achieved with a strong promoter introduced with the gene of resistance. 
This indicates that altered regulation in a single gene may strongly affect plant fitness 
and the way the plant interacts with the environment, in particular changing a plant’s 
competitive ability. 
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Figure 1. Performance of the 15 transgenic and conventional lines of T. aestivum 
grown with the same lines as competitive environments. Left column (a) gives 
average line performance across 15 competitive environments. Right column (b) 
presents relative performance of the investigated wheat lines under competition with 
other lines and varieties expressed as a percentage of the estimates in their own 
environment. Dashed line denotes 100% (i.e. log-ratio = 0: same performance in own 
and foreign competitive environment). Bars show means ± standard errors. Five grades 
of the grey scale indicate groups of wheat lines; from dark to light: transgenic lines, the 
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genetically closest control (sister lines), wheat varieties used for transgene insertion and 
modern conventional wheat varieties. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. The relationship between B. graminis incidence (percentage of plants 
infected with the pathogen) and yield in 15 lines of T. aestivum in two fertilizer 
treatments. The solid and dotted lines are linear regression lines for the groups of 
means for transgenic Pm3b lines and for control Sb lines and mother variety Bobwhite. 
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Table S1: The analysis of deviance table shows the effects of fertilizer, competitive 
environment, differences between GM and non-GM lines and their interactions on 
mildew incidence. 
 
Simple model  
Source of variation df %SS F pr. 
Block 3 1.1 0.018 
Competitive environment (Comp.env.) 14 5.2 0.001 
Plot 42 4.3 0.040 
Fertilizer 1 3.1 <.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 1.2 0.202 
Subplot 45 2.7 0.949 
Phytometer lines 14 26.8 <.001 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 196 7.1 0.067 
Plot×Phytometer lines 593 18.2 <.001 
Phytometer lines×Fertilizer 14 1.2 <.001 
Residual 1513 29.0  
Total 2449 100  
 
Extended model  
Source of variation df %SS F pr. 
Block 3 1.1 0.018 
Competitive environment (Comp.env.) 14 5.2 0.001 
Plot 42 4.3 0.040 
Fertilizer 1 3.1 <.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 1.2 0.202 
Subplot 45 2.7 <.001 
Phytometer contrasts (Phytometer lines effect): 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 5.7 <.001 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 0.3 <.001 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 7.6 <.001 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.3 <.001 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 12.4 <.001 
4 Sb lines 3 0.1 0.059 
4 Pm3b lines 3 0.3 0.001 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.1 0.008 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.0 0.331 
Comp.env.×Swiss vs. other wheat 14 0.4 0.069 
Comp.env.×3 conventional Swiss varieties 28 0.7 0.671 
Comp.env.×Bobwhite vs. Frisal 14 0.7 0.088 
Comp.env.×Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 14 0.3 0.728 
Comp.env.×Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 14 0.8 0.024 
Comp.env.×4 Sb lines 42 2.0 0.014 
Comp.env.×4 Pm3b lines 42 1.6 0.138 
Comp.env.×Frisal vs. A9 and A13 14 0.3 0.756 
Comp.env.×A9 vs. A13 14 0.2 0.947 
Plot×Phytometer lines 593 18.2 <.001 
Fertilizer×Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.1 0.119 
Fertilizer×3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 0.0 0.487 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.0 0.758 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.0 0.843 
Fertilizer×Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 0.2 <.001 
Fertilizer×4 Sb lines 3 0.3 0.002 
Fertilizer×4 Pm3b lines 3 0.1 0.225 
Fertilizer×Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.2 0.002 
Fertilizer×A9 vs. A13 1 0.4 <.001 
Residual 1513 29.0  
Total 2449 100  
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Table S2: The ANOVA table shows the effects of fertilizer, competitive environment, 
differences between GM and non-GM lines and their interactions on three yield 
characteristics. 
 
Simple model Yield (log) Spike number (log) Seed set (log) 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Block 3 4.2 <.001 3 2.9 <.001 3 1.8 0.003 
Competitive environment 14 8.3 <.001 14 5.9 <.001 14 5.2 0.001 
Plot 42 6.4 <.001 42 3.4 0.376 42 4.6 0.001 
Fertilizer 1 17.2 <.001 1 9.7 <.001 1 9.3 <.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.5 0.596 14 0.8 0.709 14 0.8 0.224 
Subplot 45 1.9 0.007 45 3.3 <.001 45 1.9 0.068 
Phytometer lines 14 5.9 <.001 14 2.0 <.001 14 7.8 <.001 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 196 5.4 0.071 196 6.1 0.583 196 6.7 0.075 
Plot×Phytometer lines 593 13.9 0.888 598 19.2 0.171 593 17.2 0.924 
Phytometer lines×Fertilizer 14 0.2 0.896 14 0.7 0.085 14 0.4 0.518 
Residual 1406 36.0  1522 45.9  1387 44.4  
Total 2342 100  2463 100  2323 100  
 
Extended model 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Block 3 4.2 <.001 3 2.9 <.001 3 1.8 0.003 
Competitive environment contrasts: 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 1.7 0.002 1 0.7 0.006 1 1.2 0.002 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 0.5 0.183 2 0.9 0.009 2 0.2 0.419 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.4 0.137 1 0.0 0.679 1 0.5 0.039 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.0 0.959 1 0.1 0.182 1 0.0 0.719 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 2.7 <.001 1 2.4 <.001 1 1.4 0.001 
4 Sb lines 3 1.3 0.044 3 0.1 0.724 3 1.4 0.011 
4 Pm3b lines 3 1.3 0.047 3 1.7 0.001 3 0.3 0.421 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.814 1 0.0 0.909 1 0.0 0.957 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.3 0.149 1 0.0 0.841 1 0.2 0.166 
Plot 42 6.4 <.001 42 3.4 0.376 42 4.6 0.001 
Fertilizer 1 17.2 <.001 1 9.7 <.001 1 9.3 <.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.5 0.596 14 0.8 0.709 14 0.8 0.224 
Subplot 45 1.8 0.007 45 3.3 <.001 45 1.9 0.067 
Phytometer contrasts: 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.9 <.001 1 0.1 0.073 1 0.4 <.001 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 0.1 0.204 2 0.0 0.658 2 0.2 0.061 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.3 <.001 1 1.1 <.001 1 0.1 0.175 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.6 <.001 1 0.0 0.459 1 1.4 <.001 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 1.8 <.001 1 0.0 0.609 1 3.7 <.001 
4 Sb lines 3 0.1 0.129 3 0.1 0.372 3 0.1 0.515 
4 Pm3b lines 3 1.8 <.001 3 0.7 <.001 3 1.3 <.001 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.441 1 0.0 0.647 1 0.2 0.026 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.3 <.001 1 0.0 0.759 1 0.5 <.001 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 196 5.4 0.071 196 6.1 0.583 196 6.7 0.075 
Plot×Phytometer lines 593 13.9 0.888 598 19.2 0.171 593 17.2 0.924 
Fertilizer×Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.0 0.946 1 0.0 0.287 1 0.0 0.356 
Fertilizer×3 conventional Swiss var. 2 0.0 0.964 2 0.1 0.438 2 0.0 0.83 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.1 0.107 1 0.1 0.062 1 0.0 0.507 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.0 0.781 1 0.0 0.236 1 0.0 0.513 
Fertilizer×Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 0.0 0.415 1 0.0 0.503 1 0.0 0.371 
Fertilizer×4 Sb lines 3 0.0 0.923 3 0.2 0.096 3 0.0 0.913 
Fertilizer×4 Pm3b lines 3 0.1 0.486 3 0.1 0.613 3 0.2 0.159 
Fertilizer×Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.253 1 0.1 0.128 1 0.1 0.034 
Fertilizer×A9 vs. A13 1 0.0 0.642 1 0.1 0.078 1 0.0 0.931 
Residual 1406 36.0  1522 45.9  1387 44.4  
Total 2342 100  2463 100  2323 100  
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Table S3: The ANOVA table shows the effects of fertilizer, competitive environment, 
differences between GM and non-GM lines and their interactions on the phenological 
stage, plant height and vegetative mass. 
 
Simple model Vegetative mass 
(log) 
Plant height (log) Phenological stage 
(log) 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Block 3 2.2 0.005 3 31.8 <.001 3 28.1 <.001 
Competitive environment 14 10.1 <.001 14 0.6 0.537 14 1.0 0.136 
Plot 42 6.5 <.001 42 2.1 0.030 42 2.0 0.203 
Fertilizer 1 27.7 <.001 1 7.0 <.001 1 5.1 <.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.4 0.904 14 0.9 0.017 14 0.4 0.674 
Subplot 45 2.2 <.001 45 1.3 <.001 45 1.6 <.001 
Phytometer lines 14 5.8 <.001 14 24.2 <.001 14 20.4 <.001 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 196 3.6 0.896 196 2.0 0.846 196 2.4 0.999 
Plot×Phytometer lines 597 12.7 0.082 630 7.4 <.001 630 11.8 <.001 
Phytometer lines×Fertilizer 14 0.4 0.160 14 0.6 <.001 14 0.4 0.001 
Residual 1473 28.5  2625 22.2  2594 26.9  
Total 2413 100  3598 100  3567 100  
 
Extended model 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Block 3 2.2 0.005 3 31.8 <.001 3 28.1 <.001 
Competitive environment contrasts: 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 2.4 <.001 1 0.1 0.210 1 0.0 0.691 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 1 0.050 2 0.1 0.489 2 0.2 0.089 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.3 0.175 1 0.1 0.200 1 0.4 0.004 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.1 0.374 1 0.0 0.604 1 0.0 0.35 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 2.6 <.001 1 0.0 0.969 1 0.0 0.692 
4 Sb lines 3 1.7 0.018 3 0.1 0.652 3 0.0 0.998 
4 Pm3b lines 3 1.7 0.017 3 0.1 0.402 3 0.0 0.878 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.703 1 0.1 0.115 1 0.3 0.025 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.2 0.297 1 0.0 0.399 1 0.0 0.921 
Plot 42 6.4 <.001 42 2.1 0.030 42 2.0 0.203 
Fertilizer 1 27.7 <.001 1 7.0 0.000 1 5.1 <.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.4 0.904 14 0.9 0.017 14 0.4 0.674 
Subplot 45 2.2 <.001 45 1.3 <.001 45 1.6 <.001 
Phytometer contrasts: 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.0 0.395 1 6.0 <.001 1 3.3 <.001 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 0.1 0.169 2 0.4 <.001 2 0.4 <.001 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 2.8 <.001 1 17.1 <.001 1 16.2 <.001 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.1 0.013 1 0.0 0.224 1 0.0 0.111 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 0.2 <.001 1 0.2 <.001 1 0.2 <.001 
4 Sb lines 3 0.3 <.001 3 0.0 0.515 3 0.0 0.591 
4 Pm3b lines 3 2.2 <.001 3 0.4 <.001 3 0.1 0.023 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.381 1 0.0 0.241 1 0.0 0.508 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.0 0.245 1 0.0 0.088 1 0.0 0.195 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 196 3.6 0.896 196 2.0 0.846 196 2.4 0.999 
Plot×Phytometer lines 597 12.7 0.082 630 7.4 <.001 630 11.8 <.001 
Fertilizer×Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.1 0.114 1 0.1 <.001 1 0.0 0.892 
Fertilizer×3 conventional Swiss var. 2 0.2 0.019 2 0.0 0.603 2 0.1 0.009 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.1 0.095 1 0.3 <.001 1 0.1 0.012 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.0 0.694 1 0.0 0.842 1 0.0 0.196 
Fertilizer×Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 0.0 0.834 1 0.0 0.830 1 0.0 0.468 
Fertilizer×4 Sb lines 3 0.0 0.820 3 0.1 0.024 3 0.0 0.443 
Fertilizer×4 Pm3b lines 3 0.1 0.359 3 0.1 0.061 3 0.1 0.132 
Fertilizer×Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.426 1 0.0 0.022 1 0.0 0.214 
Fertilizer×A9 vs. A13 1 0.0 0.319 1 0.0 0.503 1 0.1 0.004 
Residual 1473 28.5  2625 22.2  2594 26.9  
Total 2413 100  3598 100  3567 100  
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Table S4: The ANOVA table shows the effects of fertilizer, competitive environment, 
differences between GM and non-GM lines and their interactions on three relative yield 
characteristics. 
 
Simple model Yield (log) Spike number (log) Seed set (log) 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Overall mean 1 0.4 0.009 1 0.0 0.503 1 0.1 0.149 
Block 3 1.4 0.021 3 1.9 0.001 3 2.0 0.002 
Competitive environment 14 7.5 <.001 14 5.9 <.001 14 5.2 0.001 
Plot 47 5.9 0.075 47 4.3 0.287 47 5.3 0.121 
Fertilizer 1 0.5 0.014 1 0.1 0.290 1 1.1 0.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.6 0.917 14 0.3 0.991 14 0.8 0.732 
Subplot 43 3.5 0.059 44 3.4 0.007 43 3.4 0.118 
Phytometer lines 14 12.7 <.001 14 13.5 <.001 14 7.8 <.001 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 180 6.7 0.999 180 6.8 0.999 180 8.9 0.999 
Plot×Phytometer lines 502 35.6 0.029 520 40.6 <.001 495 42.0 0.001 
Phytometer lines×Fertilizer 13 3.9 <.001 14 3.4 <.001 13 2.3 0.001 
Residual 363 21.3  421 19.8  347 21.2  
Total 1195 100  1273 100  1172 100  
 
Extended model 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Overall mean 1 0.4 0.009 1 0.0 0.503 1 0.1 0.149 
Block 3 1.4 0.021 3 1.9 0.001 3 2.0 0.002 
Competitive environment 14 7.5 <.001 14 5.9 <.001 14 5.2 0.001 
Plot 47 5.9 0.075 47 4.3 0.287 47 5.3 0.121 
Fertilizer 1 0.5 0.014 1 0.1 0.290 1 1.1 0.001 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.6 0.917 14 0.3 0.991 14 0.8 0.732 
Subplot 43 3.5 0.059 44 3.4 0.007 43 3.4 0.118 
Phytometer contrasts: 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 1.1 <.001 1 0.2 0.022 1 2.7 <.001 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 0.2 0.219 2 1.3 <.001 2 0.1 0.346 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.0 0.447 1 0.1 0.084 1 0.0 0.556 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.8 <.001 1 1.2 <.001 1 0.0 0.476 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 5.7 <.001 1 4.4 <.001 1 1.4 <.001 
4 Sb lines 3 1.3 <.001 3 1.5 <.001 3 1.1 0.001 
4 Pm3b lines 3 3.5 <.001 3 4.7 <.001 3 2.3 <.001 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.543 1 0.0 0.396 1 0.0 0.435 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.1 0.240 1 0.0 0.533 1 0.1 0.326 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 180 6.7 0.999 180 6.8 0.999 180 8.9 0.999 
Plot×Phytometer lines 502 35.6 0.029 520 40.6 <.001 495 42.0 0.001 
Fertilizer×Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.1 0.188 1 0.1 0.100 1 0.2 0.115 
Fertilizer×3 conventional Swiss var. 2 0.6 0.009 2 0.2 0.091 2 0.4 0.051 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.1 0.257 1 0.0 0.340 1 0.0 0.428 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.6 0.001 1 0.0 0.647 1 0.6 0.002 
Fertilizer×Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 1.3 <.001 1 1.0 <.001 1 0.0 0.914 
Fertilizer×4 Sb lines 2 0.6 0.005 3 0.7 0.002 2 0.2 0.281 
Fertilizer×4 Pm3b lines 3 0.5 0.033 3 0.5 0.010 3 0.7 0.010 
Fertilizer×Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.731 1 0.0 0.828 1 0.1 0.247 
Fertilizer×A9 vs. A13 1 0.0 0.803 1 0.7 <.001 1 0.2 0.091 
Residual 363 21.3  421 19.8  347 21.2  
Total 1195 100  1273 100  1172 100  
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Table S5: The ANOVA table shows the effects of fertilizer, competitive environment, 
differences between GM and non-GM lines and their interactions on the relative 
phenological stage, plant height and vegetative mass. 
 
Simple model Vegetative mass 
(log) 
Plant height (log) Phenological stage (log) 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Overall mean 1 0.6 <.001 1 0.2 0.027 1 0.5 0.001 
Block 3 0.4 0.439 3 1.0 0.045 3 0.2 0.619 
Competitive environment 14 9.5 <.001 14 2.1 0.217 14 2.2 0.259 
Plot 47 7.2 0.013 47 5.2 0.723 47 5.9 0.005 
Fertilizer 1 0.6 0.007 1 0.0 0.730 1 0.3 0.021 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.3 0.994 14 1.2 0.823 14 1.4 0.085 
Subplot 44 3.4 0.015 44 5.8 <.001 44 2.5 0.144 
Phytometer lines 14 13.5 <.001 14 7.7 <.001 14 10.2 <.001 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 180 5.2 0.999 180 5.5 0.999 180 4.9 0.999 
Plot×Phytometer lines 515 35.9 <.001 610 33.3 0.025 610 32.4 0.040 
Phytometer lines×Fertilizer 14 3.3 <.001 14 3.5 <.001 14 5.6 <.001 
Residual 403 20.1  735 34.5  731 33.9  
Total 1250 100  1677 100  1673 100  
 
Extended model 
Source of variation df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. df %SS F pr. 
Overall mean 1 0.6 <.001 1 0.2 0.027 1 0.5 0.001 
Block 3 0.4 0.439 3 1.0 0.045 3 0.2 0.619 
Competitive environment 14 9.5 <.001 14 2.1 0.217 14 2.2 0.259 
Plot 47 7.2 0.013 47 5.2 0.723 47 5.9 0.005 
Fertilizer 1 0.6 0.007 1 0.0 0.730 1 0.3 0.021 
Comp.env.×Fertilizer 14 0.3 0.994 14 1.2 0.823 14 1.4 0.085 
Subplot 44 3.4 0.015 44 5.8 <.001 44 2.5 0.144 
Phytometer contrasts: 
Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.7 <.001 1 0.0 0.336 1 1.6 <.001 
3 conventional Swiss varieties 2 1.4 <.001 2 2.1 <.001 2 1.5 <.001 
Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.7 <.001 1 0.0 0.617 1 0.0 0.685 
Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 1.2 <.001 1 0.2 0.066 1 1.3 <.001 
Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 3.3 <.001 1 0.4 0.005 1 0.3 0.012 
4 Sb lines 3 0.5 0.026 3 2.9 <.001 3 3.0 <.001 
4 Pm3b lines 3 5.4 <.001 3 1.4 <.001 3 0.2 0.295 
Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.0 0.325 1 0.6 <.001 1 2.0 <.001 
A9 vs. A13 1 0.2 0.026 1 0.0 0.832 1 0.3 0.013 
Comp.env.×Phytometer lines 180 5.2 0.999 180 5.5 0.999 180 4.9 0.999 
Plot×Phytometer lines 515 35.9 <.001 610 33.3 0.025 610 32.4 0.040 
Fertilizer×Swiss vs. other wheat 1 0.1 0.226 1 0.0 0.781 1 0.2 0.030 
Fertilizer×3 conventional Swiss var. 2 0.0 0.907 2 0.6 0.001 2 0.1 0.373 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Frisal 1 0.0 0.716 1 0.3 0.013 1 0.1 0.235 
Fertilizer×Bobwhite vs. Sb lines 1 0.8 <.001 1 0.0 0.544 1 0.6 <.001 
Fertilizer×Sb lines vs. Pm3b lines 1 1.2 <.001 1 0.6 <.001 1 1.0 <.001 
Fertilizer×4 Sb lines 3 1.0 <.001 3 0.1 0.631 3 0.4 0.025 
Fertilizer×4 Pm3b lines 3 0.1 0.611 3 0.8 0.001 3 0.7 0.002 
Fertilizer×Frisal vs. A9 and A13 1 0.1 0.199 1 0.0 0.468 1 0.0 0.320 
Fertilizer×A9 vs. A13 1 0.0 0.324 1 1.1 <.001 1 2.4 <.001 
Residual 403 20.1  735 34.5  731 33.9  
Total 1250 100  1677 100  1673 100  
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Abstract 
Understanding gene flow in genetically modified (GM) crops is critical to answer 
questions of coexistence of GM and non-GM crops. We tested in two field experiments 
whether rates of cross-pollination differed between GM and non-GM lines of bread 
wheat Triticum aestivum. In the first experiment, cross-pollination was studied within 
the field by planting “phytometers” of one line (pollen recipient) into stands of another 
line (pollen donor). In the second experiment, cross-pollination was studied over 
distances of 0.5–2.5 m from a central patch of pollen donors to adjacent patches of 
pollen recipients on opposite sides. Cross-pollination was detected when offspring of a 
pollen recipient without a particular transgene contained this transgene in heterozygous 
condition (tested using phenotypic characteristics and a novel population-level 
molecular method). The GM lines had been produced from the varieties Bobwhite or 
Frisal and contained Pm3b or chi/glu transgenes, respectively, in homozygous 
condition. These transgenes increase plant resistance against pathogenic fungi. 
Although the overall rate of cross-pollination in the first experiment was only 3.4%, 
GM lines containing the Pm3b transgene were six times more likely to receive foreign 
pollen than non-GM control lines. Furthermore, the GM line containing a chi transgene 
was a better pollen donor than non-GM lines. One GM line (Pm3b#2) showed reduced 
fertility and higher offspring mortality under herbivore attack. In the second 
experiment, cross-pollination declined from 0.7–0.03% over the test distances of 0.5–
2.5 m and this was independent of prevailing wind direction. Our results suggest that 
pollen-mediated gene flow between GM and non-GM wheat might only be a concern if 
it occurs within fields, e.g. due to seed contamination. 
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Introduction 
The frequent use of genetically modified (GM) plants in agriculture demands in-depth 
ecological risk assessment (Wolfenbarger and Phifer 2000; Cellini et al. 2004; Conner 
et al. 2003; Snow et al. 2005; Andow and Zwahlen 2006). A possible consequence of 
the release of GM crops can be unintended gene flow into traditional varieties or wild 
relatives (Jørgensen and Andersen 1994; Daniell 2002; Rieger et al. 2002; Mercer and 
Wainwright 2008; Piñeyro-Nelson et al. 2009). Gene flow can increase the ability of a 
population to respond to a changing environment due to an increased genetic diversity 
(Gustafson et al. 2005). In plants, gene flow does not only occur by migrating 
individuals (seed dispersal) but also by migrating gametes, i.e. pollen dispersal. Gene 
flow via pollen dispersal can occur within and between populations and occasionally 
even between species (Levin and Kerster 1974; Hedrick 2004). Understanding this 
process is critical to ensuring the coexistence of GM and non-GM crops (Weber et al. 
2007; Pla et al. 2006) and data about pollen-mediated gene flow are essential to 
establish appropriate isolation distances between traditional varieties and GM plants 
(Waines and Hegde 2003). These isolation distances should help to achieve the 
European Union (EU) 0.9% GM-adventitious-presence-labelling threshold for food and 
feed (Beckie and Hall 2008). Furthermore, gene flow from such adventitious GM plants 
to non-GM neighbours within a field should be known to predict the maximum level of 
contamination expected in the offspring seed population given a particular 
contamination level at sowing. 
Previous studies about gene flow in conventional wheat, a strongly selfing 
species (De Vries 1971), found cross-pollination rates of 1–2% for plants in close 
proximity (De Vries 1974; Griffin 1987; Martin 1990), which rapidly decreased with 
greater distance between pollen donor and pollen recipient (De Vries 1971; Gatford et 
al. 2006). There are several reasons why wheat has such a low cross-pollination rate 
compared to other grain species. First, fertilization usually occurs before the florets 
open, which makes pollination with foreign pollen unlikely. Second, although wheat is 
a wind-pollinated species (Eastham and Sweet 2002), its pollen is relatively heavy and 
settles quickly compared to other grass species (De Vries 1971). Despite the low rates 
of gene flow, a maximum cross-pollination distance of 2.75 km has been reported in the 
literature (Matus-Cádiz et al. 2007). While there are numerous studies about gene flow 
over certain distances, gene flow within stands of crop plants, including wheat, has 
rarely been analysed. However, such studies are necessary to assess the potential 
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dispersal of GM traits if GM plants occur as contamination within fields planted with 
non-GM crops, due to contaminated seed material or volunteer seedlings (Graziano et 
al. 2007). It is usually assumed that GM-wheat would behave similar to conventional 
varieties but there is only little evidence corroborating this standpoint (Gatford et al. 
2006). 
In the present study we used GM spring wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) with 
transgenes conferring resistance against fungal pathogens as a model system to assess 
gene flow by cross-pollination within stands and over short distances in two field 
experiments. Different GM lines had been produced from the varieties Bobwhite or 
Frisal and contained Pm3b or chi/glu transgenes, respectively, in homozygous 
condition. Pm3b induces constitutive resistance against a specific strain of powdery 
mildew Blumeria graminis f.sp. tritici (Yahiaoui et al. 2004) and chi/glu had been 
shown to have quantitative antifungal properties (Bieri et al. 2003). To assess gene flow 
within the field, we planted seedlings of four independently transformed Pm3b and 
corresponding non-GM control lines as “phytometers” (Clements and Goldsmith 1924; 
Zeller et al. 2010, Kalinina et al.2011) into plots with four different wheat varieties. 
These so-called backgrounds consisted of two GM lines (A9 chi and A13 chi/glu) and 
two non-GM control lines (Frisal, Casana). Seeds of phytometers that flowered 
simultaneously with their background were collected and planted in a field trial. 
Hybrids were then identified by phenotypic traits specific to outcrosses between plants 
of the variety Bobwhite with Frisal or Casana (hybrid necrosis). To assess short 
distance gene flow, we grew 2.5 m strips of non-GM control lines east and west of 1 x 1 
m GM wheat plots. We determined the cross-pollination rate by pooling offspring seeds 
from the control lines and testing them for the presence or absence of resistance genes 
using population-level molecular analyses. The aims of the study were to (i) measure 
gene flow within the field from two GM and two non-GM lines planted as pollen-donor 
backgrounds to four different pairs of GM/non-GM sister lines planted as pollen-
recipient phytometers, (ii) to measure the influence of distance between GM pollen 
donor and non-GM pollen recipient on the cross-pollination rates of three pairs of 
GM/non-GM sister lines and (iii) to analyse line specific differences in rates of cross-
pollination. 
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Material and Methods 
Genetically modified wheat 
We used six GM lines of spring wheat either derived from the Mexican variety 
Bobwhite SH 98 26 or the Swiss variety Frisal. Four GM lines from the variety 
Bobwhite SH 98 26 were produced by biolistic transformation in different 
transformation events and each line carried a single copy of the transgene Pm3b (Zeller 
et al. 2010). Pm3b confers race-specific resistance to powdery mildew and was cloned 
from hexaploid wheat (Yahiaoui et al. 2004). The transgene was cloned under the 
control of the maize Zea mays L. ubiquitin promoter (Christensen and Quail 1996) and 
transformants were selected on mannose-containing media using the phosphomannose 
isomerase (PMI) coding gene as a selectable marker (Reed et al. 2001). After 
regeneration of T0 transformants, four independent T1 families were selected. From 
each T1 family, an offspring pair was further propagated consisting of a homozygous 
GM plant (GM lines Pm3b#1–4) and a null-segregant, i.e. a plant that did neither 
inherit the Pm3b transgene nor the selectable marker (control lines S3b#1–4; Zeller et 
al. 2010). 
Two GM lines of the variety Frisal were produced by biolistic transformation 
using the plasmid MAGUCUM, containing (1) an actin-1 promoter, barley-seed ß-1,3-
glucanase (glu) and CaMV terminator, (2) an ubiquitin-1 promoter, barley-seed 
chitinase (chi), CaMV terminator and (3) the bar gene for selection (Bliffeld et al. 
1999). The GM line A9 chi was positively selected for chitinase expression and the line 
A13 chi/glu for chitinase and glucanase expression (Bieri et al. 2003). The 
pathogenesis-related proteins chitinase and glucanase are known for their broad 
antifungal effect and its expression should lead to an increased resistance to powdery 
mildew (Leah et al. 1991; Zhu et al. 1994). 
For the field experiments we used seeds obtained from the fifth generation of 
the GM lines Pm3b#1–4 and their respective non-GM sister lines Sb#1–4 as controls, 
and seed obtained from the sixth generation of the GM lines A9 chi and A13 chi/glu 
and its cultivar Frisal as a control. In addition we used the conventional wheat variety 
Casana as a further non-GM control line. 
 
Experiment 1: gene flow within plots 
The first part of experiment 1 was running from March 2008 until August 2008 (Zeller 
et al. 2010). It was carried out as part of a lager field trial at an agricultural research 
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station in Zurich-Reckenholz, Switzerland. Seeds of the variety Frisal, its GM lines A9 
chi and A13 chi/glu, and the variety Casana, were sown into eight 1 x 1.08 m plots per 
line. These stands acted as pollen-donating wheat backgrounds. In each plot, 400 seeds 
were sown in six rows with a distance of 18 cm between rows using an Oyjord plot drill 
system (Wintersteiger AG, Ried, Austria). At the same time, seedlings of the four Pm3b 
lines and the four corresponding controls (all variety Bobwhite) were raised 
individually in the glasshouse and transplanted as “phytometers” into each of the 32 
field plots (2 phytometers per line per plot) once they reached the phenological stages 
12–13 (Zadoks et al. 1974). These Bobwhite phytometers were therefore surrounded by 
Frisal or Casana background plants. With this planting procedure we hoped to 
maximize chances for pollen transfer from background to phytometer plants. 
Furthermore, it allowed us to detect outcrossed offspring later on because hybrids 
between Frisal or Casana and Bobwhite differ morphologically from the parental 
varieties. The flowering period of background and phytometer plants was continuously 
recorded. After seed maturation, all the phytometer plants were individually harvested 
and threshed. Seeds originating from a single phytometer mother plant are called seed 
family in the following text. Four of the eight replicate field plots per background line 
received fertiliser when the plants had reached phenological stages 11 and 39 (each 
time 3 g N m–2 were applied as “Ammonsalpeter 27.5”, Lonza, Visp, Switzerland; see 
Zeller et al. 2010 for further details of field design). 
The second part of experiment 1 took place from March–August in 2010. We 
planted offspring seeds of the eight phytometer lines from the field experiment 2008 
back to the field site in Zurich-Reckenholz. Only phytometer plants that had flowered at 
the same time as the corresponding pollen-donating background plants and which 
produced at least four seeds were used. In total, 146 out of 265 seed families (4 blocks 
x 2 fertiliser treatments x 4 background lines x 8 phytometer lines) met these criteria. A 
minimum of 4 and a maximum of 16 seeds were planted from each seed family, 
resulting in a total of 1945 individual offspring. We hand-sowed the seeds in patches of 
four per seed family into ten 1 x 4 m plots. The patches were assigned to positions and 
plots in a completely randomised design. The positions within a plot formed a grid of 
three rows with a distance of 18 cm between patches between and within rows (60 seed 
patches per plot). The plots were arranged in a grid aligned along an x-axis leading 
from east to west and a y-axis leading from south to north. The plots were surrounded 
by additional buffer plants of variety Bobwhite to avoid edge effects on the test plants. 
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Phosphorus and potassium fertiliser had been applied to the plots prior to the seed 
planting in autumn 2009 at a rate of 46 kg P2O5 ha-1 and 60 kg K2O ha-1. The amount 
of mineralised nitrogen, determined at the end of February 2010 in the top 100 cm of 
the soil was 41.7 kg N ha-1. Nitrogen fertiliser was additionally applied immediately 
after sowing (30 kg N ha-1) and another 30 kg N ha-1 when plants had reached the 
phenological stage 39 (Zadoks et al. 1974). All plots were sprayed with the herbicide 
cocktail Concert SX (40% Thifensulfurone, 4% Metusulfurone-methyl; Stähler Suisse 
AG, Zofingen, Switzerland) on 18 May. 
We determined the cross-pollination rate by dividing the number of mature 
offspring hybrids through the total number of mature plants per phytometer. Hybrids 
produced by cross-pollination of Bobwhite by Frisal or Casana differed visibly in their 
morphology from offspring produced by self-pollination or cross-pollination with other 
Bobwhite plants. They were taller and had a reduced awn length than the parental 
varieties and suffered from slight hybrid necrosis (O. Kalinina et al., unpublished data), 
which can occur when unrelated wheat varieties are crossed (Hermsen 1963). 
All hybrids and 65 randomly chosen putatively selfed offspring were tested for 
the presence or absence of the transgenes Pm3b, chi and chi/glu using Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (PCR) analysis. DNA was isolated from 200–300 mg of fresh leaf 
tissue by adapting the method of Stein et al. (2001). For the amplification of the Pm3b 
gene, we chose primer sequences fitting the ubiquitin promoter (5’-
ATCTCTGTCGCTGCCTCTGG-3’ and 5’-TGTGCGCTCCGAACAACACG-3’; 
Sigma-Aldrich GmbH, Buchs, Switzerland). The chi/glu transgenes were detected by 
amplification of parts of the bar gene in the MAGUCM plasmid (‘5-
TCAACCACTACATCGAGACA-3’ and ‘5-AGTCCAGCTGCCAGAAAC-3’; Sigma-
Aldrich GmbH, Buchs, Switzerland). The amplified DNA was separated and visualized 
performing gel electrophoresis. In total, 97.5% of the hybrids and the putatively selfed 
offspring were identified correctly, based on the presence/absence tests of Pm3b, chi, 
and chi/glu transgenes (data not shown). We conclude therefore that the method of 
hybrid detection by visual phenotyping was appropriate. 
To quantify the morphological differences between hybrids (Table S1) and 
parental varieties we measured the height and awn length of all hybrids and the 65 
randomly chosen putatively selfed offspring. Plant height was defined as the highest 
point of the plant measured from the soil at the end of the growing season. The awn 
length was determined by measuring the distance between the top of a spike and the tip 
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of the awn. Furthermore we assessed the number of spikes, the number of seeds and the 
seed yield, which is equivalent to the total seed mass. 
After the seedlings emerged, we observed damage by larvae of the click-beetle 
Agriotes lineatus. Click-beetle larvae, called wireworms, are known worldwide as pests 
of a range of agricultural crops including wheat (Parker and Howard 2001; Vernon et 
al. 2009). The wireworms damaged or killed around 30% of the planted seeds. We 
treated all plots with the insecticide Dyfonate 5G (Lesco Inc., Cleveland, USA) and 
replaced the damaged plants with seedlings of the variety Bobwhite to keep the 
conditions for the remaining plants comparable. To test the impact of the damage we 
counted the number of dead vs. surviving plants for further analysis. 
 
Experiment 2: Short-distance gene flow between adjacent subplots 
The second field experiment also took place at the research station in Zurich-
Reckenholz and lasted from March–August 2009. Three GM lines Pm3b#1, Pm3b#2 
and A9 chi and their corresponding non-GM lines S3b#1, S3b#2 and Frisal were grown 
in three separate 7 x 1 m cross-pollination plots (Figure S1). Each plot consisted of one 
subplot (1 x 1 m) in the centre with GM plants as pollen donors and four subplots (0.5 x 
1 m) on two opposing sides with the corresponding non-GM plants as pollen recipients. 
The opposing sides were in eastern or western direction of the pollen source because 
the prevailing winds at the field site blow from the west (Figure S1). The distances 
between central subplot and side subplots were 0–0.5, 0.5–1, 1–1.5 and 2–2.5 m (a 
subplot also occurred between 1.5–2 m but was not harvested). As there were four 
replicate blocks, three line combinations and eight subplots with pollen recipients 
(distance subplots), the sample size was 32 for each tested line and 96 in total. The 
distance subplots were sown with an Oyjord plot drill system (Wintersteiger AG, 
Switzerland) and the central plots with the GM pollen source by hand. Seeding density 
was 400 seeds/m2 and there were six rows spaced 18 cm apart. The cross-pollination 
plots were at least 2 m apart from each other and the intervals were filled with tall-
growing Triticale plants acting as a pollen barrier to minimise cross-pollination 
between plots. Flowering periods of pollen donor and receptor subplots were similar in 
order to allow cross-pollination. Nitrogen fertiliser was applied one day before sowing 
(40 kg N ha-1) on 25 March and again when the plants had reached the phenological 
stage 11 (30 kg N ha-1). Phosphorus and potassium fertiliser were applied at the 
phenological stages 11 and 37 (Zadoks et al. 1974) at a rate of 46 kg P2O5 ha-1 and 60 
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kg K2O ha-1. The plots were sprayed with the herbicide cocktail Concert SX (40% 
Thifensulfurone, 4% Metusulfurone-methyl; Stähler Suisse AG) and Starane super (120 
g l-1 Bromoxynil, 120 g l-1 Ioxynil, 100 g l-1 Fluroxypyr-metilheptil-ester; Omya Agro 
AG, Safenwil, Switzerland) in the beginning of May. The plots were treated twice with 
the insecticide Karate Zeon (100g l-1 Lambda-Cyhalothrin; Syngenta Agro AG, 
Dielsdorf, Switzerland) against the wheat stem fly (Chlorops pumilionis Bjerk.) in the 
beginning of May and 2 weeks later. 
To measure the cross-pollination rate in each distance subplot we used a novel 
population-level PCR analysis that detected the transgenes Pm3b and A9 chi in batches 
of seeds. A single-seed approach was not feasible due to the low expected cross-
pollination rates. The optimal size of seed batches was determined in a pilot study with 
flour from seed batches of defined numbers of GM and non-GM seeds. PCR 
amplification of DNA extracted from flour of the different seed batches showed that a 
single GM seed could be detected reliably in 1:10, 1:50, 1:200 and 1:500 mixtures of 
GM:non-GM seeds. Potential outcrosses would be heterozygous and would therefore 
contain only 50% of the DNA of a homozygous GM seed. Taking this into account, we 
opted for seed batches of 100 seeds in our experiment 2 (Figure S2). 
For the analysis of the cross-pollination rate, we collected 5 batches of 100 
seeds per distance subplot and produced flour from each batch (TissueLyser, Qiagen 
Instruments AG, Hilden, Germany). To avoid DNA contamination between batches, the 
jars used for the milling were sprayed with DNA-ExitusPlusTM (AppliChem GmbH, 
Darmstadt, Germany) and incubated at 60 °C for 10 min to increase the degradation 
rate of DNA (Esser et al. 2006). 
DNA was extracted from 20 mg flour per sample adapting the method of (Kang 
et al. 1998). To test the DNA extracts for transgene-presence we used the same PCR 
protocol as described above. If a sample tested positive, DNA extraction and PCR were 
repeated. Positive samples were therefore based on at least two independent DNA 
extractions and PCR reactions (Figure S3). 
 
Data analysis 
The influence of background and phytometer lines on cross-pollination within the plot, 
measured as the probability of an individual offspring plant to be a hybrid rather than a 
putatively selfed offspring (experiment 1) was analysed using generalized linear models 
(GLMs) with logit link function and binomial error distribution (McCullagh and Nelder 
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1989). To account for potential overdispersion, experimental factors were tested with 
approximate F-tests derived from analysis of deviance tables (Crawley 2007; see Table 
S2). Experimental factors were background line, phytometer line, phytometer nutrient 
environment and phytometer individual (seed family). Plants that did not germinate or 
died due to pest infestation were excluded from further analysis. 
Differences in height, awn length, seed number and seed yield of hybrid and 
putatively selfed offspring in experiment 1 were analysed with ordinary GLMs with 
identity link function and normal errors. Because these traits were not influenced by the 
experimental design in which the seeds were produced in 2008; we did not fit the 
corresponding experimental factors for block and fertiliser application. Two factorial 
models were fitted to analyse either the line variation within hybrid and non-hybrid 
plants or general effects of the lines and their hybridisation (Tables S3 and S4). Effects 
of background (pollen donor or father) and phytometer (pollen recipient or mother) line 
were analysed separately. We examined residual plots to identify outliers and to check 
if the assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity were fulfilled. One unusually 
high-yielding plant was identified as an outlier an excluded from the analysis of seed 
yield. 
The seedling mortality of offspring was also analysed using a GLM with logit 
link function and binomial error distribution. In this case, experimental factors 
describing the growing conditions of parental plants in the field in 2008 (block and 
fertiliser application) were also included in the statistical model. Furthermore, because 
mortality was not evenly distributed in the field in 2010 we also fitted two position 
covariates in the form of x- and y-coordinates of the planting grid (Table S5). 
Data from experiment 2, the short-distance gene-flow experiment, were 
analysed using GLMs with logit-link function and binomial error distribution (Table 
S6). The dependent variable was the probability to find a transgene in a batch of 100 
seeds. In one model, the experimental factor distance was decomposed into a contrast 
log(distance) and residual variation between distance classes because cross-pollination 
rates are likely to decrease logarithmically with increasing distance to the pollen source 
(Albrecht et al. 2009). To investigate differences between very short (0–0.5 m) and 
short-distance (0.5–2.5 m) gene flow, we split the dataset and analysed both subsets 
separately. The highest possible estimate of cross-pollination rate was calculated by 
dividing the observed amount of positive batches by the total amount of batches. This 
makes the highly unlikely assumption that in all positive batches all 100 seeds result 
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from cross-pollination. The lowest possible estimate of cross-pollination rate was 
calculated by dividing the positive samples by the total amount of samples multiplied 
by 100. This makes the assumption that in all positive batches only 1 seed out of 100 is 
the result of cross-pollination. Following the maximum likelihood estimation for 
binomial data, we calculated the values most likely to have produced the observed 
results (Fisher 1922). The estimate for the probability is: p = 1 – ((n–z)/n)(1/J), with n 
being the total amount of batches, while z represents the positive batches and J the 
number of seeds per batch, i.e. 100. All statistical analyses were performed with the 
statistical software R 2.9.2 (Team 2010). The critical significance level was 0.05 for all 
analyses. 
 
Results 
Experiment 1: gene flow within plots 
40 out of 1192 mature plants could be identified visually as hybrids (Table S1) 
indicating that 3.36% of all planted seeds had received pollen from foreign wheat 
varieties (Background). Overall, 14.4% of all mother plants produced at least one 
hybrid seed and 19.6% of all seeds of such plants were identified as hybrids. 21 hybrids 
were crosses between two GM lines leading to natural pyramiding of Pm3b and chi or 
chi/glu transgenes. 
The identity of the mother line influenced the hybridisation rate (P < 0.001 for 
differences among mothers): 7.25% of all Pm3b seeds were hybridised, which is 6.2 
times as many as for corresponding control phytometers (P < 0.001 for difference 
GM/controls). Pm3b#2 had fewer hybrids than the other Pm3b (P = 0.018 for difference 
Pm3b#2/residual Pm3b, Figure 1). Also, the background, i.e. the father side influenced 
the hybridisation rate: among the Frisal fathers, A9 chi pollinated more plants than did 
A13 chi/glu (P < 0.001 for difference A9/A13, Figure 2). Finally, there were some 
significant interactions between mother and father lines (Table S2). The Frisal control 
fathers pollinated more control mothers than did the Frisal GM fathers, which in turn 
pollinated preferably GM (=Pm3b) mothers (P = 0.03 for interaction Pm3b vs. control x 
Frisal GM vs. Frisal control). 
Besides the hybridisation rate, we measured awn length, plant height, spike 
number, seed number and seed yield of all hybrids and some randomly chosen non-
hybridized plants. We found that awn length was higher towards the south and east of 
the experimental area (P < 0.001 for x-axis and P = 0.001 for y-axis, Table S3). This 
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could have been due to variation in soil properties or the occurrence of soil pathogens. 
All other traits were not influenced by the geographical position of plants. Pm3b#2 and 
#4 had longer awns, fewer seeds and lower yield than Pm3b#1 and #3 (P = 0.004 for 
difference in awn length, P = 0.02 for difference in seed number and P < 0.001 for 
difference in yield for Pm3b#2 and #4/Pm3b#1 and #3). Hybrids with Bobwhite 
mothers and Frisal fathers were 6.3% (5.19 ± 0.49 cm) taller, had 37.3% (1.4 ± 0.14 
cm) shorter awns and 26.9% (1.4 ± 0.16 g) lower seed yields than Bobwhite mother 
plants. These trait differences were significant even if all line effects were fitted before 
the term hybridisation (Table S4). 
Hybrids with Casana fathers had shorter awns than hybrids with Frisal fathers (P 
= 0.013 for difference Casana father/Frisal father). Within fathers of the variety Frisal, 
plants pollinated by Frisal GM fathers (A9 chi, A13 chi/glu)  had shorter awns than 
when pollinated by Frisal control fathers (P = 0.02 for difference Frisal A9 and A13 
father/Frisal control father). 
A total of 1192 out of 1945 plants (61.3%) reached maturity. The position of 
each within the experimental field (x- and y-axis and interaction) affected the mortality 
significantly. Plants in the northwest part of the experimental area died more often than 
plants in the southeast. This correlated with the occurrence of wireworms, which were 
observed in great numbers in the northwestern part. It is therefore likely that wireworms 
were responsible for the observed mortality. Seeds that came from mothers that were 
grown on fertilised plots died (or were eaten) 2.4 times as often as seeds from mothers 
that were grown on unfertilised plots (P < 0.001 for difference fertilised/not fertilised), 
suggesting that there were environmental maternal carry-over effects from mothers to 
offspring. Seedlings with a Pm3b transgene died 1.3 times as often as control plants (P 
= 0.005 for difference Pm3b/control plants, Figure 3). The mortality of Pm3b#2 plants 
(58%) was 1.4 times as high as that of other Pm3b plants (P < 0.001 for difference 
Pm3b#2/Pm3b#1, 3 and 4). 
 
Experiment 2: Short-distance gene flow between adjacent subplots 
Upper and lower boundaries of the estimated cross-pollination rates are shown in 
Figure 4A. The upper boundary shows cross-pollination rates assuming that all seeds of 
a 100-seed sample were genetically modified, if a single seed was tested positive, 
whereas the lower boundary assumes that only 1 seed in a 100-seed sample was 
positive. Using the log(distance) model, we found higher cross-pollination probabilities 
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in the west than in the east (P = 0.048 for difference west/east, Table S6). Furthermore, 
Frisal A9 chi plants were more likely to outcross than Bobwhite plants (P = 0.02 for 
difference Bobwhite/Frisal A9 chi). We found no significant differences between the 
two Pm3b lines if we combined the data of all distances. However, if we analysed the 
subplots closest to the pollen source (0–0.5 m) separately, Pm3b#1 was more likely to 
outcross than Pm3b#2 (P = 0.05 for difference Pm3b#1/Pm3b#2). Neither varieties, 
lines nor wind directions differed significantly in subplots further away from the pollen 
source (0.5–2.5m). 
The actual cross-pollination rates lie between the upper and the lower boundary 
estimates. We calculated the most likely cross-pollination rate for each distance subplot 
using a maximum likelihood method (Figure 4B). We found that the overall cross-
pollination rate was 0.8% in the west and 0.5% in the east if measured at a distance of 
0–0.5 m from the pollen source. Cross-pollination rates decreased sharply 
(logarithmically) with increasing distance to the pollen source. However, our methods 
were accurate enough to detect cross-pollination events in 2.5 m distance to the pollen 
source. The detected rates of 0.05% in the west and 0.02% in the east would be enough 
to meet the seed purity levels set by the European Union (Beckie and Hall 2008). 
 
Discussion 
Increased gene flow of Pm3b wheat lines within the field 
Large differences among wheat cultivars concerning pollen-mediated gene flow have 
been reported before and were often attributed to dissimilarities in male fertility and 
morphological traits (Waines and Hegde 2003; Matus-Cádiz et al. 2007). However, we 
found no published reports studying the influence of resistance genes on gene flow. Our 
results show remarkable differences in gene flow between the Bobwhite GM (Pm3b) 
and control lines and among the different Pm3b lines. This confirms the results of a 
previous study in which depending on the insertion event, a particular transgene had a 
large influence on the entire phenotype (Zeller et al. 2010). One reason could be 
resistance costs due to transgene expression (Strauss et al. 2002; Stowe and Marquis 
2010; Bergelson and Purrington 1996), which may have weakened the general fitness 
of the plants and possibly have caused reduced fertility. Lines Pm3b#2 and #4 had 
strongly increased levels of ergot infection, probably due to altered spike morphology 
during flowering (Zeller et al. 2010). A possible explanation for the altered spike 
morphology might have been reduced pollen quality or quantity. As a reaction, the 
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plants could have made their florets more accessible to foreign pollen, as other studies 
with male-sterile lines have shown (Waines and Hegde 2003). We therefore expected 
increased hybridisation rates for the lines Pm3b#2 and #4, yet surprisingly Pm3b#2 
mother plants had a lower hybridisation rate than mother plants of all other Pm3b lines. 
A reason for the low hybridisation rate of Pm3b#2 might have been the low general 
performance of this line in the field which may also have affected female function 
(Zeller et al. 2010). Besides the capacity to receive foreign pollen, the ability to 
pollinate other plants seems to be important to gene flow as indicated by the differences 
in pollination rates between father plants from different lines. 
We found that on average 3.36% of all tested seeds had resulted from 
hybridisation with neighbouring plants. However, this cross-pollination rate varied 
among the eight wheat lines tested from 0.5% and 8.5%. These rate measurements are 
critical to answer questions concerning the EU 0.9% threshold for GM seeds in the 
harvest (Graziano et al. 2007). A study with maize (Zea mays L) using a colour marker 
showed an increased percentage of marked seeds at harvest compared to sowing 
(Dietiker et al. 2011). The contamination percentage at sowing was 1% and on average 
2.8 times as high at harvest. The authors therefore concluded that contamination at 
sowing should be as low as 0.2–0.5% to guarantee the EU 0.9% threshold at harvest. In 
other words, in the case of maize a seed purity of 0.9% at sowing would not be 
sufficient to ensure the threshold. However, in the mainly selfing crop wheat, the 
increase in percentage GM seeds from sowing to harvest would be much smaller even 
under worst-case scenarios: assuming a cross-pollination rate of 8.5% (the maximum 
found above) and an initial GM proportion of 0.9% the proportion at harvest would rise 
to 1.084% (seeds which are homo- or heterozygous for the transgene). Obviously, the 
occurrence of GM plants in wheat fields planted with male-sterile plants could increase 
the possibility of unintended hybridisation. 
 
Phenotypic effects of heterozygocity 
In wheat, heterozygotic effects have been documented before (Borghi and Perenzin 
1994; Perenzin et al. 1998). Hybrids were found to develop faster and grow taller. 
Artificial crosses of Frisal (tall, short awns) and Bobwhite (short, long awns) resulted in 
tall hybrids with relatively short awns (O. Kalinina et al., unpublished data). In view of 
these findings, we expected hybrids between Bobwhite mother plants and Frisal fathers 
to differ significantly in height and awn length from non-hybridised control plants. In 
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our case, hybrids had shorter awns and grew taller than non-hybridised Bobwhite 
mothers, but they also a significantly lower seed yield. The latter is an uncommon 
pattern found in line-hybrids within plant species (Borghi and Perenzin 1994; Perenzin 
et al. 1998). However, our hybrids also suffered from necrotic leaf tips, a phenomenon 
known for hybrids between unrelated lines in wheat (Hermsen 1963). It is likely that 
the genetic differences between the Mexican variety Bobwhite and the Swiss varieties 
Frisal and Casana were too large for heterosis effects such as hybrid vigor to show up. 
From previous experiments we expected to find differences in seed yield 
between Bobwhite GM and control lines (Zeller et al. 2010) but we could not find such 
differences in the present experiment 1. We could, however, find similar differences as 
in the previous experiment among the different Bobwhite GM lines: Pm3b#2 and 
Pm3b#4 had lower seed yield than the lines Pm3b#1 and Pm3b#3. Very high transgene 
expression levels in the first two lines could have led to the reduced seed yield. Hybrids 
with Frisal GM fathers had shorter awns than hybrids with Frisal control fathers. This 
may indicate an unintended influence of the inserted chi and chi/glu transgenes on the 
offspring phenotype. 
Finally we would like to discuss the method used to study cross-pollination 
within a field. Hybrids could be identified easily due to phenotypic effects. The 
reliability of hybrid detection was confirmed performing PCR. This approach seems to 
be a good alternative to time-consuming DNA sequencing of entire plant populations. It 
can be used for all wheat varieties that show strong heterozygous effects when crossed 
with other varieties. 
 
Maternal effects and transgene influence on seedling mortality 
We found that the mortality of seeds produced in plots with added fertiliser was higher 
than that of seeds from other plots. Nitrogen addition tends to increase the seed size and 
nitrogen content, which is proportional to the protein content (S. Zeller, unpublished 
data). Such maternal effects (see e.g. Steinger et al. 2000) are usually known to increase 
the fitness of individual seeds. However, in our experiment the driving force behind the 
seedling mortality seemed to be wireworms that occurred in great numbers within the 
experimental plots. The most evident explanation is that the improved nutrient content 
made these seedlings more attractive to wireworms. 
Besides these maternal effects, GM lines of Bobwhite had higher seedling 
mortality than control lines of Bobwhite. Previous studies, however, found no 
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difference in seed germination and seedling mortality among different lines (O. 
Kalinina, unpublished data). The differences observed in the present study may again 
be explained by the wireworm infestation: it is conceivable that Pm3b lines paid an 
ecological cost of resistance due to transgene expression (Strauss et al. 2002). Costs of 
resistance, which were discovered in several other studies (Bergelson and Purrington 
1996; Stowe and Marquis 2010), could have reduced a potential natural defence against 
wireworms in Bobwhite GM plants or compromised their ability to survive the attack. 
Wireworms feed on live vegetable material (seeds, stems, roots) to survive and grow 
(Furlan 1996). GM lines may have been preferable forage because of their slower 
development, smaller seed size or softer skin and/or seed material. Since the increased 
mortality of the Pm3b lines seemed to depend on the occurrence of the wireworms, it 
can be seen as a transgene x environment interaction. 
 
Gene flow in wheat: short and random 
The estimated gene flow over distance matches the results of prior observations in 
which the average cross-pollination rate was about 1% in close proximity and decreased 
rapidly with distance from the pollen source (Gustafson et al. 2005). When planning 
our experiment, we expected to find stronger cross-pollination toward the east than 
toward the west, due to prevailing winds at the study site. As expected, winds mostly 
blew from west or northwest during flowering (data not shown). Surprisingly, however, 
we observed higher cross-pollination rates in the western subplots. Data from a nearby 
weather station showed that there were a few hours of light easterlies or north-easterlies 
while 23% of the mother plants were flowering. It might be that cross-pollination 
occurred mainly during those hours, which then led to a higher cross-pollination in the 
western subplots. Gene flow also occurred mostly in the opposite direction of 
prevailing winds in a study by Gatford et al. (2006). We conclude, therefore, that not 
only prevailing winds are important for cross-pollination, but the winds at the exact 
time of flowering. Hence, as the time of flowering in wheat is usually short (De Vries 
1971), cross-pollination can occur in all directions. This should be considered when 
planning cross-pollination experiments and determining isolation distances. 
We could detect significant differences in gene flow between the varieties 
Bobwhite and Frisal over a distance of < 0.5 m. When comparing the varieties from the 
subplots which were at least 0.5 m away from the pollen source, no significant 
differences could be detected anymore. Pm3b#1 only outcrossed significantly more 
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than Pm3b#2 up to a distance of 0.5 m from the pollen source. We conclude therefore 
that the differences between varieties and lines are mainly present over short distances 
between pollen donor and recipient. 
Our results indicate that pooling can be an appropriate method to gain 
information on an entire population. Taking population samples of 100 pooled seeds 
turned out to be the optimal size to estimate rates of cross-pollination over short 
distances using a maximum-likelihood method. Pooled measures over larger distances 
or individual measures even over the shortest distance would have led to (too) many 
negative counts. 
 
Conclusions 
Our results show that inserting a single transgene into a wheat genome can significantly 
affect the ecological behaviour of the resulting plant lines. We found that Bobwhite 
mother plants with a Pm3b transgene were more likely to hybridize with other wheat 
varieties than were non-GM Bobwhite mother plants. Furthermore, father line A9, 
which harboured a chi transgene, produced more offspring than non-GM Frisal father 
plants. We could demonstrate that hybrids with two or even three transgenes can occur 
if different GM plants are planted in close proximity. Such plants could further 
complicate environmental risk assessments. Besides differences in cross-pollination 
rates, we found that Bobwhite plants with Pm3b transgenes seemed to suffer ecological 
costs of resistance. All of these lines, but especially the one with the highest transgene 
expression, Pm3b#2, had increased seedlings mortality if attacked by wireworms. 
Because cross-pollination rates varied strongly between varieties and among 
GM lines it may be difficult to develop universal models for pollen-mediated gene flow 
in wheat. A case-by-case approach might be more promising (Andow and Zwahlen 
2006). The gene-flow rates which we measured in our experiment 2 indicate that gene 
flow in wheat mainly occurs over short distances. However within the field, 14.4% of 
all plants received pollen from and 3.4% of the offspring seeds were sired by 
neighbouring plants. Each homozygous GM plant is likely to outcross with several 
neighbours which will result in plants heterozygous for the transgene. The proportion of 
GM plants within a population is therefore likely to increase. If we take a cross-
pollination rate of 3.4% and assume an initial GM contamination of 0.9%, 0.931% of 
all offspring seeds would contain at least one copy of the transgene. If all plants would 
have been cross-pollinated, this rate would increase to 1.79% in one generation only. 
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We conclude that the determination of cross-pollination rates within the field might be 
more important than cross-pollination over a distance in order to define appropriate 
threshold limits necessary to allow coexistence of GM and conventional farming 
systems. 
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Figure 1: Cross-pollination rates of the eight pollen recipient lines (Bobwhite 
phytometer plants). Non-GM control lines (circles = S3b #1–4) had significantly 
lower cross-pollination rates than GM lines (squares = Pm3b#1–4). The GM line 
Pm3b#2 with highest transgene expression and lowest fertility had significantly lower 
cross-pollination rates than the other GM lines. Cross-pollination is defined as number 
of seeds derived from cross-pollination divided by number of all seeds x 100. Error bars 
represent ± 1 standard error (back-transformed from logit scale) and are sometimes 
hidden behind the symbols. 
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Figure 2: Cross-pollination rates of the four pollen-donor lines (background 
plants). Frisal and Casana are non-GM wheat varieties; A9 and A13 are GM lines 
based on the variety Frisal. The GM line A9 pollinated significantly more phytometer 
plants than did GM line A13. Cross-pollination (on pollen-receiving maternal plants) is 
defined as number of seeds derived from cross-pollination divided by number of all 
seeds x 100. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error (back-transformed from logit scale) 
and are sometimes hidden behind the symbols. 
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Figure 3: Mortality of seedlings produced by the eight pollen recipient lines 
(Bobwhite phytometer plants) by self- or cross-pollination. GM lines (squares = 
Pm3b#1–4) had higher mortality rates than corresponding non-GM control lines (circles 
= S3b #1–4) and Pm3b#2 had a higher mortality rate than Pm3b#1, 3 and 4. Error bars 
represent ± 1 standard error (back-transformed from logit scale). 
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Distance from the donor plants in pooled 0.5 x 1 m subplots  
 
Figure 4: Cross-pollination of GM wheat over distance and in two wind directions. 
A: Upper and lower boundaries of cross-pollination rate estimates (mean±1 SE, back-
transformed from logit scale) for western and eastern distance subplots. Data from all 
lines were pooled. B: Maximum likelihood estimate of cross-pollination rate for the 
western and eastern subplots for the lines Pm3b#1, Pm3b#2 and A9 chi. These 
estimates indicate cross-pollination rates between 1.2% and 0.16% in the closest and 
0.05% and 0.0% in the farthest subplots. 
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Figure S1: Schematic design of a cross-pollination plot. In the centre a 1 m2 
quadratic subplot of GM wheat was sown as a pollen source. In the eastern and western 
direction corresponding non-GM plants were sown as pollen recipients into distance 
subplots (0.5 x 1 m). The lightly shaded distance subplots were harvested after seed 
maturation. 
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Figure S2: PCR analysis from flour of different seed mixtures containing 10%, 
2%, 0.5% and 0.2% GM seeds. The positive bands show decreasing signal strength as 
the proportion of GM seed material decreases. Each analysis was replicated three times. 
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Figure S3: PCR analysis of wheat flower shows presence or absence of transgenes. 
Distinct white bands at the same height as the positive control indicate successful 
amplification of transgenic promoter regions (columns nr. 1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10). 
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Fig. 7: Discussion of sowing techniques during lunch break in spring 2010 
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The ecology of GM plants is the main topic of this thesis. A set of experimental spring 
wheat lines of the varieties Bobwhite (5 lines) and Frisal (2 lines) with additional fungal 
resistance genes were used as model organisms. Their performance was assessed 
comprehensively in multiple biotic and abiotic environments. We found that Bobwhite 
GM lines containing Pm3b transgenes were, as expected, more resistant to the fungus 
powdery mildew than their non-transgenic control lines (Chapter 1–4). In contrast to 
this, GM Frisal lines with chitinase or chitinase and glucanase transgenes showed no 
improved fungal resistance (Chapters 2 and 4). All tested GM wheat lines differed from 
their non-transgenic control lines in many traits, some of which were not directly linked 
to the additional fungal resistance. Unintended effects such as reduced yield, leaf 
necrosis and increased ergot infection were not visible in the glasshouse but only in the 
field experiments. Interestingly, even GM lines with identical transgenes differed 
strongly from each other; presumably due to differing transgene expression rates. Lines 
with the highest rates of Pm3b expression showed the strongest unintended phenotypic 
effects, costs of resistance, reduced competitive ability and increased seedlings 
mortality (Chapters 1–5). Costs of resistance were detected in all seven tested GM lines 
They were visible in absence but sometimes also in presence of fungal pathogens 
(Chapter 2).  Mixtures of GM lines with different Pm3b alleles had higher yields than 
monocultures, presumably due to improved powdery mildew resistance. Finally, GM 
lines differed also in their ability to pollinate and receive pollen (Chapter 5). The 
detailed discussions of all results can be found at the end of each chapter. The aim of 
this section is to merge the main results of all five chapters and to discuss them in a 
wider, more applied context. 
 
Improved powdery mildew resistance for lines with Pm3 transgene 
Wheat powdery mildew is a common wind-dispersed fungal pathogen that occurs in 
Africa, Asia, Australasia, Europe and throughout the Americas. Economically 
significant yield reductions occur in countries with high rainfall or irrigation with 
maritime and semi-continental climate (Bennett 1984). Plant breeders made large 
efforts to produce wheat varieties with powdery mildew resistance genes. We can see 
their success in our results. In our experiments we grew GM and non-GM plants of the 
Swiss variety Frisal and the Mexican variety Bobwhite. The later was bred in 
environments were powdery mildew occurs only in economically insignificant 
quantities (Lillemo et al. 2006). Therefore, Bobwhite plants did not need powdery 
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mildew resistances in Mexico. This changes however if Bobwhite is planted in the 
much moister Switzerland. All experiments showed that the non-GM Bobwhite plants 
were highly susceptible when grown in Switzerland. The variety Frisal on the other 
hand, was bred in an environment with strong powdery mildew pressure. After several 
years of successful cultivation, propagation stopped in 2006 and cultivation in 2008 
because of constantly decreasing resistance to fungal pathogens such as powdery 
mildew. Nevertheless, we found that non-GM Frisal plants proved to be highly resistant 
to the powdery mildew strains present in our glasshouse and field experiments.  
Transgene technology allows introducing fungal resistance genes into 
conventional wheat varieties such as Bobwhite and Frisal. This should, at least in 
theory, increase their resistance to powdery mildew and therefore improve seed yields. 
Introduced resistance genes are usually linked to strong promoters that guarantee much 
higher expression rates than found in resistance genes of conventional plants. Even if 
resistance genes originating from cereals are used, we would expect higher resistance 
than could be achieved with conventional breeding.  
We found that lines with Pm3 transgenes were consistently more resistant to 
powdery mildew than non-GM control lines (Chapters 1–4). Environmental factors 
(glasshouse/field, fertilization, competition and climate) influenced the occurrence of 
powdery mildew and altered the potential benefits of resistance genes. Nevertheless, we 
could confirm improved resistance in all environments. The five tested GM-Bobwhite 
lines, Pm3b#1, Pm3b#2, Pm3b#3, Pm3b#4 and Pm3a#1, differed in their strength of 
powdery mildew resistance. Line Pm3b#2 was consistently more resistant than all other 
Pm3b lines (Chapters 1, 2 and 4). The resistance of line Pm3b#4 did sometimes but not 
always reach the levels of Pm3b#2 (Chapter 1 and 4) whereas Pm3b#1, Pm3b#3 and 
Pm3a#1 showed moderate resistance. Quantitative expression data suggests that these 
differences in resistance can be at least partially explained by different transgene 
expression levels (Brunner et al. 2011 and personal communications). Pm3b#2 was 55 
to 617 times higher expressed than in the wheat variety Chul which expresses this gene 
naturally. All other Pm3 lines had much lower expression rates. If we rank the GM 
lines according to their transgene expression level we get the following sequence: 
Pm3b#2 >> Pm3b#4 > Pm3b#1 > Pm3b#3 > Pm3a#1. Obviously, there seems to be a 
correlation between the strength of fungal resistance and the transgene expression rate.  
In contrast to the Bobwhite plants, the powdery mildew resistance of GM and 
non-GM Frisal lines (A9 and A13) did not differ (Chapters 2 and 4). The resistance of 
169 
the non-GM Frisal plants was quite high. It seems that the overexpression of Chitinase 
or Chitinase and Glucanase transgenes in the lines A9 and A13 could not further 
improve the resistance as expected. In Chapter 4 three modern Swiss bread wheat 
varieties Toronit, Casana and Fiorina were grown alongside our Frisal and Bobwhite 
lines allowing direct comparisons. We found that GM Frisal lines were equally resistant 
than the tested Swiss varieties whereas all GM Bobwhite lines were more susceptible. 
Summing up, one could argue that the effect of the Pm3b transgenes could be 
demonstrated using highly susceptible Bobwhite plants whereas no improvement could 
be seen in already resistant Frisal plants with additional chitinase and glucanase 
transgenes. It would be of great interest to evaluate the role of the genetic background 
on the functionality of these transgenes. To do this, the transgenes used in these 
experiments would need to be cloned into other wheat varieties. Depending on the 
question asked Pm3 transgenes could for example be inserted into Frisal plants or 
Chitinase and Glucanase transgenes into Bobwhite. Susceptible Bobwhite plants may 
be useful to study the effectiveness of transgenes, from an applied point of view 
however, transgenes should be inserted into varieties that are already adapted to a 
specific agro-environment such as Frisal.  
 
Resistance at high costs 
Plant defense in wild plants and crops can lead to reduced performance (Bergelson and 
Purrington 1996). These so called “fitness costs of resistance” are best measured in 
absence of a pathogen using GM plants that vary only in individual resistance genes 
(Purrington 2000; Burdon and Thrall 2003). With fitness costs, ecologists mean the 
reduction in relative reproductive success (Darwin 1859). In wheat, seed sizes are 
relatively constant and germination rates close to 100%. Hence, seed yield can be 
measured to estimate the fitness of individual wheat plants. Seed yield is also one of the 
most important traits in agronomic assessments. Climatic conditions, nutrient 
availability and pathogen pressure can influence yields tremendously. Our experiments 
were performed in different years with low pathogen pressure in 2008 and wetter 
conditions with more pathogens in 2009. It is therefore not surprising, that seed yields 
differed between the two years (Chapters 1–4). However, if we look at the differences 
between GM and non-GM plants, we find relatively consistent patterns. Generally, high 
pathogen pressure allowed some of our tested GM plants to benefit from their enhanced 
resistance whereas strong costs of resistance were detected in absence of the pathogens. 
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The yields of the GM Bobwhite lines Pm3b#2 and Pm3b#4 were always lower than 
those of their non-GM sister lines. Even in presence of the pathogen, yields were 
reduced by half. The performance of Pm3b#1 changed dramatically with the occurrence 
of powdery mildew. In absence of this pathogen, the yield of Pm3b#1 dropped by 39%. 
In 2009 however, where powdery mildew spread strongly, this line could increase its 
yield relative to its non-GM sister line by up to 16%. Pm3b#3 and Pm3a#1 were not 
grown in absence of the pathogen. They performed similarly or slightly better than their 
non-Gm sister lines in presence of the pathogens. The results for Pm3b#3 need to be 
interpreted with care because a parallel study (Brunner et al. 2011) showed that this line 
suffers from transgene silencing. It is likely that this caused the very high powdery 
mildew susceptibility of 30% of the Pm3b#3 plants grown in our field trials in 2008. It 
is therefore possible that the overall positive yield effect found in this line was due to 
individual plants with silenced transgenes that benefited from growing in the vicinity of 
resistant plants. If we try to rank all GM Bobwhite lines according to their yield we get 
the following sequence: Pm3b#2 > Pm3b#4 >> Pm3b#1 > Pm3b#3 > Pm3a#1. As for 
the powdery mildew resistance, this sequence correlates well the expression level of the 
transgenes. However, whereas GM lines with high transgene expression could profit 
from high powdery mildew resistance, it seemed to increase costs of resistance and thus 
to lower their yield potential.  
Although the GM Frisal lines A9 and A13 showed no increased fungal 
resistance, their yields were lower compared to the conventional variety Frisal (Chapter 
2). This was true in presence and absence of powdery mildew. A13 had always lower 
yields than A9 but differences were only significant in one of two experiments. 
Nevertheless, one could argue that line A13 which harbours two transgenes could suffer 
from higher costs of resistance than A9.  
We found that the overexpression of Pm3 and chitinase and glucanase 
transgenes can be costly for a plant. For some plant lines, these costs were so large that 
they could not profit from their enhanced resistance even if pathogens were abundant. 
Such plants are of no practical use in agriculture. This might be different for stable lines 
such as Pm3a#1 and Pm3b#1 whose costs of resistance seem to be smaller than their 
benefit in environments with high pathogen pressure. We conclude that it is paramount 
to adjust expression levels in GM plants to levels allowing sufficient pathogen 
resistance at acceptable costs. Furthermore, advanced promoters that allow reducing the 
transgene expression to relevant plant tissues or which can be induced in the case of 
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need should be promoted (Brunner et al. 2011). The final point applies not only to GM 
but also to conventional varieties with costly pathogen resistances. Whereas highly 
resistant crops might be attractive for farmers due to reduced fungicide input and higher 
yielding reliability they might lead to lower yields on a global scale. In view of the 
world food problem it might therefore be safer to cultivate high yielding susceptible 
alongside with highly resistant cultivars.  
 
Unintended effects and transgene overexpression 
In the sections above we described how additional resistance genes can influence 
powdery mildew resistance and seed yield. We measured, however, a great number of 
other traits that we did not expect to be linked directly to pathogen resistance. These 
included fungicide sensitivity, chlorophyll content, stomatal conductance, plant height, 
seedlings mortality, competitive ability, flowering time, outcrossing rate, flower 
morphology and infection by different fungi such as ergot. All seven tested GM lines 
showed several of these unintended effects (Chapters 1–5).  
Pm3b lines generally performed poorly if sprayed with fungicides. Besides costs 
of resistance that were described above, these plants reacted sensitively to fungicide 
spraying. Their leaves turned yellow which lead to reduced performance. It is possible 
that the chemical compounds of the transgene interacted somehow with the plants 
metabolism or the transgene itself. Our field experiments revealed that even untreated 
plant lines had problems with their leaf physiology. The lines Pm3b#2 and Pm3b#3 
showed leaf chlorosis which started about two weeks after emergence (Chapter 1; 
Brunner et al. 2011). This lead to lower chlorophyll contents and reduced stomatal 
conductance — indicating that the photosynthesis was affected. Again, high transgene 
expression rates might be responsible for this unintended effect. However, we don’t 
know how fungal resistance genes can influence photosynthesis.  
Plant height was found to be lower in the lines Pm3b#2 and A9. We have 
currently no explanation for this result. The same is true for seedlings mortality which 
was higher for all Pm3b lines but especially Pm3b#2 if grown in presence of wireworm 
larvae. There are at least two possibilities. Either the additional transgenes made these 
plants more attractive to herbivores or, more likely, reduced their ability to survive 
herbivore attacks. Reduced herbivore resistance might be an ecological cost caused by 
the fungal resistance genes. The ability of a plant to compete with its neighbours is of 
great importance for its ecology. Our phytometer experiments showed that all Pm3b 
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lines and A13 had lower competitive performance if grown among other wheat varieties 
than their non-GM control lines. This may indicate reduced performance in highly 
competitive environments. However, from the risk aspect, we could expect that the 
probability that these lines spread and persist in agricultural environments is not greater 
than or even lower than for non-GM varieties.  
Differences in phenological development were found for the lines Pm3b#2 and 
Pm3a#1. Both lines developed significantly slower and flowered later than their non-
GM control lines. There were also unexpected changes in the flowering behaviour of 
several lines. Plants with a Pm3b transgene were more likely to hybridize with other 
wheat varieties than non-GM control lines (Chapter 5). This can probably be explained 
by lower fertility of these lines. Wheat is a strict self pollinator and only a few percent 
of all flowers are usually pollinated by foreign pollen. We observed however, that the 
flower morphology of the lines Pm3b#2 and Pm3b#4 was altered visibly (Chapter 1; 
Brunner et al. 2011). Flowers stayed open for several days, instead of minutes (De 
Vries 1971), presumably to allow external pollination. This may indicate that either the 
pollen quantity or quality was negatively affected (Enjalbert et al. 1998) by the 
presence of a Pm3b transgene. Seeds of the lines Pm3b#2, Pm3b#3 and Pm3b#4 were 
also significantly more often infected with ergot fungi. It is possible that there is a 
connection between this infection and the longer flowering period of these plants. 
Experiments have shown that male-sterile wheat varieties that need to open their 
flowers to receive foreign pollen are also more prone to ergot infections (Waines and 
Hegde 2003). 
Our results suggest that single transgenes conferring pathogen resistance to 
plants can lead to unintended effects. To explain why such effects occur is very difficult 
an unpredictable. However, one of the reasons could be the enhanced gene expression 
levels in the transgenes which was sometimes several hundred times higher than found 
in conventional varieties. Indeed, the majority of the unintended effects were found in 
the lines Pm3b#2 and Pm3b#4 which have the highest transgene expression. We 
suggest that altered regulation of single transgenes in plants can have much larger 
effects than typically observed in the wild. There is definitely need for more research 
on this topic. 
Now that we found these unintended effects we would like to discuss whether 
they pose a risk to the environment or human health.  Most of the effects lead to lower 
fitness of the study plants. Lower fitness is mainly risky for the plant itself but not for 
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its surrounding. Differences in flowering behavior, especially increased cross-
pollination rates could however influence the coexistence of GM and non-GM 
agriculture and need to be considered. This is of course different for increased ergot 
infection. Ergot is one of the most toxic fungal pathogens and can cause severe 
poisoning and paralysis if consumed (Caporael 1976; Fitzhugh et al. 1944). Do this 
increased ergot infection levels pose a risk to human or animal health? Risk is 
commonly defined as the product of hazard and exposure (Poppy 2004). We found that 
in 2008 ergot levels for the lines Pm3b#2, Pm3b#3 and Pm3b#4, were 19, 4, and 20 
times higher than the official threshold level (Schweizer Eidgenossenschaft 2010). Such 
high level would therefore pose a serious health hazard if consumed. However, no 
feeding experiments were carried out and all seed material was destroyed after the end 
of the experiments. The exposure was therefore zero. It has to be stated, however, that 
the finding of increased ergot infection rates was not anticipated and purely 
coincidental. Nevertheless, it would be highly unlikely that the experimental wheat 
lines we used would be used in breeding programs since they showed other unintended 
effects such as reduced yield and necrotic leaves that are easily observed. Ergot 
infections were not observed in 2009 but again in 2010 (unpublished data). This 
indicates that environmental and climatic factors can influence ergot infection levels 
(Fitzhugh et al. 1944). Several years of field trials would therefore be necessary to 
exclude the possibility of increased ergot infections. However, even in the worst case 
that increased ergot infection would have gone unnoticed by plant breeders, this would 
not threaten human health. Ergot is a well known disease and grain lots are checked 
automatically for ergot kernels. Contaminated grain can be cleaned using sieving 
techniques which inevitably reduces the overall seed yield. Even in these worst case 
scenarios, consumers would therefore not be exposed to ergot poisoning. Nevertheless, 
we can conclude, that the spikes produced by the GM lines Pm3b#2, Pm3b#3 and 
Pm3b#4 would not be safe for consumption. I did not expect to find such an array of 
surprisingly large unintended effects prior to our field experiment. Hence, my findings 
demonstrate how important open and unbiased ecological assessments of GM plants 
are.  
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Transgene x environment interactions in GM plants 
The study of genotype x environment (G x E) interactions is one of the main topics of 
ecology and evolutionary biology (Via and Lande 1985). Genotypic expression of traits 
can differ across environments resulting in large phenotypic variability. G x E 
interactions are known to be large in wild plants (Schlichting 1986; Sultan 1987; 
Schmid 1992; Sultan 2001; Yahiaoui et al. 2004) and of great interest for crop scientists 
(Paterson et al. 2003). The extent to which G x E interactions affect a trait is an 
important determinant of the amount of testing required over years and locations to 
satisfactorily quantify the performance of a crop genotype (Paterson et al. 2003). 
Transgenic plants that differ only in one or a few genes from non-transgenic control 
lines are particularly valuable for G x E studies. GM plants allow studying how 
interactions between a particular transgene and environmental factors affect the 
genotype of a plant. 
 Our experiments revealed that environmental factors can influence the 
behaviour of GM and non-GM plants differentially. Moist and relatively warm climatic 
conditions in 2009 almost doubled yields of our test plants compared to 2008, where it 
rained less. However, the pathogen powdery mildew could also benefit from moist 
conditions and caused more severe infections in 2009. Hence, the performance of GM 
plants resistant to powdery mildew increased relative to highly susceptible non-GM 
plants (Chapters 1 and 4 vs. Chapters 2 and 3). Similar effects were observed in plots 
with additional fertilization. Better nutrient availability increased the performance of all 
plants. However, powdery mildew could also profit from these conditions and infected 
plants in fertilized plots more than in non-fertilized control treatments. Plant scientists 
and crop breeders have made similar observations (Chen et al. 2007; Last 1953; 
Bainbridge 1974; Shaner and Finney 1977). Powdery mildew infections became more 
serious after the green revolution — mainly because of increased use of nitrogen 
fertilizer, growth regulators, increased genetic uniformity of crops and increased 
irrigation (Bennett 1984). Hence, resistant GM plants did profit more from fertilization 
than non-resistant control plants. Generally, beneficial climatic conditions and nitrogen 
fertilization increased phenotypic differences between GM and non-GM control lines. 
However, the largest transgene x environment interactions were detected when 
we compared the performance of GM and non-GM plants grown in the glasshouse and 
in the field. GM plants performed much better in the glasshouse than in the field. More 
stressful conditions could have increased costs of resistance in GM lines (Chapter 1). 
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Besides the general performance, several unintended effects were only detected in the 
field. This may have implications for environmental risk assessments.  
 
Substantial equivalence vs. precautionary principle 
It has been argued that if GM plants grown in the glasshouse differ from their non-GM 
parent lines only by expressing the transgene product, the ecological risks of this 
product can be better tested there than in the field (Raybould 2006; Raybould 2010). 
This view is based on the principle of “substantial equivalence”, a regulatory 
framework introduced by the OECD in 1993 and later affirmed by the FAO and WHO 
(OECD 1993; FAO/WHO 1996) aiming to control the introduction of genetically 
modified crops. Following this principle, a GM plant can be brought to market if one 
can demonstrate that key toxic or allergenic compounds, key nutrients and possible 
inherent plant toxins and antinutrients lie within the natural variation found in its 
natural antecedent (EC 1997). These data are usually gained from plants grown under 
standardized condition in the laboratory and information about potential transgene × 
environment interactions are not required. However, from evolutionary and ecological 
studies on wild plants it is well known that genotype × environment interactions are 
potentially very large (Schlichting 1986, Sultan 1987, Schmid 1992, Sultan 2001), 
suggesting that similar interactions might occur in GM plants exposed to different 
environments, including glasshouse vs. field environments.  
Our results show clearly, that introduction of a single transgene influenced the 
plants performance, physiology and ecology in various ways. Hence, GM plants are not 
just conventional varieties with some added traits. Whereas the transgene expression 
and therefore the intended pathogen resistance was only little influenced by 
environmental conditions, this was not true for unintended effects. When we moved our 
study plants from the glasshouse to the field their performance and ecology changed. 
Unintended effects such as reduced yield and plant height, chlorotic leaves, changes in 
flowering behaviour and increased susceptibility to herbivore and fungal pathogens 
were not visible in the glasshouse and could only be revealed when plants were grown 
in realistic field environments. Hence, whereas glasshouse experiments can be useful to 
study transgene expression and toxicity on non-target organisms, they do not allow to 
evaluate complex transgene x environment interactions. We argue that information 
about transgene × environment interactions must be required as a basis for ecological 
risk assessment. GM plants should be tested in multiple environments that simulate 
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conditions found in agricultural environments. Assessments that are based on the 
principle of substantial equivalence, which requires only the study of the chemical 
composition of plants grown in the laboratory, are thus prone to overlook potentially 
important transgene × environment interactions. It is therefore not surprising that this 
principle has caused a lengthy debate within the scientific community (Millstone et al. 
1999; Novak and Haslberger 2000; Gasson and Burke 2001) and has thus been partly 
extended or even been replaced by the equally controversial precautionary approach 
(EU 2000; Barnett et al. 2001) in some countries. Our results show that the value of risk 
assessments based on the principle of substantial equivalence is limited and we propose 
to develop and use more sophisticated testing systems (Kuiper et al. 2001; Andow and 
Hilbeck 2004) that take into account potential transgene × environment interactions. 
 
Value of diversity in agriculture 
Biodiversity experiments with wild plants showed, that higher plant diversity increases 
the total biomass and yield of a system (Tilman et al. 1996; Hector et al. 1999; Roscher 
et al. 2005). Diverse systems in which different plant species or varieties share different 
pathogen resistances can slow down spreading of pathogens (Wolfe 1985; Maron et al. 
2011). This reduces the pathogen load and makes it more difficult for pathogens to 
overcome the plants resistances. Mixtures of crop varieties have been cultivated in the 
past with some success (Smithson and Lenne 1996; Zhu et al. 2000). Although yields of 
mixed varieties might be higher, they are often less homogeneous than in monocultures 
which may be seen as a disadvantage. Our aim was to test if GM plants that differ only 
in few resistance genes but are otherwise phenotypically similar can help to overcome 
these difficulties. We carried out two experiments where we mixed different GM and 
non-GM lines with each other (Chapters 2 and 4).  
We found no differences for mixtures with GM lines of the variety Frisal, 
presumably because GM and non-GM control lines were similarly resistant to powdery 
mildew. It is however not surprising, that mixtures of already resistant lines did not 
improve resistance further. Mixtures of GM lines with Pm3 transgenes yielded more 
interesting results. Resistance to powdery mildew generally increased with increasing 
GM concentration. Mixtures with equal concentrations of resistant GM and susceptible 
non-GM sister lines improved the overall resistance which is in line with earlier 
findings. Furthermore, we found positive diversity effects when GM lines with different 
resistance alleles were mixed. Mixtures of Pm3a#1 and Pm3b#1 lines had reduced 
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powdery mildew infection and improved yields compared with monocultures of these 
lines. In fact, these mixtures provided on of the rare cases of transgressive overyielding 
in agriculture (Trenbath and Harper 1974; Harper 1977; Vandermeer 1989). In this 
case, we were lucky to combine two lines with relatively low costs of resistance and 
complementary resistance genes. However, when we mixed Pm3b#1 with Pm3b#2 we 
found no diversity effect. This indicates that not all mixtures will lead to improved 
resistance or even transgressive overyielding. Plant breeders that developed variety 
mixtures made similar observations. It took them many years to find optimal mixture 
compositions (M. Winzeler, personal communications). Nevertheless, mixtures of 
conventional varieties but also of GM lines have the potential to improve today’s 
agricultural systems.  
Unfortunately, the current development leads in the opposite direction. 
Monocultures of crops become again more common because of international norms 
asking for homogeneous products (Esquinas-Alcazar 2005). Up to date, few GM 
varieties with even fewer resistance genes are planted on ever growing areas. This is 
mainly due to the monopolization of the marked by few large agrochemical companies 
(Altieri 2000) and strict government regulations (Levidow et al. 2005). The newest 
trend is stacking several transgenes into individual plants (Halpin 2005). It is possible 
that the stacking of multiple transgenes within a plant can increase the evolution of 
resistant pathogens or weeds (Krupke et al. 2009). Furthermore, it is not clear what 
happens on the population level if several transgenes with resistance costs are combined 
in a single plant. We would hypothesize that mixtures of resistant plant lines would 
yield more than monocultures with multiple resistance genes in each plant. However, 
almost no research has been done in this direction. 
I conclude that the almost forgotten agricultural technique of mixing plant 
varieties or lines should be reconsidered. Biodiversity strategies could help to make our 
agricultural systems more sustainable and increase productivity at the same time. This 
may apply to both GM and non-GM cropping systems. 
 
Gene flow and coexistence of GM and non-GM wheat 
Assessments of risks and benefits of GM crops usually focus on effects on non-target 
organisms, health issues and whether or not the performance increases as intended. 
Such information can help to decide if a particular GM line is safe to be released to the 
environment or later to be used in commercial cultivation. Crops that do not meet these 
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standards will be rejected. There is, however, a problem that cannot be solved so easily. 
All sexually reproducing plants can spread their genes through gene flow. Genes can be 
transferred via pollen among plants of the same species or sometimes even between 
closely related species. Furthermore, plants can disperse and persist in the form of seeds 
or seedlings. There are no indications that GM crops differ from non-GM cultivars in 
the ability to spread their genes (Ellstrand 2003). Some attempts have been made to 
reduce gene flow of GM crops through “terminator” technology or chloroplastic 
transformation (Niiler 1999). These efforts were, however, not well received because of 
various reasons. Seeds from such plants could for example not be used again for sowing 
the next-year crop (Niiler 1999). Therefore, we can assume that all currently planted 
GM crops are as fertile as non-GM varieties. 
Some proponents of GM technology argue that gene flow among crops and 
from crops to wild species has happened ever since the beginning of agriculture and 
caused no harm to human health or the environment (Poppy 2004). Nevertheless, GM 
policies in most countries demand that gene flow from GM crops need to be managed 
to keep levels of transgenic contamination below certain thresholds in conventional 
cops (Devos et al. 2005; Beckie and Hall 2008). Unintended gene flow from GM crops 
not only enables the introduction into ecosystems of genes that confer novel fitness-
related traits, but also allows novel genes to be introduced into many diverse types of 
crops, each with its own specific potential to outcross (Snow 2002). Furthermore, 
serious economic losses can be expected if originally conventional fields are 
contaminated with GM plants (Messean et al. 2007). Transgene escape is likely to 
happen and can occur though pollen- or seed-mediated gene flow (Ellstrand 2003; 
Dietiker et al. 2011). Gene flow differs strongly between crop species. Whereas pollen 
from maize was shown to fertilize plants hundreds of meters away from the pollen 
source at high rates (Devos et al. 2005; Mallory-Smith and Zapiola 2008) this is 
different for wheat. Wheat is a prominently self-pollinating species which means that 
flowers are usually pollinated by pollen of the same plant. Nevertheless, some plants 
are cross-pollinated (Enjalbert et al. 1998) which leads gene flow (Gatford et al. 2006; 
Matus-Cádiz et al. 2007). Knowledge about gene flow of GM wheat is therefore 
important to allow coexistence of GM and non-GM wheat crops in the future.  
Our data show that already short isolation distances of about 2 meters are 
sufficient to separate GM from non-GM wheat varieties. We could also confirm that 
cross-pollination in wheat is relatively low (3.4%) even among neighbouring plants. 
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However, in contrast to our intuition, we found that the insertion of a transgene can 
influence both the plants’ fertility and cross-pollination rates. GM plants with Pm3b 
transgenes were less fertile and 6 times more likely to receive foreign pollen than non-
GM lines. 
Pollen flow is not the only way transgenes can spread in an agro-environment. 
Studies have shown that it might be more likely that seed admixture occurs already 
before sowing because seed production chains of GM and non-GM seeds cannot be 
separated completely (Dietiker et al. 2011). We therefore used our cross-pollination 
data to calculate how much GM plants would spread if a conventional wheat field 
would be contaminated with 0.9% GM wheat seeds. We found that by the time of 
harvest, the proportion of seeds with at least one copy of the transgene would increase 
by 0.031%. Hence, we would not expect transgenes to spread fast within contaminated 
wheat fields. This would, however, be different in outcrossing crops such as barley or 
maize. We conclude that pollen- and seed-mediated gene flow of GM wheat can be 
managed using short isolation distances and adequate threshold limits. However, our 
results also show that transgenes can alter the flowering biology and influence pollen- 
and seed-mediated gene flow. This suggests that data from conventional crop varieties 
might not be reliable enough to calculate isolation distances and gene-flow 
management schemes. It could be safer to assess the gene flow potential of GM crops 
using a case-by-case approach.  
 
Innovative methods for GM crop assessments and agricultural research 
The performance of wheat is usually assessed by agronomist using relatively large field 
trials. However, we were not only interested in basic agricultural variables such as 
yield, seed set and pathogen susceptibility but also in how crop-plant traits change 
depending on the environment. Hence, complex experimental designs and special 
techniques, commonly used by ecologists to study wild plants, were necessary to assess 
such interactions. 
The performance and ecology of plants can be studied either at the level of the 
individual plant or the population. In agronomy, population measures are most 
important because the performance of plants needs to be put in relation to the area it 
takes to grow them. Nevertheless, our results show (Chapter 3) that data gained from 
individual plants can be used to predict the behaviour of the entire population. 
Furthermore, fitness-related traits, pathogen incidence, phenological development and 
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interactions among plants can be better studied at the level of individual plants. Hence, 
we propose to use both approaches. We believe that combining data on individual 
plants and entire populations can lead to better understanding of agricultural systems 
and improve assessments of GM plants. 
One of these methods is called “phytometer technique” (Chapter 4). 
Phytometers are individual plants, transplanted into a range of biotic and abiotic 
environments. This technique was developed to measure the quality of environments 
but can also be used to assess the response of different species grown in different 
environments (Mwangi et al. 2007). To our knowledge, the phytometer technique so far 
has never been used to study GM plants. Using this technique allowed us to assess the 
performance and competitive ability of 15 different GM and non-GM lines grown 
simultaneously in 15 biotic and two abiotic environments on less than 130 m2 of field 
plots (see discussion above). Conclusive data could be generated on very limited space 
helping to keep costs of field trials low. We are therefore confident that the phytometer 
technique has a high potential to be used in future assessments of GM plants but also in 
applied agricultural research in general. 
Phytometers can also be used to measure cross-pollination rates within a field 
(Chapter 5). We planted individual GM and non-GM plants of the variety Bobwhite 
into plots of different varieties like Frisal and Casana. The later were chosen because 
we observed that crosses between these varieties and Bobwhite lines suffer from 
necrotic leaf tips. Using this visual sign as marker we could easily and reliably identify 
cross-pollinated offspring saving us thousands of PCR reactions. We propose to use this 
approach to gain basic gene flow data on partially self-pollinating GM and non-GM 
crops. 
Finally, we used an innovative approach to assess pollen-mediated gene flow 
over short distances. Flour produced from batches of 100 seeds was tested for presence 
or absence of transgenes. Maximum likelihood estimation for binomial data (Fischer 
1922) was then used to calculate most likely cross-pollination rates. This approach 
allowed us to measure even tiny transgenic contaminations of 0.02% reliably and 
quickly. We propose therefore to use this population-based PCR approach to analyse 
gene flow between GM and non-GM crops at least until more sophisticated quantitative 
RT-PCR methods are available. 
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Relevance for plant biotechnology 
Four years of glasshouse experiments and field trials with experimental GM wheat 
varieties have yielded mixed results. Pathogen resistance of the variety Bobwhite could 
be improved trough the introduction and overexpression of Pm3 transgenes. However, 
additional chitinase and glucanase transgenes did not increase resistance to fungal 
pathogens in the variety Frisal. GM lines performed worse due to high costs of 
resistance in absence and partly even in presence of the pathogen. These costs were 
highest for lines with high transgene expression or in lines with more than one 
transgene. Furthermore, a variety unintended effects that affected the plants’ 
morphology, phenology and ecology were found in lines with particularly strong 
transgene expression.  
Our results suggest that even after years of research, the production of GM lines 
that express the intended traits and nothing else seems to be particularly difficult and 
involves random processes. We found that GM lines with similar transgenes and 
identical genetic background differed greatly from each other possibly due to positional 
effects that altered the transgene expression. In some cases, this expression seemed to 
be too high for the plant to cope with. This may indicate that differing transgene 
expression rates influence the performance and ecology of a plant more than we could 
expect from the presence or absence of an additional genes. Since every transformed 
plant coped differently with inserted transgenes we propose that GM lines need to be 
assessed on a case-by-case basis (Andow and Zwahlen 2006). This applies also to 
environmental risk assessments. We do not believe that the safety of a particular 
transgene can be guaranteed independently of the organism it is inserted in, as 
proclaimed by some scientists (De Schrijver et al. 2007). 
Furthermore, transgene x environment interactions were shown to be very large. 
Plants performed very differently when cultivated in the glasshouse than in the field. 
Hence, we suggest that, whenever possible, assessments of the performance and risks of 
GM plants should be carried out directly in the field. Laboratory and glasshouse 
experiments alone might not allow identifying and excluding plants with unintended 
and potentially harmful effects before their release to the environment.  Hence, the 
safety of such field trials needs to be guaranteed to minimize the risk of transgene 
escapes. This problem seems to be manageable at least for GM wheat. We found that 
cross-pollination rates are generally low in wheat and gene flow happens only over very 
short distances. 
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We conclude that the experimental GM lines with which we worked differed 
from their non-GM sister or control lines in many traits. Some of them were of 
ecological or even health-related relevance. Well-designed field trials are therefore 
essential to exclude lines with unintended traits and identify potentially useful ones. 
Many of the problems encountered with these experimental wheat lines can also be 
observed in new varieties produced by conventional breeding. Only plant breeders can 
breed novel genetic information into varieties that are optimally adapted to the harsh 
conditions of their agro-ecosystem. I believe that whereas biotechnology might provide 
plants with new traits it cannot and should not replace traditional plant breeding.  
 
Will biotechnology solve the world food problem? 
Proponents of GM technology proclaimed repeatedly that GM crops will allow 
increasing food production to meet the demand of an ever growing global population 
(Conway and Toenniessen 1999; Khush 2001; James 2009). Some go so far to allege 
GM critics to be responsibly for today’s famines (Borlaug 2000). However, up to now, 
there is little evidence that increased yields are caused by GM crops and not just 
improved agricultural practice (Qaim and Zilberman 2003; IAASTD 2009; Sheridan 
2009). Our results show, that crops with additional transgenes are likely to suffer from 
costs of resistance. Such trade-offs have been well studied by ecologists and are to be 
expected (Bergelson and Purrington 1996). Only the future will show if, in the absence 
of pathogens, absolute yield gains of GM crops with resistance genes will ever be 
possible. However, GM crops could potentially reduce yield loss due to better pathogen 
and abiotic stress resistance under reduced input of agrochemicals. This could make 
agriculture more sustainable and lower the variation in crop performance which 
increases food safety. However, today’s monopolisation of the applied biotechnology 
research by few agrochemical companies could threaten this goal (Godfray et al. 2010; 
Serageldin 1999). Genetic diversity of important crops is declining fast (Esquinas-
Alcazar 2005). It is conceivable that the widespread cultivation of relatively similar 
GM crops supports this trend. However, reduced crop diversity can lower the 
effectiveness of basic ecosystems services such as pest and disease management, 
pollination and soil processes (Hajjar et al. 2008), as well as the natural resources of 
new genes for biotechnological applications.  
 Basic ecological research could help to understand and eventually manage 
invading pathogens (Tilman et al. 1996). Diversification strategies could increase the 
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complexity of monotonous agricultural fields, thus reducing their susceptibility to 
pathogen epidemics (Pimentel 1991). Our results show (Chapter 3) that mixtures of 
experimental GM lines can reduce pathogen incidence and increase yields 
transgressively. Even better results might be achieved if GM varieties are combined 
that have already gone trough a breeding process. We propose that GM and non-GM 
farming systems could benefit from the use of diversification strategies. There are also 
ideas how to reduce yield losses due to weeds. Ecologists have shown that increasing 
cropping density and improved sowing pattern can reduce the growth of weeds without 
input of chemicals or additional work (Weiner et al. 2010). They also propose novel 
breeding techniques that aim to improve the performance of entire crop populations. 
These examples show that basic ecological principles could be of great use to applied 
agronomy. If promoted, so called evolutionary agro-ecology (Weiner et al. 2010) could 
also help to mitigate the world food crisis.  
Back to the question asked at the beginning of this section: will GM crops solve the 
world food crisis? I believe that GM crops could potentially help to increase food 
production if used more carefully than today. However, biotechnology can at best 
contribute partially to the solution of the problem. Better use of already available 
ecological knowledge does also hold the potential to revolutionize agriculture. To 
overcome the massive problems the world is facing today, researchers of 
biotechnology, agronomy and ecology need join their forces and work towards a 
sustainable future. 
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Fig. 7: Field trial at ART Reckenholz with triticale border crop in June 2009 (S. Zeller) 
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The global population and the demand for protein-rich foods and bio-fuels are growing 
fast. If this trend continues as predicted, world food security will be at risk. Attempts to 
increase agricultural production will meet severe limitations due to dwindling re-
sources. In the past, improved crop varieties have allowed to increase production on a 
given area. Proponents of green biotechnology argue that genetically modified (GM) 
crops could increase yields while reducing input of agrochemicals. However, there are 
reports showing that GM crops can propagate and persist within and outside of agricul-
tural environments and share their transgenes with other crops or wild species. This 
unintended gene flow could potentially threaten coexistence of GM and non-GM agri-
cultural systems and might affect ecosystem services. It is therefore essential to under-
stand the ecology of GM plants. Little is known how transgenic plants interact with 
their environment and generally, how plants cope with additional genes or genes with 
changed expression levels. Here we performed several glasshouse and field experi-
ments to assess the performance, resistance costs and unintended effects of seven ex-
perimental GM wheat lines grown in different nutritional and competitive environ-
ments. Furthermore, we studied the influence of transgenes on pollen-mediated gene 
flow. 
 We found that five wheat lines of the variety Bobwhite with inserted Pm3 trans-
genes were more resistant to the fungal pathogen powdery mildew than non-GM con-
trol lines. However, no improvement was observed when either chitinase or and chiti-
nase and glucanase transgenes were inserted into already resistant Frisal plants. In-
creased fungal resistance did not translate directly into higher yields. In the absence of 
the pathogen, all tested GM lines performed worse than non-GM control lines. These 
costs of resistance were highest for lines with the strongest transgene expression or 
plants with two different transgenes. In environments with high pathogen pressure two 
lines Pm3a#1 and Pm3b#1 performed slightly better than their non-GM control lines 
whereas the opposite was true for other lines. All tested GM lines showed at least some 
unintended effects, i.e., hyper-sensitivity to fungicide spraying, chlorotic leaves, re-
duced plant height, reduced herbivore resistance, lower competitive ability if grown 
among other wheat varieties and changes in flower morphology. The later might indi-
cate that lines with strong Pm3b overexpression suffer from fertility problems, forcing 
them to open their flowers to allow cross-pollination. This might also explain high hy-
bridisation rates and increased infections by ergot fungi. We found that environmental 
factors can influence the behaviour of GM and non-GM plants differently. Generally, 
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beneficial climatic conditions and nitrogen fertilization increased these differences. The 
largest transgene x environment interactions were found between GM and non-GM 
plants grown in the glasshouse or the field. GM plants performed generally poor and 
showed unintended effects in the field, whereas they performed well and showed no 
such effects in the glasshouse. Powdery mildew resistance and yield increased when 
lines with different Pm3 alleles were grown in mixtures. It has to be seen if mixtures of 
relatively similar GM lines perform better than uniform monocultures with several 
stacked transgenes. Finally, we could confirm that short isolation distances are suffi-
cient to separate GM from non-GM wheat varieties. Whereas cross-pollination rates 
were generally low, Pm3b lines were more likely to hybridize with neighbouring plants 
than were non-GM controls. Hence, we found that inserted transgenes can alter the re-
productive biology and influence pollen- and seed-mediated gene flow. 
We conclude that it is still challenging to produce GM crops expressing only in-
tended but no unintended traits. Our results suggest that transgene expressions levels 
influence the performance and ecology of GM crops more than we would expect due to 
the presence or absence of additional genes. It is therefore essential to assess risks and 
benefits of GM lines on a case-by-case basis. Such assessments should include field 
trials and multiple environmental factors to reveal transgene x environment interac-
tions. In the case of wheat, safe field trials and the coexistence of GM and non-GM 
wheat are made easier than in other species due to limited pollen-mediated gene flow. 
We found strong negative trade-offs between transgene expression and plant perform-
ance. Although we cannot extrapolate from our results to other GM crops, it is conceiv-
able that many resistance genes are linked to additional costs which reduce the yield 
potential under certain environmental conditions. On the other hand, diversification 
strategies were successful, even when experimental GM lines were used. Hence, basic 
ecological theory can potentially improve the sustainability and productivity of agricul-
tural systems. I believe that major efforts will be necessary to feed the world in the fu-
ture and biotechnology could be one tool to achieve this if used carefully. However, 
classical breeding and ecological research should not be neglected because they might 
also hold the potential to revolutionize today’s agriculture.  
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Fig. 8: Threshed seeds and ergots of a GM-Bobwhite line (Pm3b#2) in 2008 (S. Zeller) 
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Wir leben in einer Zeit, in der die Weltbevölkerung wächst und die Nachfrage nach 
proteinreichen Nahrungsmitteln und Biotreibstoffen stark zunimmt. Wenn diese Trends 
wie vorhergesagt anhalten, wird sich die Welternährungslage verschlechtern. Denn 
schwindende Ressourcen wie z.B. Land, Wasser, fossile Energieträger und Nährstoffe 
werden sehr wahrscheinlich die Steigerung der landwirtschaftlichen Produktion 
erschweren. Moderne Pflanzensorten haben in der Vergangenheit erhebliche 
Produktionssteigerungen ermöglicht. Verfechter der grünen Gentechnik sind überzeugt, 
dass mithilfe von gentechnisch veränderten (GV) Pflanzen die Erträge erhöht und 
gleichzeitig der Verbrauch von Pflanzenschutzmitteln reduziert werden können. 
Anderseits gibt es inzwischen Publikationen, die zeigen, dass sich GV-Pflanzen in 
landwirtschaftlichen Anbaugebieten vermehren und ihre Transgene an Nutz- und 
Wildpflanzen weitergeben können. Unkontrollierter Genfluss könnte die Koexistenz 
von GV und nicht-GV Pflanzen gefährden und das Funktionieren von 
Agrarökosystemen negativ beeinflussen. Deshalb ist es wichtig, die Ökologie von GV-
Pflanzen besser zu verstehen. Bisher weiss man wenig über Interaktionen zwischen 
GV-Pflanzen und ihrer Umwelt und wie zusätzliche Gene bzw. Veränderungen in der 
Genexpression das Verhalten von Pflanzen beeinflussen. Daher haben wir mehrere 
Gewächshaus- und Feldversuche durchgeführt, um das Verhalten von sieben 
experimentellen GV-Weizen Linien in verschiedenen Nährstoff- und 
Konkurrenzsituationen zu untersuchen. Zudem untersuchten wir, ob Resistenzkosten, 
unerwünschte Nebeneffekten oder Veränderungen im Genfluss vermehrt in GV-
Pflanzen auftreten. 
 Unsere Resultate zeigen, dass fünf Weizenlinien der Sorte Bobwhite, die ein 
zusätzliches Resistenzgen (Pm3) erhalten haben, weniger stark von Mehltaupilzen 
befallen wurden als nicht veränderte Kontrolllinien. Bei Linien der bereits gegen 
Mehltau resistenten Sorte Frisal, die über zusätzliche Transgene zur Herstellung von 
Chitinasen oder Chitinasen und Glukanasen verfügen, konnte jedoch keine erhöhte 
Resistenz festgestellt werden. Verbesserte Pilzresistenz führte nicht automatisch zu 
grösseren Erträgen. Wenn keine Mehltauinfektion auftrat, waren die Erträge bei allen 
untersuchten GV-Linien geringer als bei nicht veränderten Kontrolllinien. Diese 
sogenannten Resistenzkosten waren bei den GV-Pflanzen mit den stärksten 
Transgenexpression am grössten. Unter sehr starkem Mehltauinfektionsdruck zeigten 
zwei GV-Linen, Pm3a#1 und Pm3b#1, etwas bessere Erträge als ihre nicht veränderten 
Kontrolllinien. Bei allen anderen GV-Linien waren die Erträge auch unter solchen 
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Bedingungen geringer. Unterwünschte Nebeneffekte konnten bei allen GV-Linien 
festgestellt werden, wenn auch in unterschiedlicher Ausprägung. GV-Pflanzen 
reagierten unter anderem besonders sensitiv auf Fungizidbehandlung, hatten 
chlorotische Blätter, reduzierte Wuchshöhe, geringere Resistenz gegen Herbivore, 
geringere Konkurrenzkraft und die Blütenmorphologie war verändert. Letzteres trat bei 
Pm3b Linien mit besonders starker Transgenexpression auf und könnte auf 
Fertilitätsprobleme hindeuten. Obwohl Weizen eigentlich ein Selbstbefruchter ist, 
mussten diese Pflanzen ihre Blüten lange öffnen um von fremden Pollen bestäubt zu 
werden. Dies könnte auch die hohe Hybridisationsraten und auffällig starke 
Mutterkorninfektionen erklären.  
Umwelteinflüsse können das Verhalten von GV- und ihren nicht veränderten 
Kontrollpflanzen unterschiedlich beeinflussen. Im Allgemeinen verstärkten günstige 
klimatische Bedingungen und Stickstoffdüngung diese Unterschiede. Besonderst starke 
Interaktionen zwischen dem Transgen und der Umwelt traten auf, wenn GV- und nicht 
veränderte Pflanzen unter Gewächshaus- oder Feldbedingungen angepflanzt wurden. 
Im Gewächshaus profitierten praktisch alle GV-Pflanzen von ihrer verbesserten 
Mehltauresistenz, was sich in höheren Erträgen bemerkbar machte. Im Gegensatz dazu 
wuchsen GV-Pflanzen im Feld im Allgemeinen schlechter als nicht veränderte 
Kontrollpflanzen und zeigten unerwünschte Nebeneffekte. Das Mischen von GV-
Linien mit verschiedenen Pm3-Allelen führte zu verbesserter Mehltauresistenz und 
höheren Erträgen. Es wird sich zeigen, ob Mischungen mit relativ ähnlichen GV-Linien 
gegenüber Monokulturen mit multiplen Transgenen im Vorteil sind. Schliesslich 
konnten wir bestätigen, dass kurze Isolationsdistanzen genügen um GV- von nicht GV-
Pflanzen zu trennen. Auskreuzungsraten waren im Allgemeinen gering.  GV-Linien mit 
Pm3b-Transgenen kreuzten sich jedoch häufiger mit Nachbarpflanzen als nicht 
veränderte Kontrolllinen. Dies zeigt, dass Transgene die Reproduktionsbiologie und 
den Genfluss zwischen Pflanzen beeinflussen können.  
Wir schliessen aus unseren Ergebnissen, dass die Herstellung von GV-Pflanzen, 
die nur die erwünschten Effekte zeigen, weiterhin schwierig ist. Die Expressionsstärke 
von Transgenen scheint das Verhalten und insbesondere die Ökologie von GV-Pflanzen 
stärker zu beeinflussen, als man durch das Vorhandensein oder Fehlen von 
Resistenzgenen erwarten könnte. Demzufolge müssen Risiken und Nutzen jeder neuen 
GV-Linie separat untersucht werden. Solche Abschätzungen sollten auch Feldversuche 
und verschiedene Umweltbedingungen beinhalten, damit Interaktionen zwischen dem 
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Transgen und der Umwelt aufgedeckt werden können. Sichere Feldversuche können 
mit Weizen dank tiefer Auskreuzungsrate leichter durchgeführt werden als mit anderen 
Pflanzenarten. Die Expression der Transgene korrelierte negativ mit dem Ertrag und 
anderen wichtigen agronomischen Merkmalen. Obwohl wir aufgrund unserer Resultate 
nicht auf das Verhalten anderer GV-Pflanzen schliessen können, ist es denkbar, dass 
Resistenzgene zu zusätzlichen Kosten für die Pflanzen führen, die abhängig von den 
jeweiligen Umweltbedingungen das Ertragspotential schmälern können. Anderseits war 
unsere Diversifikationsstrategie, d.h. die Mischung von GV-Linien mit verschiedenen 
Pm3-Allelen, erfolgreich, obwohl diese Mischungen nur zufällig und nicht zielgerichtet 
zusammengestellt worden waren. Dies zeigt, dass die Anwendung von grundlegenden 
Theorien aus der Ökologie die Produktivität und Nachhaltigkeit von Agrarsystemen 
verbessern könnte.  
Ich bin zur Überzeugung gekommen, dass massive Anstrengungen notwendig 
sind, damit die bereits heute prekäre Welternährungssituation entschärft werden kann. 
Die Gentechnologie könnte ihren Teil dazu beitragen, aber nur wenn sie vorsichtig 
genutzt wird. Die klassische Pflanzenzüchtung und die ökologische 
Grundlagenforschung dürfen jedoch auf keinen Fall vernachlässigt werden, weil auch 
sie das Potential zur Revolutionierung der heutigen Landwirtschaft in sich tragen.  
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Fig. 10: Security guard watches by anti – GMO demonstration in 2008 (S. Zeller)  
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